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Abstract

In this thesis Acoustic-Phonetic Decoding of continuous speech through a Knowledge Based
approach is discussed. The framework is the continuous speech recognition system DIRA under
development at the Institut de la Communication Parloo. In this system an acoustic-phonetic
decoder is included, which is as yet able to perform phoneme macro-class recognition, following
a knowledge based approach. The aim of the 9 month project on which this thesis reports was
to:

o ameliorate macro-class recognition performance by integration of statistical models in the
present acoustic-phonetic decoder, as well as learning/speaker adaptation mechanisms;

o study the problem of label-recognition, which is to extend phoneme macro-class
recognition to full phoneme recognition;

o study top-down acoustic-phonetic decoding, an important issue for speech recognition
expert systems;

o study implementation issues in the context of real-time knowledge based speech
recognition.

Considerable progress on the theoretical side of each of these issues has been made.
Experimentation has shown the feasibility of the models developed and has especially influenced
the focus of attention.

Statistical models can conceptually easily be integrated in the present knowledge models, which
are much resembling Hidden Markov Models, the most popular modelling employed nowadays
for speech recognition. Redefinition of acoustic cues and refinement of acoustic-phonetic
knowledge as used presently is however necessary to ascertain substantial performance
improvements, which will not be possible without considerable experimentation efforts. A start
with these has already been made.

The statistical models are based on gaussian distribution functions, which can be adapted to
speakers, starting from a general model.

A thorough theoretic basis has been developed to impose elaborate inference schemes upon these
statistical models. Score functions including confidence values have been developed to enable a
more quantitative reasoning than used at present, which provides a complement to the qualitative
power of knowledge based models.

Concerning label recognition, the experimentation performed on labelled speech files has
delivered important insights. The non-stable nature of normally rated speech is obstructing label
recognition using knowledge derived from isolated word speech files. Study of continuous speech
corpora can deliver knowledge, based on dynamic cues, to perform label recognition. Examples
of this are described.

In the field of top-dOwn acoustic-phonetic decoding, which is presently in a still very early phase,
it has become clear that bottom-up operation needs to be implemented and tested first, before
top-down operation can be developed at all. Much depends in the performance of bottom-up
recognition. The developed speaker adaptation depends on its tum on the top-down mode.

The real-time operation condition has far stretching consequences for knowledge based acoustic
phonetic decoding. It demands for concurrent and eventually distributed modelling of such expert
systems. A start with the development of real-time oriented inference has been made.
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Introduction
information & intelligence

In this introduction, we will discuss the process of communication, in order to develop working
definitions of general terms which will be used in the following chapters and to provide the
reader with an idea of the facets of the speech recognition problems, such as acoustic phonetic
decoding, related to various scientific domains.

Communication as we define it, is concerned with Intelligence and Information. The first of
those, Intelligence, is even in every day life a fuzzy notion and it is even more in scientific
context. So we will have to formulate a working definition suited for our purposes, which we will
do in this chapter.

Information is a conception which exists to some extend already in a commonly accepted formal
definition. We refer here of course to the classical work of Claude E. Shannon, entitled "A
Mathematical Theory of Communication' [Shannon48]. His definition is however too restricted for
our purposes; it is principally concerned with the quantitative storage and transmission of
information, which does of course address an important issue in computer science. Nevertheless,
we need to enclose more qualitative aspects of Information into the discussion. Therefor we have
to extend the definition. We will do this by adding some formalisms complementary to the theory
of Shannon and simultaneously accommodating his theory for our purposes. Thereafter we will
tum to the discussion of Intelligence.

1.1 The six levels of Information

We extend the definition of Information by adding five aspects different from the one described
by Shannon. Furthermore we will present a distinctive hierarchical arrangement of the total of
six aspects and thus we can refer to them as the six levels of Information. Following Gitt [Gitt89],
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with some alterations, we define each level of Information with one or more postulates,
accompanied by some more informal descriptions and examples. Figure 1.1 will serve through
the whole discussion in this section as illustrated reference. It symbolizes the flow of information
from transmitter to receiver, which can be examined on each of the six levels displayed. Between
these levels, transformations take place on either side of the communication medium, of which
the principal (but not necessarily unique) direction is displayed.

c::::::::===J> c::::::::===t>
IIngulatlc , t====:::I~ " lingula tic
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c;::) c::::.1====J> r;;:;::J,c::::.====;> c;::)
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G::0 C.I====;>Bc:====t> G::0
Fig. 1.1: the six levels of Information

Level 1: Physics

At the first level we consider the physical aspects of information. In contradiction to many
popular visions of Information, which tend to regard it as an abstract conception, we do
distinguish physical aspects, because we want to discuss Information in the context of
Communication. In any kind of communication a medium is involved to transport Information,
both in place and in time. It is true that for some communication processes, the medium may
be not very relevant, that is: not effecting any crucial aspects of the Information concerned. If
the beforelaying report was handwritten on papyrus instead of laserprinted on white paper, that
would not make any difference to the crucial aspects of the Information concerned, which is the
scientific dissertation it is supposed to outline.

For other types of communication, the medium may affect however crucial aspects of the
Information. Speech communication is such a type. For the time being we will not justify this
assumption. The nature of this affection mostly comprises unwanted phenomenons, such as
disturbances. We formulate our first postulate.
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Postulate 1: physical information carriers. Information as we conceive it, is
always related to a physical information carrier. This carrier can demonstrate
unideal behaviour, such that other than the physical aspects of Information
are affected, or disturbed.

Level 2: Statistics

For the specification of the second level of Information we provisionally follow Shannon. So
conceived, Information is a purely quantitative conception, completely shorn of qualitative
aspects as syntax and semantics. Information is seen as a sequence of symbols generated by a
source and transmitted to a receiver. Shannon takes the viewpointl of this receiver to
conceptualize Information as the accumulated surprise values of the symbols received. Three
postulates delineate the essentials of this perspective.

Postulate 2: surprise value. The information content of a symbol is
proportional to its surprise value: the uncertainty at the receiver eliminated
by the arrival of the symbol. Hence frequent symbols in a set of possible
symbols, usually called alphabet, have a low information content and rare
symbols a high.

Postulate 3: unit of measurement. The unconditional surprise value of a
symbol in case of an alphabet consisting of two symbols, equally probable
and uncorrelated2, is taken as unit of measurement for the information
contents of a symbol or a sequence of symbols.

Postulate 4: message information contents. The accumulated information
contents of two mutually independent symbols consists of the summation of
the individual symbol information contents.

Examples of symbols, or rather alphabets, are of course the various alphabets used by mankind
for spoken and written communication, the binary digits (bits) used for computer communication,
the four chemical 'letters' DNA-molecules are constituted of, and so on.

The relation with the first level of Information is established by the fifth postulate of
Information.

Postulate S: symbols and signals. In any kind of communication, a unique
relation between signals and symbols exists, such that a signal can be
generated from a chain of symbols in the transmitter and the chain of
symbols can be recovered from the received signal in the receiver. This
relation is represented by physical mechanisms operated by a mental
process.

lTlle word 'viewpoiDI' will be used iD later chaplml to i.dicale a more formal CODceptioD. To avoid CODfuioD, we ahallll5e bere !be
apraaioD 'co•••DicatiOll viewpoiDI'.

2 0II1y witll respect to t1liI 1eYel of laformatioDI
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Level 3: Syntax

The syntactical level of Information is concerned with the rules used to string symbols together
(assimilation) in order to convey them into more abstract and generally more numerous symbols,
which we will refer to as code words. The collection of rules is called a code. Within the syntactic
level, some hierarchy may exist in the shape of code words forming even more abstract code
words. A commonly known example is the chaining together of the characters of a natural
language into words and the chaining of words into sentences. However natural, this poses
problems to the unambiguity of our model of Information.

H new symbols are constructed according to some syntax, these symbols can be regarded again
in the way we described in the former section. If the statistic aspects of these abstract symbols
are irrelevant, we of course do not find ourselves in serious trouble. They are however relevant
in some cases, including (automated) speech recognition.

We describe the aspects of Information at the syntactic level by several postulates. In the latter
the first notion of Intelligence appears.

Postulate 6: codewords and symbols. At the transmitter side, symbols are
formed from codewords, according to some coding scheme. At the receiver,
these symbols must be chained together in order to restore the codewords,
according to the same code scheme. Only of these two prerequisites are
fulfilled, Information may exist.

Postulate 7: code coherence. Only if the code used to form the symbols from
the original code words is known to the receiver, Information as we conceive
it, exists within the communication process between transmitter and
receiver. This concerns a necessary but insufficient condition for the
existence of Information.

Postulate 8: origins of a code. The codes involved in communication
processes we regard, originate from some kind of a mental process.

We deliberately do not formalize the notion of a mental process as mentioned in the eight
postulate. Formalization is delayed until the discussion of Intelligence. Instead we provide some
examples: the collective processes involved in the dynamics of natural languages (think for
instance of the birth of a fashion word as 'dinky' - Double Income, No Kids), the scientific
contemplations involved in the design of computer codes, or the genetic/evolutional processes
involved in the birth of new life. The latter example may set the reader on some doubt
concerning the 'mental' aspects of these processes, but again we have to refer to the discussion
of Intelligence that is to follow.

Level 4: semantics

At level four we arrive at another crucial aspect of Information as we wish to conceive it. The
reason for the prominence of semantics for our purposes, is of course the goal of speech
recognition (if we permit ourselves a momentary leap forward in the discussion), which we can
provisionally formulate as 'to derive a meaning from a speech signal'. Quickly returning to the
discussion of Information, we express the central postulate of semantics as follows:

Postulate 9: meaning. Only those code words expressing a meaning are
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regarded as information. Meaning must necessarily originate from a mental
source. When meaning is restricted to a predefined subset of all meanings
expressible, it can be generated by artificial processes.

Two principal observations can be made based on this postulate. First, we obviously take the
viewpoint of the transmitter involved in the communication process. As Gitt [Gitt89] points out
deservingly, WWhether information is understood or not, does nothing to change its existencew

•

In searching for an example, he found the persuasive case of the egyptian hieroglyphics, which
did not make sense to any archaeologist until the discovery of the Rosetta Stone. Nevertheless,
they represented information ever since they were inscribed, and still do.

The second observation is related to the first. Consider the case in which rode words do not
represent any meaning. Seemingly, it does not make much sense to discuss such code words. But
let us, inspired by the first observation, take the viewpoint of the receiver. What if the received
code words are to some extend submitted to lack of meaning form this point of view or have
been perturbated in the transmission process?3. We describe the conceptions concerning this by
reformulating postulates at the syntactic level.

Postulate 6&: rodewords, symbols and variance. At the transmitter side,
symbols are formed from codewords, according to some coding scheme. At
the receiver, these symbols must be chained together in order to restore the
rodewords, according the same basic rode scheme. We do allow the
transmitter to introduce an amount of variance to the code scheme or
symbol generation. We also regard perturbations at the physical level to be
a form of variance.

Postulate 7a: code coherence. Only if the code used to form the symbols
from the original rode words is lrnown to the receiver, to an extend
sufficient for at least partial decoding, Information as we conceive it, exists
within the communication process between transmitter and receiver. In case
of only partial decoding, we concern the lrnowledge about the code to be
incomplete at the side of the receiver. The postulate concerns a necessary
but insufficient condition for the existence of Information.

We are now ready to formulate the receiver counterpart of postulate 9.

Postulate 10: meaning perception I. Only a mental process is capable of
fully perceive the meaning of a chain of rodewords. When the Information
generated at semantical level is however restricted to a predefined subset of
all meanings expressible, artificialprocesses are capable of substituting a true
mental process for the task of perception.

Postulate 11: meaning perception II. The reconstruction of the original
meaning expressed may only succeed when processing between the statistical
and the syntactical level has sufficiently succeeded. For specific applications,
this minimal yield should be quantatively expressible.

Until yet we have only discussed the expressing and perceiving of meaning in abstraction. It is

3 Of coline _ do poIle I qllestiOD here relevlDt to t1Ie cue or speech reoogaitiOD. We Ire Dot iDterested iD providiDg I $eDerallDd
elepDt model or IDrormatioD ror III pllrposes, but iD I model suited ror discussioDl w1l.icb Ire to ro11ow iD this report. ApID however,
_ ...t plead t1Ie reader ror patieDce.
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however possible to distinguish a formalism here, similar to the code scheme at syntactic level.

Postulate 12: language. A formalism through which meaning can be
converted into code words an vice versa, is called a language. Without
language, meaning as mental substrate can exist, but cannot be expressed.
Thus the existence of a language for a communication process is again a
necessary prerequisite for the existence of Information.

We can indeed formulate the same notion of incompleteness here as for the syntactic level. We
do not need this feature of incompleteness at this level for the discussion of automated speech
recognition however, so we will not do so. More in general the feature very well exists of course;
the reader may recall his or her own efforts performed as a child learning a language.

Level 5: Pragmatic.

At the fifth and the sixth level of Information we consider the notion of an objective behind a
meaning expressed. The relation between an objective and a meaning is established at level four
by a plan. So conceived, a plan consists of a series of actions intended to be achieved in the
receiver. Because that is what communication is about: the transmitter wants the receiver to do
something, which is not necessarily a physical action. Sharing a thought for instance may be the
action concerned.

Making plans is always associated with the notion of pragmatics. Following this convention we
shall refer to level four as the level of pragmatics.

Postulate 13: a plan. Meaning is structured by a plan developed in the
transmitter, consisting of a series ofelementary actions aimed to be achieved
by the transmitter. Actions may be physical, but more abstract as well.
Without such a plan, meaning, and thus Information, can not exist within
the communication process.

The intended actions are transformed into a series of meanings to be expressed by anticipating
on the behaviour of the receiver. We catch a vague notion of strategy here, but at the next level
this notion will be present in a different shape. Therefor we will refer to strategy as antkipating
strategy.

Postulate 14: anticipating strategy I. There a is process involved in
communication, transforming the series of intended actions into a series of
meanings to be expressed, which we refer to as anticipating strategy.

We must of course question if equivalents of these phenomenons are to exist within the receiver.
To a certain extend they do. Perceived meaning at the receiver side is still structured implicitly
by the original plan of actions. In order to carry these actions out, the receiver will have to
anticipate on its turn, at least on the low level intentions of the transmitter. Higher level
intentions of the transmitter may remain obscure to the receiver, but that is a subject for the next
section, dealing with level five.

Postulate IS: anticipating strategy II. The receiver process transforming the
perceived meaning into a chain of actions to be carried out, is necessarily
an equivalent of the transmitter anticipating strategy, if communication is
to be successful, that is, if intended actions and actions carried out are to
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correspond to a sufficient degree.

Phrased differently, transmitter and receiver need to be communicating at the same mental
wavelength if communication is to succeed.

Level 6: Apobetlca

The final highest level of Information concerns the purely abstract notion of purpose or objective
being present within the transmitter. The term 'apobetics' has been invented to refer to notions
of this kind. An objective is transformed into a plan by a notion usually referred to a strategy.
There is generally no direct equivalent of strategy at this level present within a receiver. We can
discriminate an achieved goal there, but strategy does not need to be involved between the
pragmatic and the apobetic level. Most of the time, a chain of actions, because structured in the
transmitter, will automatically lead to a certain goal. Only if true anticipation of the receiver on
the objective of the transmitter is involved, we must consider strategy of the highest level to be
present within the receiver.

Apart from these reflections, we can distinguish an objective to be present within the receiver,
which is not so directly related with its counterpart at the transmitter. We could think of abstract
objectives such as the will to learn something from the Information transmitted, or simply the
will to obey to the orders if that is what the Information transmitted consists of. Though this
kind of objective may be meaningful in general, we will not formalize it any further because it
is of little importance to essentials of the speech recognition problem, even if the latter
interpretation may fit with it.

Postulate 16: abstract strategy. An abstract objective is the driving source of
the communication at the side of the transmitter. This objective must be
present if Information is to exist. The objective is transformed into a plan
by an abstract mechanism called strategy. Both objective and strategy can
only originate from a mental source.

Finally, we complete postulate 12 by formulating more explicitly what we consider to be
successful communication.

Postulate 17: successful communication. If the goal achieved in the receiver
comprises the objective of the transmitter, we consider the communication
to be successful.

1.2 A framework for Information

At this point of the discussion, we are ready to formulate a tentative working definition of
Information. Tentative, because many of its properties have only been introduced as qualitative
concepts, which are stilI to be worked out in quanitative direction. We will do so while discussing
the problem of automated speech recognition in the next chapter. Nevertheless, the framework
of Information as we wish to envision it, has already taken form. We collect all introduced
necessary preconditions for the existence of Information in one postulate (next page).

So conceived, we have a definition which is for the greatest part independent of the
communication viewpoint. The first six key properties each correspond to a level of Information,
from one through six.
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The seventh property establishes the relation of Information with Intelligence, which will be
worked out in the next section. Note that this seventh property is not independent of
communication viewpoint: the side of the source in involved. This is caused by our designed use
of the model: we need to discuss Information from the viewpoint of a receiver, posing the
existence of a transmitter.

Next we tum to the formulation of a working definition of Intelligence.

1.3 A framework for Intelligence

For our definition of Intelligence, we can not possibly escape from the urge to take a point of
view, due to our preoccupation with communication, which involves two clearly separate tasks:
transmittance and reception. For the discussions to follow, we need however only a definition
from the viewpoint of reception. Nevertheless, we shall provide both definitions for the purpose
of completeness as well as the purpose of comparison.

Intelligence, transmitter
r··························~··..···..····~~············~ ..~ !" ~~~ ~ ..~~~~~~~ ~.•~ ~:•••~~ ~~~~~~

IrJ.:~!~i~I••I!I'Ij"I'!j·I·:!!;~;!!;::ijl::il ·;'!I::1:III:jlllllll'·'I'II1Ijlll;;11
.
1.<.~eVelop a~rrespoJldirigptari6faCti6nstcibea¢hjeVed' ...........<.~
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The receiver counterpart of this is defined as follows (next page).

At this stage of the discussion, we wish to introduce a concept originating from cognitive
psychology, which will play an important role in the discussions following in the next chapters.
It concerns the behaviour ofwhat we have called mental processes, for both of the tasks involved
in communication. Between the various levels of Information we have formulated relations in
such a way that for any relation only two successive levels of information are concerned. This
may lead us to the assumption that tit a communication process, the levels of Information are
consecutively passed from six to one (transmittance) and from one to six or five (reception).
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Intelligence, receiver

This mode of operation would correspond to the so called behaviouristk theories of human
operation, which have been ruling cognitive psychology for the greatest part of this century. From
the sixties onwards however, the mentalistk theory of human operation has been gaining ground,
according to which significative interactions between the brain (which is viewed as a microscopic
level) and the mind (the macroscopic level, or conscious level) take place. Note that we can
associate the mind with our notion of a mental process and the brain with the processing at the
individual levels of Information. This interaction clearly opposes the causality associated with the
behaviouristic theory. Fodor's "Modularity of Mind" [Fodor83], which roughly states that the brain
consists of a central nervous system on the one hand and several highly specialized independent
input modules on the other hand, has been one of the most influential works in this field. Fodor
is not primarily concerned with interaction, but merely with specialisms versus generality. Since
the publication of his work, others have however delivered considerable counter indications for
this supposed specialism, as [Massar087], who demonstrates common principles between auditory
and visual speech perception. The key question is how we can envision notions as specialisms or
interaction in the context of communication/information.

Some small examples may serve to capture a notion of interaction. We take them from human
speech communication, which remains of course our principal domain of inspiration. For the
purpose of objectiveness we shall take them from the transmitter side of speech communication
and, in later chapters, consider interaction at the receiver side of speech communication.

Example: feedbacks In speech generation.
Let us consider the transformation from the semantic to the syntactic level in speech production,
see fig. 1.1. It concerns the linguistic coding of a meaning into code, which we tentatively
formulate as sentences composed of words. The principal process in this transformation would
be directed top-down, no doubt. But it is the only process active in the transformation? It is not
so difficult to provide an example of a bottom-up process active 'at the same time'. Natural
languages are a very powerful means of expressing very diverse, nuanced meanings into code. But
still, we do find ourselves confronted with situations in which we do not 'find the right words'.
In such situations we may decide to modify the meaning to be expressed, for instance by
expressing a slightly different meaning then originally intended and adding a supplementary
meaning, together covering more or less the original meaning.

Stretching even further is the theorem posed by some cognitive scientists that we actually 'listen
to ourselves', not only to check for 'a slip of the tongue' - to survey our articulatory mechanisms
- but to check if we did express the meaning we wanted to express. According to that theory, the
greatest part of the bottom-up process is present on the background, while operating the top
down process!
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Relations between the levels of Information
As discussed above, causal relations between the levels of information exist according to the
behaviouristic theories. These can be viewed in mathematical context as functional relations.
Interaction is not representable by one simple mathematical concept. As an additional requisite,
we certainly have to include temporal notions into the model in order to address relations
between processes operating in parallel and in sequence, even if we abstract from the 'machine
level' of these processes. In a way, it seems we are forced to leave functional, mathematic
descriptions ofthe transformations involved, in favour ofmore algorithmic descriptions, including
notions of parallelism. We shall refer to these descriptions as strategies. But then, at a deeper
level, we may very well use again functional descriptions to modellize the individual processes
involved in transformations, if we wish to do so. Indeed, we would like to cling as much as we
can to the safe world of mathematics, because in that domain science has developed most of its
techniques, which are all at our disposal.

Resuming, we envision the levels of information to be related as expressed by the following
postulate.

Postulate 18: strategy. The levels of information are each covered by a set
of individual processes, together establishing transformations between the
levels. The relation between these processes is established by a strategy,
including notions ofsequence and parallelism (or concurrence). This strategy
represents the influence of the mental process active in both transmittance
and reception in the process of communication.

The reader may notify that we have used the notion of strategy in a more specific sense at
pragmatic and apobetic level. We can justify employing the same term in a more general sense
however, in viewing the higher levels of Information to be under the direct control of the mental
source - referring to the conscious level of the human mind. We must be careful to envision a
close relation here, because a great deal of the strategy in general as we conceive it, takes place
below the conscious level of the human mind. So contrary to Caelen [Caelen90), who describes
the adoption of the mentalistic theory for purposes of speech recognition, we will not associate
strategy with consciousness. In chapter two WAutomatic Speech Recognitionw we will return to
his conception of speech recognition.

1.4 A framework for Artificial Intelligence

In some of the postulates developed in section 1.1, we have already comprised a notion of
Artifidnl Intelligence. Mostly, the word is used to denote a (very popular indeed) domain of
science. We will use the word in its basic meaning: a derivative of human intelligence, aiming to
simulate it, implemented on a machine. The scientific debate concerning AI. is of course far
from being closed; as many of the questions addressed by this debate are still too vague to be
answered. This originates in our lack of knowledge about the functioning of the human mind.
Whereas cognitive psychology can offer only speculation concerning the details of the functioning
of the human mind, people are attempting to prove that computers will not possibly ever be able
to think, while others are trying to prove that these proofs are wrong. Even for more abstract
topics as the modularity of mind, the debate has only just begun (see previous page).

Whereas today's discussions are often unsurveyable, the roots of AI. are certainly less obscure.
The merit of having initiated the discipline goes clearly on the account of Alan Turing, with his
conception of the "Turing Machinew (1935) and the WAutomatic Computing Engine (ACEr
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(1946) and his 1950 publication of the "Turing Test", in which he describes the following
imaginative experiment to determine if a machine can be concluded to be intelligent:

Turing Test. A subject communicates through a telewriter with a human and
a machine, within a strict protOCOl. The subject is given the task to
determine which of the two respondents is the machine. If the subject
cannot make the decision, the machine is taken to have passed the test.

Though very simple in its conception, this test outlines a remarkably pragmatic point of view
regarding machine intelligence. If we are constructing machines to fulfil highly complex tasks,
such as the perception of speech, the test should be related to the formal definition of the task
and not to vague notions as 'human performance'. If we are asking ourselves questions as "Can
we ever make machines creative?", then we will first have to specify what creativity is. Do we
envision it to be a spiritual gift? Or can we formulate it within a certain domain as a highly
complex association mechanism? In the latter case we can make a machine do the same. It is this
pragmatic conception of A. I. that we will use to address fundamental questions about A.I. in the
rest of this report.

Consequently, we formulate a postulate expressing the conditions under which we consider a
mechanism to reflect indeed a form of Artificial Intelligence.

Postulate 19: Artificial Intelligence. When the functions of a mental process,
operating in communication, either as transmitter or as receiver are
substituted by a machine process, such that Information is generated resp.
interpreted as defined by postulates 1-18, we consider this machine process
to represent Artificial Intelligence.

If we collect the essentials of postulates 1-18 together, Artificial Intelligence in communication
can be formulated as follows (transmitter side):

Artificial Intelligence, transmitter

•.• ·•••·•.~.rormu1a~an()bj~ive. by-syrithesjS ftOina predefined set ofObjectives» ii
<~deVelopacqttesponding plan by means of a f()tItia1ii.ed ~trategy) .........).·.••••••••...••'.:1
..c6nvertthlsplaJ1mtOaserl~ ofin~nings,~@lin.by jJl.eans of afori'lialized strategy

~C()nvert these meartingsintoco<1e wOrds,bym~riS()f·a formalized Ianguage » --... .

..[.:.~.:::;~:~: ..~;:~.:;~~i:;~~ ..~.~.i~.~.~:~; ..~~.~~~ ..~~~;:..~r-~&I ..~~~..j2~:1;j ....1

In analogy, the receiver definition of Artificial Intelligence would be:

With this final postulate, we conclude the preparations for the discussions which are to follow
in the next chapters. We have developed working definitions of Information and Intelligence, in
the context of a communication process. From the definition of Intelligence we have derived a
working definition of Artificial Intelligence, guided by a pragmatic vision of machine intelligence.

Chapter two will formulate the problem of speech recognition, continuing the debate, but from
a more concrete point of view, aggravating the conceptions of Information and Artificial
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Intelligence.

Chapter three will focus on the methods used for signal analysis in the automated speech
recognition field. Chapter five addresses the main problems of Acoustic Phonetic Decoding and
discusses both history and the main trends in nowadays' approaches. These trends will be
compared with each other and the choice of a knowledge based approach will be defended. The
speech recognition system DIRA of the ICP will be introduced there. Chapter six delineates the
outlines of the present Acoustic Phonetic Decoder used within the DIRA system.

Chapter seven will be the start of a second fundamental discussion, one concerning knowledge
and reasoning. While analyzing the key problems of the present Acoustic Phonetic decoder in
chapter eight and developing some first improvements of it, we shall re-address the statistic level
of Information.

Chapter nine then, will review some fundamental problems of the present Acoustic Phonetic
Decoder, while presenting some important experiments. After that we will discuss the
development of parallel heuristics for acoustic phonetic decoding. Finally, chapter ten concludes
and casts a glance at the future of Automatic Speech Recognition in general and Acoustic
phonetic Decoder within the DIRA system in particular.
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Automatic Speech Recognition
constitution & approaches

In this chapter, we shall aggravate the dispute towards a specific type of communication: Man
Machine Communication, using continuous speech. The addition ·using continuous speech·
already completely identifies the main problem in this field, as humans are perfectly able to
produce continuous speech, but machines can not yet perfectly be constructed to 'understand'
continuous speech produced by a human source. Thus the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
problem arises.

We will start by differentiating the levels of information for this kind of communication, from
the viewpoint of the machine. Next we will address the configuration of ASR problem, offering
a view in several dimensions. As ASR constitutes a research problem which has been studied
already for some 20 years, we will spend some words on the historical perspective as well. We
will conclude the chapter be presenting the DIRA speech recognition system which is being
developed at the ICP, both to provide an example of a practical ASR system and to provide the
context for the discussion from chapter six onwards.

2.1 Speech Recognition in the Context of Communication

In terms of the developed model of communication, man is the (intelligent) transmitter of
Information and the computer is the (artificially intelligent) receiver of Information. The
Information received can be viewed to consist of:

Pbyslcallevel. A speech signal represented by acoustic waves produced by the human articulatory
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mechanisms, propagating through the air surrounding man and (receptor of the) computer. The
propenies of a pseudo-continuous (sampled and quantized) speech signal are reflected by the
acoustic parameters derived from it.

Siatisticallevel. A series of discrete decision units, each corresponding to a temporal segment of
the speech signal, in which its characteristics, represented by acoustic cues, remain more or less
stable. These acoustic cues can be synthesized from the values of the acoustic parameters within
the temporal window of the decision unit. Thus a decision unit can be viewed as a symbol, whose
value is represented by the combination of the values of the acoustic cues. These values obey to
certain statistic rules.

.0

Aoouetlc
Phonetic

DeCOding

o

.0

Fig. 2.1: the levels of Information In speech
recognition

~tactic level. A series of words, each corresponding to a succession of one or more decision
units. A word consists of a succession, taken from a subset of successions possible for that word,
so a code scheme is present.

~tactic level. Words can be combined to phrases. Only certain combinations of categories of
words are allowed in a natural language, which van be viewed as the code scheme of a superior
(and highest) level.

lemantic level. Phrases express a meaning. Their individual parts, the words, can be said to
represent meaning as well, but an ambiguous: only in combination with other words in a phrase,
an unambiguous meaning arises. Thus we must reserve meaning to phrases.

Pragmatic level. The meanings expressed represent commands to the computer. More general
applications, in which the computer only serves as intermediate in a much larger communication
process, are presumable however. Nevenheless, the computer is to apply some kind of
anticipating strategy in order to check the meaning of the subsequent phrases received.

Apobetic level. The human transmitter had some objective in mind which caused him or her to
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get into communication. As argued in chapter one, the receiver, in this case the computer, does
not necessarily anticipate on this objective. We will consider it not to do S04.

Figure 2.1 depicts the various levels of Information in the speech recognition process. In
describing these levels, we have largely simplified some of the levels, notably the statistical, for
the purpose of generality. We shall treat that level in more detail for the DIRA system in section
S and return to its general conception in chapter 4.

2.2 Configuration of the ASR Problem

So far, we have addressed automated speech recognition (ASR) as 'the' recognition problem.
There are however many configurations of this problem possible, corresponding to the choices
made in several dimensions. In the following we will discuss each of these dimensions, while
sideways referring to the choices made for our conception of speech recognition, as reflected by
the goals of the DIRA (Integrated Dialogue and Automated Recognition) system.

continuous/isolated-words
Continuous speech can be viewed as an opposite to so-called 'isolated word' speech signals, in
which the Information is inherently segmented at signal-, statistic- and syntactic level by
distinctive marks, i.e. a temporal absence of signal, symbols resp. code words. Without these
marks, so in continuous speech, the problem of segmentation arises at each of these levels (not
just at the first level, as will be argued). In order to allow the human transmitter in the
communication process to operate in his or her natural mode of communication, we will face the
problem of continuous speech recognition.

speaker (In)dependence
A second dimension of the speech recognition problem, is the speaker (in)dependence. Given
the fact that different humans, though speaking the same language, produce 'different' speech
signals, we must face the question if we want to design a system able to recognize speech from
one particular speaker or from any speaker. The choice is in fact more subtle than this, as we
can distinguish an ability of speaker adaptation. Depending on the performance of such a
mechanism, usually measured by the inverse of its need for training data, we can distinguish a
degree of speaker (in)dependence. Our primary aim is to establish the maximum extend of
speaker independence, in order to allow any transmitter (speaker) to enter into communication
with the receiver, with maximum convenience. The ultimate aim remains of course complete
speaker independence, although one may question the speaker independence of the human
speech recognition system. Aiming to do better than that system seems at least with the present
state of the art techniques quite futile.

smalVlarge vocabularies
Because language is involved in any kind of communication, we obviously can not do without a
model of natural speech for automated speech recognition. As postulate 12 expresses, language
is a formalism used to express meaning in code words. These code words are here 'normal' words,
which are of course enormously numerous in natural languages. Due to practical considerations,
we have to consider the number of code words allowed in the communication process as a
dimension of the speech recognition problem. For the DIRA system, about SOOO words are
acknowledged, to give an indication of the numbers involved in a practical task.

4 Actually, lOme reeearch is already beiDg lIDdertakeD at apobetic level iD ASR
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environment
A dimension often neglected is formed by the environment in which the speech recognition is
to be performed. Humans possess a fabulous ability to recognize speech in the presence of
various sources of disturbance, such as slamming doors, noisy parties, howling storms or perhaps
other speech signals. For most man-machine communications, environmental noise may very well
be present, notably for industrial applications. Hence we have to consider the presence of
disturbances imposed at the physical level of Information (postulate 1) as a dimension of the
speech recognition problem. The level and nature of these disturbances are hard to express in
general terms however. For the DIRA system it is chosen to at least acknowledge the presence
of a more or less constant level of background noise.

2.3 Approaches to ASR

In this section we will present further descriptions of the speech recognition problem, focusing
on the stages of the recognition process as delivered by our model of information. These stages
allow us to distinguish sub-problems of the speech recognition process, consisting of the
transformations between the various levels of Information and eventually the processing within
certain levels of Information. Thus we apply the well known divide and conquer paradigm, which
comprises the supposition that the problem under consideration can be rendered tractable in
piecewise fashion, separating it into essentially simpler sub·problems, which are interrelated in
a finite manner. This paradigm can be said to be shared by all approaches developed so far for
the speech recognition problem. In employing the paradigm, the approaches diverge. Two schools
of thought can still be identified however. The main difference between them comprises to
treatment of the interrelation between the sub-problems, which is generally acknowledge to be
highly complex.

pettern recognition approaches
Pattern recognition approaches tend to formulate the recognition problem as a classification
problem in mathematic sense. Thus the sub-problems ofspeech recognition are sharply separated
and their interdependence is simplified. The idealization of the speech signal needed to apply
such approaches, generally causes a need for large training corpora. On the other hand, within
the limited operation domain, optimality can be assured. With sufficient computer power, speaker
independent continuous speech recognition can be achieved. Because of its relative incomplexity,
its foundation on more or less established pattern matching techniques, the pattern recognition
approach is adopted by most speech recognition research groups in industrial environment.

knowledge based approaches
The knowledge based approaches aim to establish a more accurate account of the interdepen
dence between the sub-problems of speech recognition. Generally, human speech recognition
serves as source of inspiration for these approaches. An additional knowledge source is formed
by the techniques used by phonetic experts when reading sonograms (see further, Chapter 6).
Facing thus the full complexity of the problem goes clearly at the expense of losing the assurance
of optimality and more in general a partial loss of the 'safety' of established techniques and
idealized problems. There is however more scientific attractiveness in knowledge based
approaches, reason why most research groups in academia tend to adopt this approach.

The practical implementation of knowledge based techniques is called an Expert System, thus
associating knowledge with expertise - an obvious connection. 'KnOWledge based' techniques is
even regarded synonymous to 'expert system' techniques or 'artificial intelligence' techniques. We
will only use the term 'expert system' when referring to the practical implementation of
knowledge based techniques.
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By comparing the two schools of thought as formulated above, we have already given a partial
defence of our choice for knowledge based techniques. A more consistent argument for this
choice can be given however.

We are considering the recognition of human speech. Due to evolutional forces, we may expect
the human speech recognition mechanism to be a perfect match for the human speech
production. So the best we could do in designing an automated speech recognition system is to
imitate human speech recognition. We have access, though not unlimited, to the human system
at several levels: the physical, i.e. the nervous systems of the human ear and those of the brain,
the syntactic/semantic level, i.e. formal models of natural language and finally the pragmatic/apo
betic level, i.e. theories about human reasoning. Furthermore cognitive psychology delivers
theories, but not more than that, about human cognitive operation, which can be adopted for the
general system operation (establishing the relation between the sub-problems of ASR). In the
same sense, we have access to the human speech production system, which is strongly related
with the recognition system and thus potentially able of delivering clues for an automated
recognition system. The human production- and recognition systems remain however obscure at
statistic level. Nevertheless, we may expect to have quite some knowledge about human speech
recognition to base a automated recognition system upon.

practical .pproachea
In praxis, knowledge based approaches tend to adopt quite some techniques from the established
pattern recognition approaches. In the context of the discussion in section 1.3, this is perfectly
plausible: if we can model the essentials of the human speech recognition operation by
constructing a strategy to guide the processes active on the various levels of Information, we can
still use the established techniques for these processes, i.e. sub-problems of the speech
recognition problem.

As will be shown in the next chapter, the first stage of speech recognition, signal analysis, is even
largely independent of the system philosophy.

aystem .rchltecture
It may seem preliminary, but having decided to simulate the human speech recognition system
as good as possible, we can already spend some thought about a suited system architecture. As
introduced in chapter one, we have a particular vision on the mental process involved in
communication: the mentalistic theory of human operation. The interaction between the various
levels of operation in the human speech recognition is a crucial implication of this point of view.
So we must develop means of formalizing and realizing such an interaction. If we associate each
of the sub-problems with a module in our system, we need to have a certain degree of
independence between these modules, according to the divide and conquer paradigm and at the
same time a guidance of these modules, or strategy as we have called it, based on results obtained
at the various levels of processing.

There is an established technique to obtain the desired independence of modules within an expert
system, still allowing them to interchange data. The corresponding system is called a Blackboard
System. The individual processes or expert systems are viewed as event-driven demons,
communicating with the outside world by reading from and writing to a blackboard. An event is
regarded as a specific data configuration, occurring somewhere in the space of time on the
blackboard, established by one or more demons and urging another demon to start an action. A
means of implementing a strategy guiding such a blackboard system, is to design one of these
demons as strategy expert, as is actually done for the DIRA system. In section 5 the technique
will be discussed in more detail, when presenting the operation of the DIRA system. Before that,
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we present some historical background of the ASR problem.

2.4 History of ASR

At this point of the discussion, we shall include some words about the history of Automatic
Speech Recognition, which goes about 20 back. The main source for the following descriptions
has been the review "Recent Advances in Speech Processing" presented by J. Mariani at the 1989
ICASSP [Mariani89]. The scope is broadened to speech recognition in general, in order to
demonstrate the coherence between the distinctive speech recognition approaches. Thus, not all
presented methods can be applied to continuous speech recognition.

2.4.1 basic methods

In the late 60's the first basic approach to limited (speaker dependent, small vocabulary, isolated
words) speech recognition tasks has been developed, containing two passes: a training pass and
a recognition pass. During the training pass, the user pronounces each and every word of the
vocabulary, which is thereupon submitted to some acoustic analysis method as will be described
in the next chapter. The obtained acoustic parameters are stored in memory as 'template', or
'reference pattern' with corresponding label. During the recognition pass, similar analysis is
conducted for each word supplied to the system, but now the signal parameters are compared to
the templates stored in memory, using an appropriate distance measure. The template yielding
the shortest distance is decided to identify the word under recognition, provided the distance is
smaller than a fixed upper limit. If the latter is not the case, the identification is concluded to
have failed.

Thus, words are chosen as symbol concept, constitutinp, one unique statistical level between
physics (signal analysis, cue generation and segmentation) and syntax: the most basic conception
in terms of Information.

The templates of the same word pronounced twice, however never completely resemble. There
are non-linear differences in rhythm, timbre and intensity (time, frequency resp. amplitude or
energy). Due to this variance, the matching is severely troubled, if no measures are taken. To do
so, two approaches have been developed.

2.4.2 pattern matching/dynamic programming

When the signal parameter sequences are viewed as a pattern, it is possible to optimally align
such a pattern with a pattern stored in memory by using a variant of the Dynamic Programming
method [Bellman57], which is called Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). As the name suggests, the
rhythm of both patterns is aligned by this method, yielding an improved distance measure for the
template comparison. Figure 2.2, taken from [Mariani89], shows the idea of DTW applied to two
spectrogram instances. The first applications ofDynamic Programming to speech recognition date
from the late 60's, [Slutsker68] and [Vintsjuk68].

Sn.e decisi08 ..iIB for tbe lIeple8tatioD are 801 reprded u lI)'IIIbols, ao 80 ltatistica is applied tbere.
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2.4.3 AI-approaches

An alternative way to cope with variability enclosed in speech utterances, was initiated in the
early seventies. It was inspired by the growing popularity of Artificial Intelligence techniques and
developed within the framework of the ARPA-SUR project, whose goals have been set by
[NeweIl73). The basic idea was to compensate low performances on phoneme recognition by
techniques based on high level knowledge (lexical, syntactic, semantic & comprehensive). The
task was posed as speaker dependent continuous speech recognition (called "understanding"
because of the high level reasoning) with a 1,000 word vocabulary.

At the end of the project in 1976, several operational recognition systems were delivered. CMU
proposed the DRAGON system [Baker75), employing a Markov6 approach. The Pittsburg
University delivered the HEARSAY II system (Lesser75) using a Blackboard ModeP for the
communication of several expert modules (which could write or read information on a
'blackboard'), employing a heuristic overall strategy. Also designed at the Pittsburg University
was the HARPY speech understanding system [Lowerre80), which combined parts of the
DRAGON and HEARSAY systems. Furthermore BBN proposed the SPEECHLIS [Woods75)
and later the HWIM system [WolfSO), both using the Incremental Simulation method to combine
the results of different expert modules. Finally, SDC proposed a system (of the same name)
[BarnettBO), using a mixed system configuration. All those systems needed much computer power,
were difficult to use and lacked robustness. Because of those shortcomings, there was not much
of a follow up. Instead, one of the major things learned from the ARPA-SUR project was the
need for better acoustic phonetic decoding [LeaBO), as already stated at the beginning of this

6 lee further, section 5.2

7 lee leCtion 23
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chapter.

2.4.2 further developments

The initial isolated words/speaker dependent/small vocabulary task has been extended in all of
its three dimensions with the development of new techniques. Beside those new techniques, a
number of fundamentally new approaches have been developed as well: Hidden Markov Models,
Neural Network (or 'Connectionist') Models and Expert Systems. These approaches will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 5 -Phonetic Recognition-.

2.5 The DIRA system

In this section, the DIRA speech recognition system of the ICP will briefly be presented. More
extensive descriptions can be found in [Caelen90], where also the new prosodic analyzer is
described, which is not included in the text presented here. The latter starts with some words on
system philosophy.

2.5.1 general conception

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) touches Cognitive sciences at two points:
• it aims to adopt the human ability to recognize speech;
• it aims to constitute a new possibility for man-machine communication.

The second of those points sets the performance goals for an ASR system whereas the first serves
as an inspiration point for the constitution of the concepts of the ASR system. In the DIRA
(Integrated oral Dialogue and Automatic Recognition) system this inspiration has led to an
association ofthe levels ofspeech recognition (acoustical, phonemic, lexical, syntacticlsemantical)
with independent expert modules, communicating via a so called blackboard. The control of the
speech recognition process is assigned to another expert module, the supervisor module, which
is considered to be an expert in recognition strategy. These concepts aim to establish an
equilibrium (rather than a compromise) between two extremes in system architecture:

• a situation in which all expert modules operate in a centralized mode; they are commanded
by a single control process which supplies them with data and extracts data from them;

• a situation in which the expert modules operate in a decentralized mode, posing their own
goals opportunistically with only partial knowledge of the activities of the other expert
modules.

By using the blackboard configuration all expert modules have access to the data already acquired
at each stage of the recognition process, whereas the supervisor module offers the possibility to
keep a hold on the course of the recognition process. Fig. 2.3 depicts the DIRA architecture.
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Fig. 2.3: DIRA system overview

The supervisor fixes the so called rendez-vous point (on the blackboard), which indicates the last
point in time where the speech signal so far was recognized with sufficient certainty. Moreover
it guides the dataflow on the blackboard with the aid of semaphores, decides which strategy will
be followed and while carrying out that strategy it determines when a step within the strategy has
been completed. Once one of the expert modules has been (implicitly) activated, it decides,
looking at the blackboard, what task it has to fulfil and stays completely autonomous until the
end of the task. The individual expert modules are:

• the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder (APD) which proposes or verifies macro-classes and
phonetic labels on the speech signal entered on the blackboard, with reference to a
knowledge base in the form of a collection of Augmented Transition Networks (ATN);

• the Lexical Analyzer (LA) which proposes or verifies words with reference to an application
lexicon;

• the Syntactic!Semantic Analyzer (SSA) which controls the syntactic and semantic coherency
of the words proposed by the LA or proposes a list of possible next words, both with
reference to a knowledge base in the form of a collection of Augmented Transition
Networks (ATN);

• the Comprehensive Analyzer (CA) which delivers the information for the interface with the
application, while interpreting the recognized words or sentences.
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2.5.2 the DIRA conception of Information

The scheme presented in the first section of this chapter, describing a general interpretation of
Information for ASR, can be differentiated for the approach presented above. For the purpose
of completeness, we also repeat the items which do not differ from the general interpretation.
The main differences lie in between physical and statistical level and at the statistical level itself.

1. Physical level. A speech signal represented by acoustic waves produced by the human
articulatory mechanisms, propagating through the air surrounding man and (the
receptor of the) computer. The continuous properties of a speech signal are reflected
by the acoustic parameters derived from it, for each frame of 8ms.

Acou.tlc Phon.tlc D.codlnll

FIg. 2.4: the DIRA conception of Information for ASR

2.1 Statistical level. A series of discrete units, called phones, each corresponding to a
temporal segment of the speech signal, in which its characteristics, represented by
acoustic cues, remain more or less stable. These acoustic cues can be synthesized from
the continuous values of the acoustic parameters within the temporal window of the
phone. Thus a phone can be viewed as a symbol, whose value is represented by the
combination of the values of the acoustic cues. These values obey to certain statistic
rules, which are however not explicitly formulated in terms of the phone values
themselves (see 2.2.).

2.2. Statistical level. A series of articulatory states, each corresponding to one or more
phones. The symbol value of an articulatory state consists of a collection of
properties, such as its degree of establishment (or score) and several temporal (so
physical) aspects. A statistical relationship exists between the individual symbolic
values of a phone and the value of the acoustic state to which it belongs. Furtherm
ore, statistical relations, imposed by the physical limitations ofthe human articulatory
mechanisms, exist between the values of successive articulatory states.
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2.3. Statistical level. A series of phonemes, each consisting of several articulatory states.
The symbol value of a phoneme is composed of temporal aspects, its macro class, the
macro class of its predecessor- and successor phoneme (called context) and a
collection of acousoc labels. These acoustic labels are statistically related the symbol
values of the phones of which the acoustic states of the phoneme are composed.
Statistical relations between the values of sua:essive phonemes exist.

3.1. Syntactic level. A series of words, each corresponding to a sua:ession of several
decision units. Each word consists of one specific succession, so a code scheme is
present.

3.2. Syntactic level. Words can be combined to phrases. Only certain combinations of
categories of words are allowed in a natural language: the code scheme of the highest
level.

4. Semantic level. Phrases express a meaning. Their individual parts, the words, can be
said to represent meaning as well, but only partial: in combination with other words
in a phrase, an unambiguous meaning arises. Thus we must reserve meaning to
phrases.

5. Pragmatic level. The meanings expressed represent commands to the computer. More
general applications, in which the computer only serves as intermediate in a much
larger communication process, are presumable however. Nevertheless, the computer
is to apply some kind of anticipating strategy in order to check the meaning of the
subsequent phrases received.

6. Apobetic level. The human transmitter had some objective in mind which caused him
or her to get into communication. As argued in chapter one, the receiver, in this case
the computer, does not necessarily anticipate on this objective. At least in the DIRA
model, it does not do so.

2.5.3 blackboard operation

The philosophy concerning the system operation introduced before, has led to an implementation
which will be described briefly in this section.

Each of the expert modules can operate in several modes on several windows related to the
rendez-vous points, though not each combination is allowed for a specific expert module. The
notational conventions listed in (1.1) will be used.

The possible modes and windows for each expert module are given below.

APD(pro,= ) proposition of the phonemes possible in the current window.
APD(ver,=) verification of a list of phonemes, proposed by the LA, on the current window.
SSA(pro,=) proposition (by bottom-up analysis) of categories of possible words in the current
window, based on the words already recognized up to the current window, posing new rendez
vous points.
SSA(pro,+) proposition (by top-down analysis) of categories of possible words in the next
window, based on the words already recognized up to the current window and the possible words
in the current window, adjusting the rendez-vous points to the expected phoneme in the next
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window.
SSA(ret,=) return to the rendez-vous point marking the last certain recognition of a word,
changing the semaphores on the blackboard and modifying the categories of possible words.
LA(pro1,=) proposition (by bottom-up analysis) of words containing the phonemes proposed by
the APD on the current window.
LA(proz,=) proposition (by top-clown analysis) of phonemes contained in the list of possible
words on the current window.
LA(pro3,=) proposition of possible words in the categories proposed by the SSA without taking
into account the phonemes proposed by the APD, in case of impasse on the current window.
LA(fil,=) filtering (by bottom-up analysis) of the list of possible words proposed earlier on the
current window.

For each of the expert modules a specific job successively consists of (supposing the semaphore
activating it has just been turned):

• reading information from the blackboard: initialization oflocal variables in general and more
specific the selecting of the problem to solve and the depth associated with it, reading the
current hypotheses and the current restrictions;

• solution of the posed problem;
• writing of the results on the blackboard: hypotheses and corresponding scores (probabilities),

modification of global variables;
• inactivation: turning the corresponding semaphore.

The top level operation of the DIRA system is based on a cycle {analysis I plan generation I plan
execution I evaluation}:

<8> analysis of the present situation, based on:
-the position of the current window in the speech signal, related to the entities sentence,
syntagm and word;
-the information already acquired by the recognition of the speech signal up to the current
window;
-the current hypotheses;
-the stage of the recognition process of the signal within the current window,corresponding
to the latest plan developed;

<b> generation (or adoption) of a plan to proceed the recognition process, related to:
-the analysis of the present situation;
-the short term goal to be reached;
-the possible actions and the corresponding costs (risks);

<c> execution of the generated plan, comprising:
-the activation of the right experts, in a certain order, whilst describing their tasks;

<d> evaluation of the results obtained:
-the organization of the hypotheses posed by the experts, eventually filtering them;
-the eventual fixation of a new rendez-vous point;

X(m,w) with X: identityof the expert
mE {pro, ver,retJil}

pro: proposition
ver: verification
ret: retumtorendez-vous
jil: filtering of hypotheses

WE{-,+}
-: presentwindow
+: nextwindow

(1.1)
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-the deciding if the recognition process is to continue (return to <a» or not (end of the
speech signal reached).

The first point under <a> requires some further clarification. The position of the current
window related to the entities sentencelsyntagrnJword in the speech signal can be quantified by
discriminating between the positions before/beginninglwithinlend/between. Thus, it is possible to
associate with each pair entity x position a problem to be solved. Of course, the association of
such a 'problem' at a specific location can also be regarded as a pan of an employed strategy and
thus a 'problem' can be viewed as an abstract action to be undertaken. Table 3.1 tries to give an
overview of these associations.

Table 2.1: problems/actions related to the position d the current window

location

1< ....

-:-: -:.:- .. :- ",".

~)'tltagm/

prediction of
beginning
·CA -

ll)'lltac.}aem.an.

predictioa
- SSA(pro,=) •

ll)'lltac.}aem.an.

prediction
• SSA(pro,=) •

~cal proposi
tion
• LA(pro,=) -

ll)'lltae.}aem.an.

verification
. s·

proIOdic verifica
tioII
•s-

phoaetic proposi·
tion
- APD(pro,=) •

comprelleuiYe
verificatioa
-CA •

ll)'lltac./lemu.

verification
• S •

acal filteriag

- LA(fil,=) •

dial~e verifica·
tion
-CA -

JNI111e verification

- APD(ver.=) -

\iak verifICation

-s-

The actions enumerated only partially cover the actual actions undertaken during the top level
recognition strategy. When for instance the stage of the recognition process is such that an
impasse is reached, special measures have to be taken, e.g. LA(pr03,=). The next section spends
some words on the phenomenon 'impasse'.

Impasse
When the situation in the recognition process is such that, despite the use of contextual
information and other measures, the APD has generated a false proposition, the lexical filtering
generally will remove all lexical hypotheses. In even worse cases a false APD proposition may
even lead to a false lexical acceptation, after which the syntactic/semantic verification will fail,
yielding nil hypotheses and thus an impasse. In all cases, the recognition process will have to be
reinitiated at the last certain point of recognition: the rendez-vous point. There, a kind of lexical
brainstorm is performed in order to feed the APD with the maximum amount of proposed
phonemes for the verification.

The constraints of the present recognition system are clearly visible here: whereas a human has
the ability to correct mis-recognized words at the syntactic/semantic level, interpreting the words
proceeding and following the misunderstanding, the recognition system has to make the
correction at the acoustic/phonetic level, based only at the proceeding words. This is due to the
predominance of the bottom-up propoSition mode at the system level, or, to put it in other
words, the limitation of the syntactiC/semantic and lexical top-down verification mode. As soon
as the strategies at system level allow inverse (right-left) lexical searches and comprehensive
analysis, the fault correction may considerably shift towards the syntactiC/semantic level, leaving
the acoustic-phonetic verification as a mere formality.
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A significant remark concerning the latter must be made. As soon as the APD notes in the
verification mode that the originally proposed phoneme was erroneous, it is fed with a piece of
information potentially allowing it to learn; to adapt itself, for instance, to the currently speaking
person. So even if the solution of an impasse is shifting towards higher levels, the verification
mode of the APD might still remain an important phase in the recognition process....

2.5.4 The Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder

It is the burdened task of the Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder (APD) to match the acoustic micro
structure of the incoming speech signal with its implicit phonetic macro structure or the other
way round (APD(pro,=) resp. APD(ver,=), see previous section). The preceding sections have
already put some stress on this problem. The APD-strategy developed for the DIRA system aims
to combine the power of expert systems, which offer the ability to formalize reasoning and
knowledge (and thus the use of knowledge from different domains) with the strength of LPC
techniques, AMDF methods and Hidden Markov Models, which offer the ability to derive signal
parameters.

In the next three Chapters, the problem of acoustic-phonetic decoding is addressed in general.
Logically, signal processing is discussed first, followed by cue generation and finally the essential
stage: phonetic identification.

We shall return afterwards (chapt. 6) to the acoustic-phonetic decoder used in the DIRA system.
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Acoustic Signal Analysis
the first stage of Acoustic Phonetic Decoding

The correspondence between the physical level and the statistical level of the Information (see
fig. 2.1) is to be established by the first stage of speech recognition. For speech recognition, the
signal is an acoustical signal (sound), transformed into continuous electrical waves and finally
rendered discrete both in time (sampling) and in magnitude (quantization). Usual sampling rates
are between 10kHz and 20kHz. The samples are to be transformed into parameters ("symbols",
fig. 1.1) suited for processing at statisticalleveI.

This transformation problem can be subdivided into the acoustic signal analysis- and the acoustic
cue generation problem. Together they are to represent the pseudo-continuous sampled and
quantized speech signal as a sequence of segments, each described by its temporal limits and a
collection ofsignal characterizations, usually called acoustic cues, -features or -correlates. We will
use the first of these terms. The signal analysis operates entirely in the pseudo-continuous
domain, by deriving for each of the signal samples a set of intermediate signal characterizations,
which we will call signal parameters.

3.1 Problem Characterization

Like all acoustic signals, a speech signal has an amplitUde, a duration and a timbre. A meaningful
characterization by amplitude and timbre is possible if these features are stable (stationary) for
the greatest part of the duration. However, this is not the case for speech signals: they are
alternately periodic and impulsive or precarious, due to the characteristics of the human
articulatory organ. An impression of the amplitude-time characteristics of a speech signal can be
obtained through fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1: amplitude-time plot of a speech signal; utterance "desormais"

Because of the strong variability, hardly any analysis methods operate in the amplitude/time
domain. Often a shift is made towards the phase/frequency or amplitude/frequency domain to
perform the analysis. Accordingly, the analysis methods encountered can be divided in:

• temporal methods;
• frequential methods.

An important observation concerning these two types of methods is that the ear appears to be
hardly sensitive to the phase-spectrum of the acoustic signal but instead to the amplitude
spectrum. This might lead one to the conclusion that obviously the amplitude spectrum of the
acoustic signal contains most of the information and thus frequential methods are at least more
promising.

Observing the methods actually used in the field, a more specific classification can be made:
• spectral methods and periodograrns:

-Fourier transform;
-Filterbanks (channel-vocoders);
-Histograms of zero-crossings;

• identification methods using models based on knowledge about the acoustic signal:
-Cepstrum calculation;
-LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) and equivalents;

• methods using auditory models.

In the next subsections these methods will be discussed in general. After that a special topic will
be considered, related to the presented methods: the measure of the fundamental frequency (or
pitch) of the speech signal.

3.2 Spectral Methods & Periodograms

The spectral methods are based on a frequential decomposition of the acoustic signal, without
a priori knowledge about its properties. The only hypotheses (or rather choices) being made
concern the decomposition functions (sine functions for the Fourier transform, rectangular
functions for the Walsh-Hadamard transform) or the filter characteristics (in case of the channel
vocoders). Usually, numerical applications of these methods are used, for instance the DFT
(Discrete Fourier Transform) using the FFT (Fast Fourier Tansform) algorithm, either on real
time signal processors or on vector processors. The DFT and the channel vocoder methods are
exchangeable in the sense that they can be converted into each other:

• a small band channel vocoder with frequencies linearly distributed over the frequency axis
can simulate a DFT;

• a DFT with local summations (smoothing) can simulate the large band integration of a
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channel vocoder.

3.2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform

The DFf generally operates on at least a hundred samples. For that reason a temporal window
(with recovering) is needed in order to be able to follow the transitions in the acoustic signal,
see fig. 3.2. Inevitably, an amount of spectral distonion is introduced by temporal smoothing.
After applying the FFf algorithm and taking the logarithm of the numeric values obtained, an
additional smoothing is applied using triangle filters.

signal spactogfam-lHamming ~l F.F.T. ~l Log!.. ] ~lsmoothlnglr---

Fig. 3.2: OFT analysis of the acoustic signal

The spectrogram obtained resembles the 'sonograms' used by phonetic experts. A disadvantage
of the method is that the harmonics of the glottal source (vocal chords) interfere with the
formantic spectrum (articulation) and thus obstruct the parametrization based on the spectrum.
An example of such a spectrum is depicted below (fig. 3.3). It is a large band spectrum of the
utterance listed on the previous page. Fundamental frequency and formants of each of the three
vowels (lEI, 101, leI) are visible.

Fig. 3.3: wide band spectrum of the utterance ·~mais·

3.2.2 Channel Vocoders

Channel vocoders were originally designed for the compressed transmission of vocal signals
(VOice CODER [Oudley59)). They can however also be used as a tool for acoustic signal analysis.
The precision obtained depends theoretically on the number of channels applied and the
narrowness of the pass bands. But because of the long settle time and phase non-linearities, a
limited number of channels is applied: usually 14 up to 32, each covering about 1/3 octave. The
general construction of a channel vocoder is depicted in fig. 3.4.

The analysis window can be narrowed in order to obtain a better temporal trace of the acoustic
signal. The conception of the filters is generally a delicate matter.
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Fig. 3.4: analysis with a Channel Vocoder
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Stringent performance demands lead to considerably high filter orders. Most often Butterworth
and elliptic filters are used within the channel vocoder and sometimes FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) filters. The latter impose another complication: long calculation times due to
numerous coefficients.

3.2.3 Zero Crossings Histograms

A rather limited analysis method is offered by the Zero Crossings Histograms. By counting the
zero crossings of the signal, a frequency interval histogram may be constructed. Because of the
variance of the acoustic signal (especially during transitions) the result is rather rough and may,
as analysis tool, only be used to acquire some additional information, e.g. to separate voiced parts
of the signal (low frequencies) from fricative sounds (high frequencies).

3.3 Identification Methods

The following methods are based on a limited amount of a priori knowledge of the speech signal,
concerning the ways in which it is produced. The Cepstrum method simply tries to separate the
contributions of the (glottal) source from the channel (oral cavities) in the speech signal. The
hypotheses accompanying the LPC method stretch much further.

3.3.1 Cepstral Analysis

The assumption made applying a cepstral analysis is that the speech signal s. results from a
convolution of the source and the channel, the latter behaving like a passive filter (2.1).

The problem at stake is the separation of G(z) and B(z). To do so, g.=Z·l{G} is supposed to be
either an impulse sequence (voiced sound) or a white gaussian noise (unvoiced sound).
Additionally, the multiplication in (2.1) is transformed into an addition by taking the logarithm
of either sides of the equation, whilst taking absolute values to avoid problems with the phase
definition (2.2).

S(z) ,;, G{z).B(z) with x(z) ,;, Z{x.}
G(z) somcefunction
B(z) cbannelfunction

(2.1)
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(2.2)

By inverse Z-transform (in praxis: inverse FFf) of both members of equation (2.2), the so-called
cepstrum Co is obtained; a pseudo-temporal signal.

(2.3)

(2.4)

The mentioned suppositions concerning the structure of the speech signal and the nature of go
lead to the propositions:

• go· reduces to an impulse sequence spaced by no =FJFosamples, with F. being the sample
frequency and Fo the fundamental frequency of go;

• boO decreases rapidly (proportional to lin) and can be considered negligible for n>no-

--...lHamming [rc;:;:rr-l Log[.. ] [r F.F. T. -,

s
n

lWindow n{~l F.F.T. ~)

Fig. 3.5: the cepstrum method

This allows to regard the first no samples of c. as the contribution of the channel, so a window
followed by a FFT would be able to extract B(z) from co' according to equation (2.4). The pitch
Foof G(z) can be obtained directly from c. by looking for the spacing no of the impulses (Fo =
lIno)' Figure 3.3 depicts the cepstrum method.

3.3.2 LPC analysis

The LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) analysis method comprises a number of structural
suppositions made concerning the mechanism of the speech signal production. Again, it is posed
that the speech signal results from a convolution of the source (vocal chords) and the channel
(articulatory mechanisms, oral- & nasal tract), the latter behaving like a passive filter, see section
3.3.1. Additionally, concerning the channel, it is taken that:

• the system is linear;
• the oral tract can be represented by a tube constituted of cylindric sections of equal length

and constant radius within each section (2nd order resonator);
• the nasal tract can be modelled by a system linearly coupled to the oral tract;
• the source/channel coupling as well as the energy losses within the system can be regarded

negligible.

These suppositions allow to model the propagation of the (sampled) sound wave by a cascade
configuration of linear summators and unit delays (transversal filter), corresponding to the
general equation (2.5),
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(2.6)

which can on its turn be associated with a transfer function H(z), equation (2.6), withP poles and
q zeros. The supposition concerning the coupling ofsource and channel mentioned above enables
to specify the equations to the case bi=O for ;>0 (B(z) is a constant). Thus. only poles are
present in the transfer function. The latter allows for a number of optimization techniques to be
applied among which the least squares method is the most significant. The philosophy behind
the LPC method is to try to reconstruct the filter that shaped the speech wave sa from the source
signal un' by adapting the coefficients of the inverse filter HI(z)=A(z), thus predkting the next
sample sn from the already received samples sa_i' for; between zero and p,p being the window
size. To be able to do so, a measure of the error made in predicting the speech signal is needed
to adjust the coefficients:

p

e. - s. -s. - s. + E Dj,s._i
i-I

(2.7)

(2.8)

LPC·autocorrelation
In the LPC-autocorrelation method the least squares criterion is applied to the error signal en'
see (2.9), to guide the adjustment of the parameters. as expressed in the Yule-Walker equations
(2.11). An additional supposition made is that s. equals zero outside the observed windowp. For
the calculation of the coefficients the Levinson-Durbin algorithm is mostly applied because its
the fastest algorithm known and always reaches a stable solution.

Min {-~ e~} (2.9)

{~}

Min {-fe:}- w: windowsize (2.10)

{~} 1-1

LPC-covariancelBurgs method
In the LPC-covariance method the least squares method is applied only to a limited number W
of error instances, see (2.10), at the expense of being not always able to reach a stable solution.

R xA oK R·. with R: autoeorrelationmatrix

(
r(I)]

R.O:: Mtb

(2.11)
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A way of avoiding those problems is to search for local optima using a lattice structure to model
H-t(z)=A(z), see fig. 3.6, corresponding to the equations (2.12).

s(n)

s;(n) s;(n)

Fig. 3.6: the lattice structure used in Burgs method

s;fn) • ern)

s;(n)

s;(n) cS;_t(n) + k• .s~_t(n-l)

s~(n) =k• .s;_t(n) +s;_t(n-l)
(2.12)

The method is known as Burgs method [Burg68] and belongs to the class of autoregressive (AR)
techniques which are based on the approximation of the stochastic process s. by an autoregressive
process of order m; the approximation has the property that the first m terms of its covariance
function equal the first m terms of the covariance function of the approximated process.

The reflection coefficients k. are estimated for each cell using the already computed coefficients
k._i , by minimizing the sum of forward and backward squared residuals.

The three discussed methods are fully equivalent in case of a stationary signal s., which however
the speech signal is absolutely not. For non-stationary signals, Table 3.1 lists the main
discrepancies.

The presented methods in this section are often encountered in speech analysis systems, but they
do have some shortcomings, due to the stringent hypotheses mentioned at the beginning of this
subsection. In particular the assumed absence of source/channel coupling (eliminating the zeros
of the transfer function) is not entirely realistic for the speech signal. Furthermore the modeIling
of the source as either a white noise or an impulse sequence does not correctly meet the praxis.
Only for speech synthesis purposes the 'multi-impulsion LPC' method [Atal82] does more or less
compensate the negative influences of the stringent hypotheses concerning the source.

Table 3.1: advantages and disadvantages of the 5 LPC methods

assured non-assured assured

required, Hamming non-required non-required

optimal optimal sub-optimal

prolonged restricted prolonged
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3.4 Methods Based on Auditory Models

In order to derive relevant acoustic information from the incoming signal for the following
parametrization and identification, auditive models are used by several research groups as a
framework for the acoustic analysis. These models have emerged from psychologic and psycho
acoustic research and generally contain, according to [KIattBO), the following stages:

• a pre-emphasis filter to model the isosonic curves of the ear;
• a filter bank consisting of a number of band-pass filters of 'critical bandwidths' [Zwicker67j

in ladder network at least ranging to 5kHz, with sufficient recovering to follow changes
(3 to 5%) in the formant frequencies and having a slower drop off on the lower
frequencies then on the higher frequencies8;

• a number of lOW-pass filters with small time-oonstants (lor 2 ms) with automatic gain
control, to model the distortion and saturation phenomenons of the nerve cells.

A description of the ear model used in the DIRA project can be found in [C8elen79).

It is clear that these methods resemble more or less to the earlier discussed channel vocoder
method (section 3.2.2). The difference lies however in some added features, in order to simulate
the non-linearity of the ear, its short term memory and most of all the overlap between the
channels which is supposed to play an important role in the human perception of speech. Further
research in the field of the human perception, especially concerning the treatment of information
delivered by the cochlea, may very well yield useful information for the acoustic analysis of
speech signals by computers. An illustrative effort in this direction can be found in [Caelen85).

3.5 Pitch Measurement

In the process of acoustic-phonetic decoding, the so-called prosodic information plays an import
part. It concerns the instantaneous fundamental frequency (orpilch) Fo> its harmonics (formants)
and the total energy of the speech signal. The estimation of the pitch, related to the decision
whether the signal in the current window of analysis is voiced or unvoiced, is one of the most
delicate analysis operations to be performed, Therefore this section is dedicated to methods used
for this estimation, related to the general analysis methods presented earlier.

A number of underlying reasons for the difficulty of the measurement can be given:
• the source in the source/channel model presented before does not deliver a purely periodic

signal;
• there is an interaction (coupling) between the source and the channel: the periodicity of

the speech signal is in fact formed by the combination of the quasi-periodic excitation and
the characteristics of the channel;

• the dynamic variation of the pitch is quite significant.

Because of this, the choice of a measurement window for Fois a trade off between computability
and accuracy: the number of samples should be large enough to base the analysis upon
(stationarity) and short enough to follow the variation of Fer Obviously, measurement errors are
unavoidable, especially in transitory zones of the speech signal. Both the difficulty and the
importance of this problem is illustrated by the large amount of methods used to solve it which

8Another way of obtaiDiDg the desired 'mask' effect is to couple the lubeequeDt filteR, .. described by (C8elen79)
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are encountered in the field. Again, the methods can be classified:
• temporal methods;
• spectral methods;
• mixed methods (spectral & temporal);

From each of these three, an example wiIl be given. The first method presented is used (though
slightly modified) within the DIRA system.

3.5.1 Average Magnitude Difference Function

The average magnitude difference function (AMDF) is given by (2.13):

AMDF(s.k,n)"E IS".k-s,,1 (2.13)

The function is generaIly applied to a window of 18 to 35 IDS of the low pass filtered (0 - 800Hz)
speech signal. Its minimum over k delivers the pit~h Fo =FJkOt F. being the sample frequency
and kobeing the value of k corresponding to the minimum of AMDF, equation (2.14). In praxis,
an upper limit for AMDF is needed to guide the convergence of the algorithm computing its
minimum:

AMDF(s.ko,n) ..MIN {AMDF(s,k.n)} < ~o
k

3.5.2 Frequential Convolution

(2.14)

The principle of the Frequential Convolution method [Martin82] is to detect a harmonic structure
in the spectrum of the speech signal by convolving it with a template function P(j"/O). An
exponential function is chosen to model the slope of the harmonic peaks in the signal (2.15):

N

PlfJo) =E 6(n.'o).exp(-pn)
,,-0

with
F

N=_6
2/0

(2.15)

B

I(fo) =. !Bl./Jo).S(J).d/
o

with B=. p.
2 (2.17)

S(j) signalspectrum

(2.16)

The convolution function I(f) is given by (2.16). The maximum of this function delivers the
estimated value fo· for the pitch (2.17), using a lower boundary 10'1 for the value of the
convolution function to guide the convergence of the algorithm.

3.5.3 Simplified Inverse Filtering Tracking

The SIFT method is related to the LPC analysis techniques discussed in section 3.3.2. The source
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channel model is supposed to hold for the production of the speech signal and thus the source
can be estimated by inverse filtering of the signal. The LPC analysis is applied to obtain the
coefficients of the production filter H(z) = llA(z). The inverse filter A(z) is then derives the
estimated source signal e: from the speech signal s•. Theoretically e: is a white noise sequence
in case of an unvoiced speech signal and an impulse sequence in case of a voiced signal. The
maximization of the autocorrelation function Re(k) of e:, equation (2.18), delivers kowhich can
be converted to an estimation of the pitch by applying (2.19). Again a lower boundary 1£2 guides
the convergence of the iteration process.

F.- . P,0=-
ko

(2.18)

(2.19)

It is evident that all of the methods used to derive the pitch from the speech signal make errors.
The information delivered by these pitch estimations can be treated in different ways:

• one might consider applying several analysis techniques at the same time, whilst using a
mechanism to compare the results;

• a dynamic trace of the pitch estimation could be used to bring its transitions alight and
thus enable a signal segmentation;

• phonemic propositiOns made in the course of the recognition process could be transferred
to the acoustic analysis to correct or guide the pitch estimation: this would establish an
interaction between the phonetic identification level and the acoustic analysis level.

In praxis, fast methods are preferred as long as the amount of traded off accuracy remains
acceptable. If however prosodic information forms a major cue for the decoding process, some
more expensive methods are needed to perform the pitch estimation.

With this we have concluded the discussion concerning signal analysis, the first stage of acoustic
phonetic decoding. The second stage, cue generation, will be the subject of the next chapter.
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Acoustic Cue Generation
the second stage of Acoustic Phonetic Decoding

After the completion of the acoustic analysis, which has yielded a collection of parameters of the
speech signal, a step towards the phonetic (or symbolic) structure of the signal is to be made.
The size of this step varies with the approach followed for acoustic-phonetic decoding (see system
philosophy, section 2.3). Fig. 4.1 tries to position the various stages of acoustic phonetic
decoding. The key problem for acoustic-phonetic decoding, the detection of phonetic form in
acoustic substance is symbolized by a crack. The aim of acoustic cue generation can be
formulated as to "expose the acoustic substance of a speech signal", without yet trying to interpret
this substance. Such a qualification however only becomes meaningful in relation with a method
for phonetic identification: the recognition of formes in the substance. That is why we have to
start with a brief description of two guidelines for phonetic identification: macro-classes and
decision units.

After that we can address the problem of acoustic cue generation, which consists of two,
eventually connected sub-problems:

• generation of static cues;
• generation of dynamic cues (signal segmentation).

4.1 Macro-classes of Speech Sounds

According to some approaches, the guideline for phonetic identification is the partition of the
phonemes of a language in macro-classes, based on articulatory properties. Figure 4.2 depicts the
partition chosen for the DIRA system, as illustration of such a partition. The five macro-classes
are represented by the bold-lined boxes. These macro-classes are subdivided by articulatory labels.
These labels appear to be universal for most languages, [Jacobsen51], [Rossi77]. According to this
partition, an articulatory label implies within each macro class different values for the acoustic
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cues. For instance, for the macro class wfricativeswthe articulatory label wcompactW implies
different values of the acoustic cues than for the macro class WconsonantsW. The problem is
however, that the acoustic cues are by no means invariant between different speakers, or even
within one speech session, although many attempts have been made to formulate such cues,
[Blumstein79], [Fant73]. Even so, the cues are to be designed for maximal discrimination between
phonemes of different articulatory label.

Fig. 4.2: the DlAA partition of speech sounds

4.2 Decision Units

The decision unit of a system is the phonetic element that has been chosen as reference for the
interpretation of acoustic substance.

There exist in fact a number of possible decision units for the acoustic cue generation, differing
in size and level. They can best be classified related to one of them: the phoneme. Thus we have
supra-phonemes, phonemes and infra-phonemes, each with their own special impact on the
acoustic cue generation. The advantages and disadvantages of the several kinds of decision units
have been pointed out by [LeaBO]. The appreciation of the decision unit properties seems to be
dominated by its ability to model co-articulation effects9•

Because these effects are still hard to model explicitly in terms of phonemes, many recognition
systems are based on supra-phonemic decision units:

9 Ia lenBs of pbo.emes: tile defo....tio. of • pbo.eme by ill predeceuor- or IU«elIlIOr-pbo.eme.
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• the syllable or semi-syllable [Fujlmura76], [Perren0u82], [DeMorl83], [Mercler83], [Tanaka83];
• the diphone [Rosenberg81], [Ruske81], [Marlani83], [Scagllola83].

Further advantage of these supra-phonemic decision units is their well defined linguistic status,
notably for the syllable. Their localization within the acoustic substance (fig. 4.1) is however
precarious. Local localization errors generally cause the loss of a whole unit. The crack between
observable substance and detectable form is large for supra-phonemic decision units. Only by
strong lexical support of the acoustic-phonetic decoding the performance of such systems can be
raised to an acceptable level.

Infra-phonemic decision units, known as phones, offer, as can be expected, a safer operation base
viewed from the acoustic substance. After localization and identification an additional assembly
of the phones is required, guided by phonologic rules, lexical search and syntax rules. A partial
phonologic identification often precedes this assembly. The crack clearly lies on a higher level
than in the supra-phonemes case. The DIRA system utilizes this symbol concept.

The third kind of decision units, the phonemes themselves, seems to offer an acceptable
compromise between the two preceding decision units, however still leaving the segmentation as
a considerable problem. The connection with the lexical level is easier because of the limited
number of phones present in a language, about 40 in the french language, for instance. The crack
can be more or less distributed using phonemes, with a major cleavage to be bridged by the
signal segmentation mechanisms (see further). .

4.3 Dynamic Cue Generation

The acoustic signal analysis has gained signal parameters. These can be viewed as a sequence of
vectors in a hyperplane Rm, forming a (pseudo-continuous) trajectory. This trajectory is to be
segmented into disresembling parts in order to allow for the detection of a phonetic structure
in the acoustic substance in later phases of the acoustic-phonetic decoding.

t~
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Fig. 4.3: local segmentation
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Before segmentation, the trajectory consists of vectors Ptt each associated with a time window Stt
(sample time, about lOmS). The difference between two successive vectors is supposed to be
small, depending (among others) on the accuracy of the analysis method. The motion of the
point PI through the hyperspace RIB can thus be viewed as pseudo-continuous. Figure 4.3 offers
a view of RIB, projected on two of its dimensions. The trajectory P is sketched, as well as the
corresponding time/amplitude curves of the parameters on which RIB is projected.

There are in fact two ways of arriving at a meaningful segmentation of the trajectory in RIB. The
corresponding conceptions will be treated in more detail by the next two subsections.

4.3.1 local segmentation

The first conception, which could be referred to as the local- or evental conception, scrutinizes
the impact of the supposed phonemic (symbolic) structure of the speech signal on local level.
Each and every derived signal parameter is supposed to contain continuity breakdowns
corresponding to the phonetic structure. The approach would thus be to look for discontinuities
in all m signal parameters, by using certain thresholds (differing between the signal parameters).
Because this will generally yield a non-uniform segmentation of the signal, the segmentatiOns will
have to be brought into correspondence by some monitoring process, guided by an articulatory
model (see next chapter), ultimately yielding one unique overall segmentation. The segments B~
and B; in fig. 4.3 give an impression of parameter segmentations of ·paraml· and "param2"
respectively.

4.3.2 global segmentation

The second problem conception considers the variations of the distinct parameters, caused by the
underlying phonemic structure, to be in a more global-abstract relation. Thus, in order to be able
to perform the segmentation, the parameters have to be monitored in relation by using some
kind of function yielding an overall account of the variation of the speech signal. It seems
obvious that such a function should be related to an articulatory model. However, in the field
of segmentation more general approaches are encountered too.

An important observation in this context is given by the fact that real (unideal) speech only
meets an abstract (ideal) articulatory model in a certain, fluctuating degree. This degree is for
instance depending on the instanteneous degree of pronunciation accomplished by the human
articulatory mechanisms.

What is needed is a continuous function operating on the instantaneous parameter values,
yielding an account of the momentary overall parameter variability. A possible conception is to
view Rm as a collection of areas corresponding to articulatory states and the signal as a trajectory
leading from one state to the next. Each acoustic state thus has to be formulated in terms of the
signal parameters. Observe that the trajectory between two successive states potentially holds
acoustic-phonetic information too: e.g. some states may not actually be reached, due to
coarticulation or even ill pronounced parts in the speech. However, the association with
articulatory states is not strictly necessary. An analytic mechanical view of the movement of the
point through Rm enables to segment the trajectory as well, as pointed out by [C8elen86]. In such
cases, the static cue generation is completely separated from the dynamic cue generation
(segmentation): the former is performed on the results of the latter.
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4.4 static cue generation

Both the choice of decision units and the choice between local or global segmentation (which
are of course cohesive) determine the level at which the static acoustic cue generation is
performed. As for the actual strategy applied, three tendencies can be discriminated.

The first of those concerns the long practised method of constructing pseudo units by the
segmentation mechanisms, followed by an interpretation step yielding the acoustic cues in terms
of the decision units. These pseudo units are chose close to the decision units as for their
duration, but are constructed only using acoustk criteria. The interpretation mechanisms
recompose the segmentation using phonetic criteria. Systems adopting this strategy generally have
difficulty in separating succeeding spectrally close consonants (under-segmentation) and tend to
split up phonemes with disresembling successive acoustic phases (over-segmentation).

To overcome these difficulties, the actual tendency shifts towards a more conscious separation
of the acoustic from the phonetic criteria by regarding them as the concrete resp. abstract
properties of the decision units chosen.

A way of doing so is to 'privilege' the concrete aspects of the decision unit chosen over its
abstract aspects. Thus one is led to structurally over-segment the speech signal, followed by an
assembling interpretation of these infra-units. An example of this strategy is the approach of
[Gaelen83): phonemes are chosen as decision units, the segmentation type is local, which yields
a sequence of homogeneous phones (infra-phonemes). The interpretation is accomplished by
comparing these segments with a collection of representative segments belonging to phonetic
units. A second example has already been mentioned: the view of the acoustic parameter
variations as the mechanical movement of a point through a certain space, as proposed by
[Marteau84). Segmentation is then entirely based on the acoustic aspects, whereas the
interpretation comes down to the association of acoustic states (including the detected nearly
reached acoustic states) with a phonetic model.

The opposite way to accomplish a more conscious separation of the concrete- and the abstract
properties of the decision unit chosen is to privilege the abstract aspects. This can only be done
in a top-down manner (ascendant in fig. 2.1), with a confident prediction of the phonetic chain,
aligning its decomposition with the signal as proposed by [Bridle83) and [Lennig83). Most of these
methods use dynamic programming techniques (see section 2.4.2). The essential difficulty here lies
in the choice of appropriate references to account for the inter- and intra-speaker variability.

As already mentioned, an alternative approach could be to entirely disregard of any acoustic cue
generation by interpreting the acoustic parameters directly in terms of a phonetic model, as
proposed by [Scagliola83). This approach has been used for instance in the ESOPE system
[Mariani82) and the MYRTILLE system [Pierrel81).

Nevertheless, the acoustic cue generation approach receives considerable interest in present-days
speech recognition systems. Two examples:

• in the KEAL system [Mercier80], vowel identification is accomplished by performing a
binary search through a tree of acoustic cues, classified according to five acoustic labels
associated with vowels, whereas the acoustic parameters are generated by a channel
vocoder;

• in the ARIAL II system [Caelen81], an ear model generates spectral parameters from
which five spectral cues are derived and several 'discriminating' cues by derivation- and
delta coding mechanisms.
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As stated before, the discussion has been kept abstract to account for the common characteristics
of the methods encountered in the field. In chapter six however, the cue generation strategy
employed for the DIRA system will be discussed in much more detail.
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Phonetic Recognition
the decisive stage of Acoustic Phonetic Decoding

When the acoustic information judged to be necessary has been drawn from the incoming speech
signal, the time for interpretation and finally identification has broken. We will distinguish
phonetic interpretation from -identification by defining phonetic interpretation as a local and
partial recognition of the speech signal and by defining phonetic identification as global
recognition, integrating the results of phonetic interpretation and other information, coming from
multiple sources.

We have presented the acoustic information, delivered by the acoustic cue generation, as
observable substance (fig. 4.1). Phonetic recognition is to detect a form in this substance,
eventually assisted by phonetic information coming from higher levels in the speech recognition
system. In this sense, phonetic recognition is to be situated partially at statistical level of
Information (fig. 1.1) and partially between statistical and syntactic level. In this chapter, the
stress will be posed at the statistical level. When explaining the operation of the present
Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder of the DIRA system in the next chapter, we will show the connection
with the syntactic level.

Two of the guidelines for phonetic recognition, the partition of phonemes in macro-classes and
the decision unit choice, have already been introduced in the previous chapter. We will not
further discuss them here, but again the next chapter will provide a more extensive example.

In the first sections of this chapter, we will address the conceptions of four methods belonging
to the family of pattern recognition approaches, which has been introduced in section 2.3
wApproaches to ASRw:

• Vector Quantization;
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• Hidden Markov Modelling;
• Connectionist approaches;
• Knowledge based approaches.

Thereafter we will address the methodologies which form the fundamentals of the Knowledge
Based approach.

5.1 Vector Quantization

Vector Quantization (V.Q.) is concerned purely with the statistic properties of the signal
parameters, represented in the space R- (section 4.3). An approach conceptually close to V.Q.,
Dynamic Time Warping, has been discussed in chapter 2 in a more historical context.

Static cue calculation and segmentation for V.Q. are performed as follows. First, the Euclidian
distances between the successive (sample) vectors are calculated. A clustering algorithm segments
the samples in successive clusters, for each of which a centroid is calculated. The segmentation
type is thus global and precedes static cue calculation, which yields vectors in the original space
Rm (see sections 4.3 & 4.4).

The central postulate for this approach could be formulated as follows:

the Vector Quantization postulate
..................'!•••••'!."!'!"!~"!"!"!."!"!~"!'!••'!••••••••••••'! O:••"!• ......""!._.._ '!"!~._.~.'!••••••-'!-_ _'!••'!'!••••••••"! ..

!Twovect(")ts~hichareliiilliki@'cloSt'lhtheacouSticpttranttter!
rspaceRIIl~·belongDecessarilyt<? tWOpbonetic items wbiCha.fej
L<~so .;doStfbynature~J:>eCiSl()ri1lni~canbe mQ(telled·"y.J
l..~~;~i2.j~.~~~l~~~·••..£..·· .......................••••••~••••••••••; i.J _E.2 ]••••••••••••••••• i_..~...J

To model the phonetic target items (phones or phonemes, depending on the approach), typical
vectors are chosen, by calculating the centroid of a cloud of points (vectors) which have been
collected from test data as representatives of a specific phonetic item.

To construct a practical approach from this conception, a number of choices have to be made:
• a decision unit, mostly words (to circumvent problems with the modelling of coarticulation

effects);
• a metric system for the parameter space Rm

, eventually optimized for the distribution of
typical vectors in the parameter space;

• a method for calculating the typical vectors (centroids) from test data;
• a method for calculating a distance between two points, such that an optimal distinction

between phonetic items is obtained.

Several algorithms [Gray84], [Gersh083] & [Makhoul85] are known to compute from a set of
training data the partition of Rm and a set of corresponding centroids or prototypes (codebook).
During a recognition session, the accumulated distances between the centroids of an entered
word and the centroids of the codebook can serve as a score for the recognition.

For this method, a distinction between phonetic interpretation and -identification is made by first
comparing the incoming vectors to the codebook (quantization) and then choosing the phonetic
unit closest to the obtained sequence of quantized vectors.
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Although large data reductions can be obtained with vector quantization, the trade-off between
accuracy (good accuracy: large phonetic units, acceptable coarticulation modelling) and size of
the codebook (acceptable size: small phonetic units, poor coarticulation modelling) forms
certainly a major drawback.

5.2 Hidden Markov Models

Whereas Vector Quantization and Dynamic Time Warping store patterns as reference for the
patterns to be matched, the Hidden Markov Model constitutes a reference model, thus carrying
a higher level of abstraction. This model is however still primarily concerned with statistics (or
stochastics, to be mode exact), as are the previous two methods. The H.M.M. approach poses a
postulate which can be formulated as follows.

the Hidden Markov Model postulate

P(UIA) = p(U)xP(A1U)
P(A)

Bayes' rule (5.1)

In this model, P(U) is considered to be the language model, P(A IU) the acoustic-phonetic model
and P(A) the a priori acoustic probability. Both the language model and the acoustic model are
posed to be representable by a Hidden Markov Model (H.M.M.), which can be viewed as an
extension to the postulate. The a priori acoustic probability is supposed to be uniform by lack
of more precise insights. As the final recognition is based on the results of both linguistic- and
acoustic model evaluation, we can again distinguish interpretation from identification.

5.2.1 acoustic-phonetic modelling

In the acoustic-phonetic model, each phonetic unit (mostly a word) is represented by a finite
state machine (fig. 5.1). The states of this machine represent phases in the utterance of the unit,
which are abstract, i.e. they have no articulatory interpretation in the model. Depending on the
approach chosen, either to each state qj or to each allowed transition (qj, %) a multi-dimensional
probability density function Bj resp. B jj is associated. The dimension of this function is m, the
dimension of the parameter space Rm, see section 4.3. This function yields for each observed
vector Xl in RID the probability that this vector has been produced given the state (resp. the
transition) in the finite state machine. Thus B constitutes the observable Markov process. H
Vector Quantization is used to simplify the model, B is discrete.

As the parameter space RID is used as representation space for the speech signal, we can state
that the H.M.M. approach also shares the postulate introduced for Vector Quantization.
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Fig. 5.1: phoneme H.M.M. as used in the SPHINX system

The hidden process is conceived as the process choosing the path through the finite state machine
in the coarse of time. If the states were to view as articulatory-acoustic phases, we could qualify
this process as the contextually influenced articulation of the phonetic unit, but again, the
method completely abstracts from this interpretation. Thus the hidden process is modelled as the
transition probability matrix A:

[

all ... alN]

A .. : :

aNl aNN

v,lE all .. 1]
Ja, .. P(q/orXt +1 I q/orXt )

N: numberofstates

(5.2)

During a training phase, the parameters aij and Bj (or Bjj ) of the Hidden Markov Model have to
be estimated. When designing the model, the number of states, configuration of the transitions
have to be chosen. Equally, the more fundamental choices ContinuouslDiscrete and B/Bjj have
to be addressed. For training and recognition a number of algorithms have been developed which
are now widely accepted: the Baum-Welsch algorithm [Baum72] for training, based on maximum
likelihood estimations and the Forward and Viterbi [Viterbi67] algorithms for actual decoding. As
training can never deliver complete accounts of all possible units, floor smoothing [Levinson83]
is often applied to avoid the existence of unwanted null probabilities on transitions. Special
training techniques as Corrective Training [Bahl88] and Maximum Mutual Information Training
[M~riald088] allow for a optimization of discrimination between the units of a limited vocabulary.

As decision units for the acoustic model the word is most often encountered. If the vocabularies
used are to be large diphone or triphone units are used. Furthermore context dependent- and
-independent phonemes are encountered.

5.2.2 language model

Some limited applications of the Hidden Markov approaCh despise of language model, basing
recognition decisions entirely upon the maximum likelihood estimation that a given sequence of
parameter vectors have been produced by an a priori given model. For continuous speech
recognition however, a language model is absolutely necessary. As no segmentation is performed
before the interpretation by the H.M.M., even small sentences will lead to thousands of possible
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segmentations among which there has to be chosen.

Language models can roughly be divided in urogram-, bigram- and trigram models. An unigram
model represents the relative frequency of each word encountered in the training data. Bigram
models deliver the probability of a unit, given the previous unit. Trigram models do the same but
given the two preceding words.

By conceiving the language model in this way, both syntactic and semantic information is
contained in the model. To avoid null probabilities for words unseen in training, again smoothing
techniques are used. Within the (limited) conception of language, good covering of linguistic facts
can be obtained, in the range of 95-100%.

5.2.3 recognition performance

Recognition performances of H.M.M.'s are certainly among the best of nowadays' speech
recognition systems. This is partially due to the great interest they have received in industrial
research. Huge training corpora have been used to train the acoustic models and the language
models (e.g. 250 million words for the language model in the IBM TANGORA system
[Dumouchel88]). When such large training corpora are used for limited vocabularies (about 50
words) with sufficient distinction within the vocabulary, recognition results among the 95% can
be reached, which is for instance realized by the eMU SPHINX [Lee88] and BBN BYBLOS
[Ch0w87] systems. When training is less exhaustive or vocabulary is chosen large, this
performance drops sharply. Then, the same two systems realize recognition rates from 70 to 80%.

The strong point of Hidden Markov modelling is certainly the ability to acquire fine speech
models through intensive training. Though the abstraction from the articulatory interpretation
of the speech signal delivers a vast configuration space to be exploited, this exploitation has been
fruitfully conducted thanks to large research efforts. The same abstraction allows for the
formulation of a more or less well-defined recognition problems, for which algorithmic solutions
have been developed. Studies of the acoustic structure captured by H.M.M. after training have
shown that association of nodes with well-known acoustic-articulatory phenomena is possible
[Poritz82]. Such an association remains however fragmentary.

Several research groups have included speaker adaptation within the model, by automatically
adjusting the distributions (the codebook) during a recognition session. When known, well
balanced sentences are used, this remapping can be performed in a relatively small amount of
time. At BBN remapping of an existing model with known sentences has been shown to yielded
results close to those obtained by training a 'blank' model with 15 minutes of speech.

Further development perhaps will find even better configurations of the models and more
efficient training and recognition algorithms. But the extension of the vocabularies towards
natural languages with more resembling words is likely to pose fundamental problems for the
approach, as the possibilities to train maximum discrimination between the models are still
limited. The lack of analytic access to the trained models (what acoustic structure have they
actually acquired?) may present a fundamental drawback of the method. Some research has
already been conducted in this direction, which indicates that indeed certain states correspond
to well-known acoustic-phonetic features, such as nasal- and liquid properties ofthe signal, bursts
etc. A directed training towards such features is not yet in vision however.

A further structural problem is posed by the modelling of the relation between language model
and acoustic-phonetic model. As yet, it is established by Bayes' rule (5.1) through the
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intermediate of the a priori acoustic probability, which is posed to be uniform.

5.3 The Connectionist approach

Under the name of the ftConnectionist Approachft a host of systems has been developed very
recently, certainly not limited to the domain of speech recognition. These systems are capable
of performing complex transformations, which can be learned automatically from a set of inputs
accompanied by their required outputs. For acoustic-phonetic decoding this would mean a
automatic learning from a segmented and labelled speech corpus, which can be performed
without much a priori domain knowledge. Thus, not only speech- and image recognition, but also
speech synthesis to even medical diagnosis systems can be realized.

The basic conceptions of the approach date from the sixties. The corresponding model was (and
is) called a perceptron [Rosenblatt59], which is composed of several layers of cells, which are highly
interconnected. Due to their association with the human brain (cell=neuron), they deserved great
attention at their onset, which declined after the 1969 publication of Minsky and Papert
[Minsky69], who pointed out some structural limitations of the modelling involved.

5.3.1 Multi-layer Perceptrons

Recently however, a structural extension to the original perceptron model has been proposed:
the Multi-Layer Perceptron [Lippman87], for which an improved training method called Back
Propagation [Rumelhart86] has been developed. This has completely revived the interest in the
modelling approach. Behold fig. 5.2.

Output Layer

Hidden Layer

Input Layer

Fig. 5.2: structure of a two-layer perceptron

The perceptron is called fttwo-layerft because the input layer consists in fact of dummy cells which
only pass their value to the first layer of real cells. Each cell i in a layer is connected to each cell
j in the next layer by an arc with a weight Wij• If this weight is negative, cell i inhibits cell j, if
zero, cell i does not influence cell j, if poSitive, cell i stimulates or excites cell j. The stimuli
inserted by the input cells propagate through the network, while being accumulated in the cells
and scaled in the arcs. Each cell i only 'reacts' if its accumulated value is superior to its threshold
Tj • The analogy with the human brain is obvious: the cells are the neurons and the arcs are the
synapses. Thus, the value of a cell is perceived as its energy. The energy transmitted by a cell in
case of stimulation is given by a simple function, called sigmiod function (5.3).
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Sigmoid Function (5.3)

According to the Back-Propagation training method, the output of the network, which is
constituted by the values of the output layer cells, is compared to the desired response. The
difference between obtained and desired response is propagated back through the network as a
calculated error value.

In recognition mode (or whatever the application requires) the stimulus to be recognized is
propagated through the network. Depending on the approach applied, either the output cell with
the highest energy designates the unit recognized or the entire configuration of output cell
energies is compared to reference patterns, in which case a distance measure is applied to search
for the best match. It has been shown that for speech recognition networks, the hidden cells react
after training indeed directly to relevant cues such as 2Dd formants etc. [Elman87], [Waibel87].
Similar phenomena have been found for Hidden Markov Models (see section 5.2.3). Again
however, a more than fragmental access to this information is not possible.

5.3.2 applications to speech recognition

For speech recognition applications, the parameter space RID' extended with a time dimension
(i.e. the trajectory of the speech signal) has to be mapped somehow to the input layer. Whereas
the parameter space is fixed in dimension, the duration of the phonetic units to be recognized
is not fixed.

Therefore, D.T.W.-like algorithms are often applied to obtain a time alignment. For continuous
speech the segmentation problem is of course related to this alignment. This a why for the time
being, most applications encountered are still limited to isolated word or -phoneme recognition,
with small dictionary sizes. Experimentation within these limitations has yielded encouraging
results. Compared to Hidden Markov Modelling, the discriminative power of Connectionist
models has already emerged.

It is difficult to formulate a postulate for the Connectionist models in the specific context of
speech recognition. A more general postulate as formulated below seems to make more sense.

the Connectionist approach postulate

Several variants of the Multi-Layer Perceptron are actually explored for speech recognition.
Contextual Multi-Layer Perceptrons, Time Delay Neural Networks, Boltzmann Machines and
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Phonotopic Maps are some of the variants, some of which differ considerably from the original
model. It is far beyond the scope of this report to discuss them all. We will discuss only the last
of them, because of its remarkable position within the family of Connectionist approaches.

5.3.3 Phonotopic Maps

One of the most original applications of the Connectionist approach to speech recognition is the
isolate word recognition model of the Feature- or Phonotopk Map [Kohonen84]. This approach
poses the following postulate, inspired by information organisation in the human brain:

the Phonotoplc Mapa postulate....- __ __ _ _ _..__. ~-~~~--'!'~..~.~ ~ ~~.~..'"
j····The ·.~ci>ukiclilil"afu~ilii··~Pace····R.lllcmi··~··th~I>Pci1··onto···a··~Odnnemionat .1
! phon()l§pic<fuap,s\lfl(that•• d1s~ncere18ti§9S .between .prot0fyJ)eSin the)

I~l(~:k;i!ii~:i~;~~~;:~i;;in th~ ~~;:0t~;1

This postulate clearly resembles to the notions of distance and similarity posed by the postulate
of the Vector Quantization method presented before. The connectivism only manifests itself in
the training of the model. The model consists of a grid of prototypes (see fig. 5.3), which have
been drawn from Vector Quantization.

Fig. 5.3: the structure of a Phonotoplc Map

During training, a new training sample is added by calculating distances (in the original
parameter space Rm

) to the prototypes in the grid, such that the sample can be localized in the
Phonotopic Map. The closest prototype is updated with the new sample by a calculating the
average of the samples already included in the prototype and the new sample. Equally, though
less profound, the 8 closest neighbours of the prototype are updated and eventually the sixteen
second-closest neighbours (even less profound).

At the end of this phase, a kind of smooth clustering of the acoustic parameter space is obtained,
which has then to be interpreted in terms of the phonetic units to be recognized. This yields the
bounding and phonetic labelling of regions in the Phonotopic Map.

During recognition, distances to the prototypes are calculated for each point (frame, sample) of
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the signal trajectory in the acoustic parameter score. Due to the correspondence in distance
measures between acoustic parameter space and Phonotopic Map, this results in a signal
trajectory in the Phonotopic Map, see fig 5.4. As the model is only applied to isolated words, the
labels of the phonetic regions visited by the signal can then simply be concatenated to obtain the
phonemic description of the word uttered.

Compared to the Perceptron model, the Phonotopic Model is more restricted in its conception
and application. Learning is in a sense less automated, because an interpretation phase is
required. The method is counted to the Connectionist approach, because of the notions of
connectivity during training. From the conceptual point of view, classification as wEnhanced
Vector Quantificationwmethod could be defended better.

The striking thing about the method is that the acoustic parameter space, which has generally
about 16 dimensions, can be mapped to a two-dimensional plane, still yielding a discriminative
representation. Obviously, the 'smooth' or 'pseudo-continuous' clustering accounts for this
feature. The structure in the acoustic parameter space seems to be captured in a 'blind' way,
abstractly comparable to the Multi-Layer Perceptron- and Hidden Markov training.

Although many more variants of the Perceptron model resort under the flag of the Connectionist
approach, we content ourselves with presenting the basic model and one variant interesting for
speech recognition.

5.4 Characterization of Pattern Recognition Models

In this subsection we try to collect some of the characteristics of the approaches presented so far,
which are interesting to acoustic-phonetic decoding. A common classification for these
approaches 'pattern recognition' approaches, opposed to 'knowledge based' approaches, which
will be discussed in the next sections.

5.4.1 acoustic-phonetic interpretation, common characteristics

The acoustic interpretation of the pattern recognition models can be characterized by some
common features. All of the methods can perform a static or idealized modelling by tuning their
internal representations to typical acoustic parameter values for each different decision unit.
Furthermore, all of the methods are capable to take account of a certain degree of dispersion of
the positions in the acoustic parameter space in a continuous way, by calculating distances,
accumulated scores or excitations, depending on the method. Thus the variability of the speech
signal can be taken into account to a certain degree. The limitations of this modelling are
founded in the limited degree of modelling of contextual variability. The scale of the decision
unit is mostly the largest scale on which this variability can be taken into account.

As a further common characteristic, these models are able to capture their knowledge (prototypes,
codebooks, distributions, node- & arc values, etc.) from more or less automatic learning from a
set of training data.

5.4.2 acoustic-phonetic interpretation, differences

Some significant differences in acoustic interpretation between the methods discussed can be
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distinguished as well. Dynamic Time Warping finds itself at the lower size of the sophistication
scale. Phonetic decision units are posed to have a direct prototype acoustic parameter trajectory.
The variation of the time dimension is taken explicitly into account, whereas distance calculations
modestly account for speech variability within the temporal limits of the decision unit. Contextual
variability beyond this scale is not taken into account

Vector Quantization is more sophisticated than Dynamic Time Warping in the sense that it
allows for a decomposition of the acoustic parameter trajectory in several phases. Thus variability
in length is taken implicitly, but correctly taken into account and the acoustic variability within
the limits of the decision unit can be taken more explicitly into account, purely by this
decomposition. Contextual variability beyond these limits is again not taken into account.

Hidden Markov Models offer the possibility of a more sophisticated decomposition of the
acoustic parameter trajectory, by posing a contextual decomposition on top of a continuous
acoustic decomposition. The former is constituted by the hidden Markov process and the latter
by the observable Markov process. The observable Markov process can be quantized by Vector
Quantization without import loss of accuracy. Furthermore, contextual variability beyond the
scale of the decision units is taken modestly into account by a language model. Modestly, because
the correlation between the acoustic-phonetic process and the language process is only modelled
approximately by Bayes' rule, in which the a priori acoustic probability remains the weak point.

The Phonotopic Maps are still difficult to interpret. Judging the experimental results, the acoustic
variability within the scale of the decision unit is taken into account in an accurate, pseudo
continuous, but completely abstract/implicit fashion. They are in conception a direct derivative
from Vector Quantization, but take much finer grains, while preserving better the structure of
the acoustic parameter space. Like Vector Quantization, contextual variability beyond the limits
of the decision unit is not (yet?) included in the model. If a position on our scale of
sophistication is to be given, an ex aequo position with Hidden Markov Models is perhaps the
most appropriate.

Finally, the family of Perceptron Models demonstrates the utmost in structural modelling power
as well in abstraction. Obviously, they are able to capture very complex relations between sets
of stimuli and corresponding actions/decisions (such as a phonetic recognition). It is likely, that
some amount of contextual variability, beyond the scale of the decision unit, as implicitly taken
into account, judging from experimental recognition performance. As experimentation has as yet
been limited to isolated word recognition, language is not modelled. But certainly, the structure
of a language should be manageable as well. Even if it is not yet clear if the segmentation/time
alignment problem can be solved for these models, we can expect to hear more from them in
future. At our scale of sophistication of the pattern recognition models, we give them the highest
rank, but their applicability to continuous speech recognition has still to be proven.

5.4.3 language modelling

Only the Hidden Markov Models are capable of taking language substantially into account of the
modelling. Others are either restricted to isolated word recognition or take only modest
contextual dependency beyond the scale of the decision unit into account. But even Hidden
Markov Models cannot very well guide acoustic phonetic decoding with a language model.
Although the coverage of the language itself may be adequate, the interrelation between acoustic
phonetic model and language model is only established by the very approximative expression
given by Bayes' rule (5.1).
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5.4.4 phonetic identification

About the phonetic identification of pattern recognition models we can be quite brief. In all
cases, identification is reduced to the choice of the best phonetic prototype or model describing
the interpreted acoustic parameter vectors. This choice is trivial, as 'resemblance' or 'proximity'
is always explicitly expressed as a numeric score.

Distinction between phonetic interpretation and -identification as components of phonetic
recognition may seem rather senseless to the reader, so far. The discussion of knowledge based
methods in the next sections will however justify this distinction.

In the following table we summarize our view on pattern recognition approaches.

Table 5.1: characteristics of pattern recognition methods

Recognition -iaolaled words -ieoIated words ~ epeech -ilIoIated words

P. ...... ibl . ... ... •... .. -.mall vocabulary -large vocabulary -IlIrge vocabulary -medium we. size
. JO em/ -speaker dept. -speaker indepl -speaker indepl -speaker dept.

. . .. with adaptation

-ilIoIated words
-medium we. size
-speaker dept.

~/quantIzed

-etochutlc F.S.M.
-peeudo oont.
-prototype grid
ImOOth clusters

-temporal aJignm.

ACoustic -very limited,

Vafiability··i ~in decision
.. •..• unit ecaJe

MooelHrig .<
Language< .•••..•••.• none

Modelling· ...<
Learning automaIic

-limited, 1IOOd within 1IOOd within
within decision deciI. unit ecaJe decill. unit ecaJe
unit ecaJe -limilIlId beyond

none good, but limited phonetic word
profit lranlICriptlons

automalic automIIIic MIIIi automIIIic

1IOOd within
decill. unit ecaJe

limited, for eome
variantII

automaIic

5.5 Knowledge Based Approaches

As introduced in chapter 2, knowledge based approaches to ASR and acoustic-phonetic decoding
in particular, aim to establish a solution for the recognition problem departing from a more
analytic domain-oriented problem formulation. Due to the complexity of the problem, such a
problem formulation can never be complete, consequently optimal algorithmic solutions are
virtually excluded. The alternative is found in so-called Expert-System techniques, which enable
an explicit lO formulation of domain knowledge, stored in a Knowledge Base, whereas the actions
to be performed for the recognition are represented by heuristks (algorithms for the pattern
recognition approaches), together forming the Inference Engine. Association ofheuristics with the
reasoning or strategies employed by the human brain as discussed in chapter one is often made,
although few practical systems have yet adopted human reasoning.

10 TIle reprellelltatioa eclIemes of tile patlenl m:opitiOD approaclles caD be said 10 euble a _ implicit rormulatioD of domaiD
bowledge.
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In the next section we will discuss general expert system methodology, the domain knowledge and
specific methodologies and finally inference for acoustic-phonetic decoding.

5.5.1 general Expert System operation

knowledge representation
The Knowledge Base of an Expert System consists of rules, in which conditions are formulated
upon so-called facts, leading to certain conclusions which form new (and generally more abstract)
facts. Possible rule schemes are:

IF Conditions TIIEN New/acts with Conditions: expressiononfacts
(callsofotherrules)

IF Conditions TIIEN New/actsl
ELSE Newfacts2

(5.4)

In most declarative languages such as LISP and PROLOG, only the first of those schemes is
allowed. The feature of including calls of other rules in the body of a rule, allows for a
structuring of the knowledge, which, in itself, also represents domain knowledge. We shall refer
to this as structural domain knowledge. In general, this feature is used to express relations across
the boundaries of sub-domains of the knowledge, often ordered in a hierarchy. An example of
this is provided in the next sub-section.

The description of the abstract problem to be solved by the Expert System is constituted by the
Knowledge Base. If this is a diagnosis, recognition or synthesis task depends on the application.
Simple problems (eventually sub-problems of the abstract problem) can thus be modelled in a
declarative or mathematic style. Such problems can be solved directly by standard inference
engines as implemented for logical programming languages. As remarked before, for complex
problems such a complete problem description is often not realizable. In such cases, the
Knowledge Base is said to contain incomplete knowledge and the problem can not be solved by
standard inference techniques. Therefore, a domain specific heuristk has to be formulated,
bridging the gap between the incomplete problem specification and a standard inference. Such
a heuristic equally contains knowledge, often referred to as Meta-Knowledge, which is still related
to the domain, but in a more abstract fashion.

heuristics
The expertise of the Expert System is concentrated in the heuristics. They contain algorithmic
descriptions of the steps to be taken by the inference engine, which are derivatives of the
reasoning employed by human experts. Hypotheses, confidence, (in)accuracy, uncertainty are just
some of the notion which can be distinguished fro such reasoning. Also, the notions of top-down
and bottom-up reasoning and interactions between these two (see section 1.3 ftA Framework of
Intelligenceft

) are to be included in advanced heuristics. For real time applications, temporal
notions have to be included as well. Parallel-logic programming languages can be useful for such
modelling.

Inference engines & -techniques
The module which performs the actual action within an Expert System, is called the Inference
Engine. It fires the rules, included those contained in the heuristics, according to certain
mechanisms. Depending on the so-called goals (or missions) with which the inference engine is
fed, either Forward Chaining or Backward Chaining is performed. In the first case, combinations
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of rules are tried to construct the goal. In the second case, the goal is decomposed to find and
check the single facts which can lead to the goal. An association with bottom-up resp. top-down
heuristics seems obvious, but a (part of a) top-down heuristic can be carried out by a forward
chaining inference for instance! Heuristics are of a higher abstraction level than inference: the
former represents reasoning, the latter is a technique.

learning
A special issue for Expert Systems, is learning. Though the notion lacks a widely accepted
definition, we can view it as symbolized by the following scheme:

Facts + ~ON - Goal

Facts + lBARNINO
RUU!S

NEW OPERAllON- RULES
Induction

Thus we qualify normal operation mode of the Expert System as deduction and learning as
induction. Learning in nowadays Expert Systems is still restricted in its applications. Induction
of a simple grammar from sample code words is an example of such an application. This has been
accomplished in PROLOG for instance by [Shapir083].

We take a step back in the discussion and return for a moment to Pattern Recognition
approaches. The notion of learning we presented above is in a way different from its meaning
for pattern recognition approaches. There, the construction of prototypes from speech data,
without further differentiation, was considered to be learning. We can now differentiate this
notion. Reference patterns, as used for D.T.W. and V.C, can be considered as plain facts.
Acquiring them in training can be qualified as fact-collection. It could be argued that the same
holds for H.M.M., because their structure is determined a priori to training and is only filled in
during training. Their structure is however not directly domain-related; it constitutes an abstract
model. So it could be argued too, that domain-related structural knowledge is not a priori given,
and indeed captured during training, which would be true learning. But then, lots of
experimentation has been spent to find the best a priori structure for a chosen decision unit....
The case remains doubtful.

Clearer to judge is the training of Connectionist models. As their structure is a complete
abstraction from the application domain l1, we must conclude that structural domain knowledge
is collected during training, thus there is learning. Sharp distinction between fact-collection and
learning cannot be made however, due to the same abstraction.

Thus, from now on we will reserve the word 'learning' in the context of Expert Systems for
induction of operation rules, hence on a higher level of abstraction. Figure 5.4 (next page)
situates and resumes some of the notions introduced in this sub-section.

5.5.2 acoustic-phonetic decoding methodology

Both for the construction of knowledge bases and heuristics for acoustic-phonetic decoding, a

I10BIy \be Dumber of Iayen for perceptroD models should be lufficieDt to cope with \be complQity of \be trauformatioD problem.
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Heuristics

__ M Inference

~ Engine

Fig. 5.4: Expert System architecture

methodology is required. This methodology has been introduced more or less in the preceding
chapter, when the acoustic cue generation was discussed. One of the possible guidelines for this
cue generation was the partition of phonemes in so-called macro-classes and the partition of
macro-classes according to articulatory labels. A possible methodology now for a knowledge
based approach to acoustic-phonetic decoding concerns the following two steps:

• bottom-up macro-class recognition;
• refinement by label recognition with top-down (linguistic) hypothesis verification.

Potential knowledge sources for this methodology are formed by scientific disciplines as
articulation mechanics and spectrogram reading. Notably the last discipline is known to deliver
(human) techniques which enable to reach the recognition scores [Zue79], [CoIe80] needed for
ASR.

Several research groups in France have been developing such an approach from the beginning
of the eighties onwards. The lesson of the ARPA-SUR project (see section 2.4.3) has led to a
reinforcement of the bottom-up decoding with respect to the early models as the HEARSAY II
system. Recognition scores of this bottom-up macro-class recognition are among the 85%'s (see
next chapter). There is however as yet no clear judgement possible about the sufficiency of this
bottom-up score for good speech recognition, because at the same time top-down refinement is
still to be developed.

On the background, some fundamental questions still cannot be but partially answered. We
present some of them, taken from [Caelen87]:

• Is all knowledge and notably reasoning of experts, whether they are acoustic-articulatory,
phonetic or spectro-articulatory (spectrogram reading-) experts, at all formalizable? Is
there not a structural difference between qualitative human reasoning and quantitative
computer operation?

• Does the total of potentially available knowledge form an exhaustive description of the
problems concerned?
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• Can all potentially available knowledge be made operative in a practical system, notably
with a workable equilibrium between knowledge and Meta-knowledge?

• Can all types of potential knowledge be made available in a research environment?

5.5.3 acoustic-phonetic domain knowledge

Through the years, many classifications of acoustic-phonetic knowledge have been proposed. We
cite three of them.

Zue [Zue83] views the phonetic impact on purely acoustic modelling of phonemes to be
constituted of three types of phonetic rules:

• phonotactic constraints, -governing the allowable combination ofphonemes-. They exclude
phoneme combinations which are virtually impossible to pronounce;

• allophonic rules, describing -the modification of acoustic characteristics of phonemes in
various phonetic environments-;

• phonologic rules, specifying -the optional realizations of a particular phonetic string-. For
instance optional deletions of neutral sounds (called 'schwa') fall into this category.

Caelen [Caelen87] sees four categories of acoustic-phonetic knowledge:
• articulatory, i.e. mechanic, for ASR to be formulated as rules in terms of acoustic facts;
• acoustic, quantitative rules describing single acoustic facts;
• phonetic, rules describing the decision units in terms of acoustic facts, including the

influence of the phonetic context and individual variability;
• phonologic, rules specifying the language constraints in terms ofallowable phonetic chains.

Such knowledge must be represented in a organized and complete way, whereas the scientific
disciplines concerned generally produce this knowledge in a very fragmental fashion. Besides
trying to collect those fragments, several research groups have built databases of speech called
speech corpora, such as one for the french language described by [C8rre84], and have built tools
to retrieve and validate various types of knowledge from them. The ARCANE system [Caelen86]
is an example of such a system.

Table 5.2: a comparison of Pattern Matching- & Knowledge Based approaches

.-: :.:. ":.::::::::::-:::-:::-:.:-:- -:.

llec6gnltionprob1em<
.~ncept~pn ....• «> .

-idealized
-abstract
-problem definition by
solution specification

-automatic through training
-optimal discriminance (within
limited problem conception)

-analytic
-strong hierarchical division
in sub-problems

-multi-disciplinar

semi-automatic: data-acquisition
from speech corpora with
intensive human intervention

R~lli66*M'6blelh -algorithmic
sohiticjtf . -bottom-up

-declarative/algorithmic
-mixed strategy (bottom-up &
top-down, potentially parallel
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5.5.4 reasoning for acoustic-phonetic decoding

In the field of formulating heuristics for acoustic-phonetic decoding, the greatest effort still lies
ahead of us. Partially, because human reasoning, such as the reasoning of spectrogram reading
experts with its strong visual aspect, remain hard to formalize. But also because the
implementation and subsequent performance evaluation strongly depend on the knowledge which
has been put in the Knowledge Base of the Expert System.

Nevertheless, already some insights in spectrogram reading expert reasoning bas been acquired,
[Zue79]. Furthermore, opportunistic rules for heuristics, such as the corrective rules used in the
Acoustic Phonetic Decoder of the DIRA system (see next chapter), are beginning to outline

Table 5.2 (previous page) concludes the Chapter with a comparison of Pattern Matching
approaches with Knowledge Based approaches.
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The A.P.D. of the DIRA system
the present state of theory and performance

The present Acoustic Phonetic Decoder of the DIRA system is one of the outcomes of a 15 year
research program. This program has started with the development of acoustic parameter
generation techniques and by passing a long phase of knowledge acquisition and integration, it
has now become possible to perform a Knowledge Based automatic bottom-up macro-class
recognition of phonemes. .

In the following sections, we shall discuss the principal characteristics of the models developed,
without going into exhaustive detail. Furthermore we shall present the performance of the
present AP.D. module of the DIRA system. In chapter 8, a more detailed analysis will be
presented.

6.1 Acoustic-Phonetic Decoding Problem Conception

As Knowledge Based approaches pretend to engage analytical insights in the structure of the
speech signal in order to decode it, the discussion must obligatorily start with the conception of
the decoding problem. Figure 6.1 aims to symbolize this conception. We shall try to explain it
in relation with the conception of Information, fig. 1.1.

Articulatory Gestures. The speech signal generation by the speaker (bottom left in figure 1.1)
is viewed as the action of his or her articulatory mechanisms. These are activated by the chain
of articulatory gestures composing the phonemes to be pronounced. In abstraction, these gestures
(triangles in fig. 6.1) should determine the signal produced, but due to the inertia of the
articulatory mechanisms, fluent speech demonstrates a much more complex behaviour. This is
symbolized by the trajectory in fig. 6.1. The way the single articulatory mechanisms affect each
other, is as yet only understood in a very fragmental manner.
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Fig. 6.1: the conception of acoustic-phonetic decoding
for the Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder of the DIRA system
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Acoustic Signal. The perception of the acoustic signal has already been discussed in chapter 3
and its characteristics for Knowledge Based speech recognition do not differ in any sense from
the classical model.

Acoustic Parameters. The acoustic parameters, which consists of the outputs of the 24-channel
ear-model, pitch and formants, mainly consist of spectral distribution parameters, which result
from weighted summation of the 24 bands of an ear-model. Additional parameters are pitch and
formants, obtained from LP.C. followed by A.M.D.F. calculations and Hidden Markov
Modelling. Perceptive notions are concentrated at the next level, acoustic cues.

Acoustic Cues. The main components of the Acoustic Cues collection are the spectral
distribution cues. Additional cues are the (unchanged) pitch and formants. Segmentation,
performed on the spectral distribution cues, yields infra-phonemic segments (phones). Static cues
are obtained by calculating averages of the acoustic cues over single phones. Dynamic Cues are
basically calculated as differences between consecutive average spectral distribution cue values.

Acoustic Phenomena. The ranges of the acoustic cues are subdivided by fixed limits. The situation
of an acoustic cue value within such a sub-range is regarded as an acoustic phenomenon. Thus
symbolization of the speech signal is accomplished (bottom right arrow in fig. 1.1).

Articulatory Interpretation. Collections of selected acoustic phenomena are used as modelling
of the articulatory states in speech. Thus articulatory gestures are searched for and an additional
symbolization is obtained (first right arrow in fig. 2.4).

Phonetic Identification. Sequences of articulatory phenomena are viewed as the realizations of
phonemes, which are the decision units of the acoustic-phonetic decoding. These are the symbols
of the highest hierarchical level within the Statistical level of Information (second right arrow
in fig. 2.4). For each phonemic macro-class an independent expert module (rule base +
PROLOG inference engine) performs the identification.

Decoding Strategy. As yet a collection of opportunistic, corrective rules forms the heuristic of
the Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder. It employs a uniquely bottom-up reasoning. The inference engine
is again formed by the PROLOG interpreter.

The next sections discuss each of these items in more detail.

6.2 Acoustic Signal Analysis

The core of the Acoustic Signal Analysis module is formed by an ear model (see ftauditory
modelsft, section 3.4), as described by [Gaelen79]. A more condensed description can be retained
from [Gaelen85]. The ear model uses 24 frequency bands, corresponding to the 'critical'
bandwidths as formulated by [Zwicker67). Frequential and Temporal smoothing is obtained by
coupling each filter output with the inputs of its neighbours. Thus the 'ear-like' preprocessing
specified by [KJatt86] is accomplished.

The principal aim of using this ear model is to obtain spectral speech cues which deliver a
workable (that is, non-transient) account of the speech signal not only in stable parts, but in
transitory parts as well. The price that is paid for this robustness, is that pitch and formant
detection with this model is hard, due to the coupling. There is a technique, called lateral
inhibition, which should enable to attain formant detection, but it is as yet not sufficiently
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mastered for practical implementations.

This is why Linear Predictive Coding (L.P.c., see section 3.3.2) is performed on stable parts of
the speech signal, which is followed by Hidden Markov Modelling, see next section. Also,
Average Magnitude Difference Functions are calculated, in preparation for the pitch detection
(see next section).

Figure 6.2 gives an overview of the present Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder, containing the Acoustic
Analysis Module.

Signal I--......-To
'--.,...-..... Blackboard

Fig. 6.1: present A.P.O. system configuration

6.3 Acoustic Cue Generation

formant II pitch calculation
A Hidden Markov Model [Bailly87) is used to calculate the formants of the spectrum, after Vector
Quantification of the LP.C. coefficients. The pitch is obtained by calculating Average Magnitude
Differences (see section 3.5.1) on the lOW-pass filtered speech signal, followed by Dynamic Time
Warping (see section 2.4.2), as described by [Ballly86].

static cue generation, part I
The acoustic parameter space R24 obtained from the ear model is projected on a SUb-space RS

by the calculation of five spectral distribution cues. These are obtained through a weighted
summation of the 24 channels, see [Caelen89], such that properties with articulatory significance
are exposed from the spectrum. These properties, represented by their equally named cues are:

• Acute!Low (AG);
• Closed/Open (Fa);
• Flat/Sharp (BD);
• Scattered/Compact (EC)
• SoftlShrill (DS).

Thus, each speech frame is associated with a 5 dimensional pseudo-continuous parameter.

segmentation
The decision unit chosen for segmentation is the homogeneous phone (VigourouxSS]. It is an
infra-phonemic unit which yields segments which are homogeneous within their scope; that is:
either stable or continuously instable. Thus each phone corresponds to one unique articulatory
phase of the speech signal, such as "vowel establishment-, -fricative burst-, -total closure·, etc.,
whereas each articulatory phase is composed of at least one phone.
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Segmentation is accomplished by regarding the speech signal as a trajectory in the projected
acoustic parameter space RD (n=5) as described by [caelen86). Stable parts of the signal cause
(reached) targets to appear in this plane, whereas transitory parts in the signal cause straight or
curved pathways. One of the major advantages of this method is that non-reached targets can be
detected as sharply angled pathways. Their occurrence in normal to high rated speech is
considerably frequent. Appendix II offers some examples of trajectories.

The segmentation performed on the speech signal is global (see section 4.3.2), is performed after
the first part of the static cue generation and precedes the second part of static cue generation.

static cue generation, part II
On the phones obtained through segmentation, the final acoustic cues are calculated as averages
of the frame parameters described above. Also, difference- or delta cues are calculated as
differences between cues values of two successive phones. Ail of these cues are quantified on a
5 valued range (••, ·,0, +, + +), by a non-linear function. Thus, the acoustic cues are represented
as a set of symbols for each phone.

A smaIl extract from a speech file which has been treated in this way is listed below. In this
extract obtained from the speech acquisition system ARCANE, a 7 valued range is used to
quantify the cue values. The phone segmentation is visible as dashed horizontal lines.
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Figure 6.2 offers an overview of the Acoustic Cue Generation module.

6.4 Phonetic Interpretation and -Identification

The phonetic- interpretation foIlowing the acoustic cue generation is especiaIly an articulatory
interpretation. Models of all articulatory phases encountered in speech have been formulated in
terms of the acoustic cues and -delta cues. The order in which these phases can succeed each
other, has been modeIled by including the descriptions of the phases in directed graphs, called
Augmented Transition Networks. An example of such an A T.N. is listed below.

Fig. 6.3: the A.T.N. for the Fricatives macro-class
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For each of the macro-classes of phonemes (Fricatives, Plosives, Vowels, Consonants, Pauses),
see fig. 4.1, such an A T.N. is formulated. This partition into macro-classes is consistent: each of
the articulatory states occurs in only one macro-classI2•

an example: fricatives
In order to clarify the formal notions of the A T.N.'s, the case of a specific macro-class, fricatives,
will be treated in more detail in this section. The fricative network is built up of seven states
(nodes):

• beginning: artificial node (input of the network);
• vocalic friction: start of friction after a vowel or a voiced consonant;
• closure onset: short closure of the articulatory mechanisms advancing the friction;
• closure offset: short closure of the articulatory mechanisms terminating the friction;
• unvoiced friction: solemn friction;
• voiced friction: friction accompanied by a vocalic sound;
• end: artificial node (output of the network).

The transitions possible between these states are depicted in fig. 6.3. One of the rules
corresponding to the transition arcs, i.e. from the 'beginning'-node to the 'vocalic friction'-node
is given below.

ocalic-Friction"
IF AND( ORe cue(Acute/Low) ~ '0'

AND( FO .. 0
maximaJ-peak(FO) < 1kHz) )

Noise+Threshold < energy < Noise+314(SignaJ/Noise)
delta-cue(Acute/Low) ~ '+'
ORe previous-state = 'vocalic-friction'

AND( previous-context = 'vocalic'
previous-state = 'beginning' )

AND( previous-context = 'pause'
delta(energy) > 'slope1'
previous-state = 'beginning' ) )

THEN AND( state := 'vocalic-friction'
beginning-boundary :='actual-phone'
CALL("VocaIic-Friction")
CALLrClosure-Onsetj
CALL("Voiceless-Friction")

6.5 Phonetic Identification

Phonetic identification is accomplished in three stages:
• localization of the phonetic macro-classes in the acoustic signal with reference to the

A T.N.'s representing the phonetic knowledge;
• filtering of the macro-class hypotheses with reference to the accumulated contextual

information;
• derivation of the acoustic marks in order to be able to distinguish between the speech

sound of the selected macro-classes (not yet developed).

The articulatory states of the A T.N. are programmed as PROLOG clauses, with the acoustic

12acept for tile '8lInt', wlliclt OCCIIn ill tile CoIIBouabl alld ill tile Plolives Network.
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models as test and calls of other articulatory state clauses as caIls. Each A T.N. is passed
separately on a file containing the phones of the speech signal. All possible realizations for each
A T.N. are developed. Each A T.N. is restarted on the phone foIlowing the phone where its
propositions ended (End-node reached). The PROLOG inference mechanism is used as inference
engine. .

The figure below, taken from [Tattegrain89], displays the labelling thus obtained. In descending
order, the propositions of the Consonants-, Fricatives-, Plosives-, Pauses- and Vowels network
are listed. '

i I • I • R 11'1 R •.. .. Ii< k .. ..
"" 1If•• If " •• el• • -.J 10 • ,I(

Ii • t •••

• .. .. .. .... .... ..-.." 1"'11

Fig. 6.4: speech utterance "II sa garantira..". labelled
with articulatory phases by the present A.P.D., taken

from [Tattegrain89]

heuristics
In Chapter five, we have distinguished between phonetic interpretation and -identification, while
assuring that especially for knowledge-based approaches to speech recognition, such a distinction
is feasible. The heuristics were posed to account for the identification.

The heuristics in the present Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder do not yet cover the full field of
possibilities however. They are composed of a set of separate, opportunistic rules, which filter
out some of the structural faults of the A T.N.'s. An example is the cancelling of the plosives
network proposition in case of a paraIlel proposition of the pauses network.

Furthermore, true phonetic identification is not yet accomplished, because only phoneme macro
classes can be identified; not the single phonemes.

6.5 performance indications of the phonetic interpretation

In order to obtain an indication of performance of the AP.D., it has been tested by supplying
it with manuaIly segmented speech signals taken from the French Sounds Database (BOSON).
From all of these test signals the exact place and duration of the phonemes are known, so it is
possible to measure the performance by comparing them with the proposed phoneme macro
classes. This is done using the RR parameter:
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The localization of a macro-class is considered to be correct if the score RR~50%, and thus the
total detection score for a specific macro-class is obtained by accumulating the number of correct
recognitions and dividing it by the number of actual occurrences of the macro-class in the test
data. Table 3.2 shows the results of 50 sentences spoken by a male speaker and 40 by a female
speaker.

Table 6.1: macro-class localization scores for 50 sentences spoken
by a male speaker and for 40 sentences spoken by a female speaker

193.2% 194.6% I0% 194.6%
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The poor performance on the liquid consonants is caused by their contextual variability: they are
frequently confused with vowels, whereas a minor problem is formed by highly energetiC nasal
consonants. In real recognition circumstances, the AP.D. will however be guided by the
contextual restraints posed by the supervisor, which substantially raises the performance.
Nevenheless, the present performance is insufficient for real operation: more precise information
than just the phoneme macro-class is needed at Blackboard level. Furthermore, top-down
operation is required.

6.6 desired future developments

This section summarizes the goals for further development, as posed at the beginning of the
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project on which this thesis reports. Several, inevitably related items can be distinguished:
• amelioration of macro-class recognition;
• accomplishment of label recognition;
• development of a top-down operation;
• implementation issues.

amelioration or macro-cla88 recognition
An obvious goal for future development for further development is the amelioration of the
(bottom-up) macro-class recognition, focusing on the structural errors which are as yet being
made. The lack of statistical modelling and related topics such as score functions within the
present AP.D. were already acknowledged as a major shortcoming, related with this item. It was
also clear that when such modelling could be introduced, the development of more sophisticated
inferencelheuristics would be possible.

label recognition
An question without clear answers was the accomplishment of label recognition. The rules which
have been tried to integrate within the AT.N.'s could not deliver labelling for a detected
phoneme macro-class. There were only vague ideas of reformulating those rules for a higher
level, thus for operating after macro-class identification, eventually assisted by Vector
Quantization.

top-down operation
The development of the top-down operation mode (verification) of the AP.D. was (and is) in
a still very preliminary stage. The problem is to re-perform the macro-class localization while
explicitly taking into account the new contextual information obtained at higher levels in the
recognition system. It seems evident that one needs to somehow stress that information in order
to avoid making the same miss-localization (as made during bottom-up identification) once again.
An enhanced treatment of the problem of impasse at the system level may however totally
reformulate the need for verification and instead pose a problem of adaptationJIeaming to the
AP.D. (see section 2.5.3)....

Implementation l88uea
As yet only 'batch-mode' macro-class recognition is possible. Envisioning an operational speech
recognition system implies however achieving a real-time implementation of such a system. More
efficient implementations than possible in PROLOG, without using the modelling environment
needed, are thus certainly within the field of interest Ideas went in the direction of parallel-logic
programming environments, but expertise in this field was not available.
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Features of Knowledge
the fundamentals of Expert Systems

In order to be able to develop more sophisticated inference techniques than presently used in
the APD of the DIRA system, it is absolutely necessary to acquire a thorough reference of the
state of the art expert system techniques. The knowledge present in the APD will in the next
chapter be shown to belong to various domains and obey to a hierarchical ordening. Such a
complex collection of knowledge will only be manageable with a strong theoretical basis.

Only after knowledge has been formalized and classified it is possible to discuss the processing
of iL The properties of knowledge which are important to such classification are called features.
They are closely related to the representation of that knowledge. Representation is meant in an
abstract sence; it concerns the formal notation of the knowledge. Systems can only operate on
the knowledge contained in their knowledge bases if that knowledge is ordered to a known
representation scheme. In preparation for the discussion, we will first pose working definitions
of knowledge and knowledge bases and after that we will present the basic theory of knowledge
interpretation. An important source of inspiration for the writing of this chapter has been the
review of Delgrande and Mylopoulos [Delgrande85].

7.1 working definitions

The notion of a sentence will be used as the most general notion and a statement as the most bare
sentence (so a statement is a sentence and a sentence might be a statement). A knowledge entity
is supposed to be a special kind of sentence which can be qualified as a true, believed sentence.
These notions will be elaborated in the next section.

A knowledge base KB is considered to be a pair <KBo ' h.>; a collection of (initial) sentences
accompanied by a derivability relation between sentences or collections of sentences. A sentence
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a is contained in the knowledge base KB if and only if it is derivable from the collection of
initial sentences KBOo equation (7.2).

with L: somekindoflogic

I-L : clerivabilityrelationin L
KBo : collectionofsentences

in thelanguageoflogic L

(7.1)

(7.2)

A logic comprises a 3-tuple <0, P, F>; a collection 0 of object symbols, used to denote the
objects of the domain of discourse (or world) we wish to describe, a collection P of predicate
symbols, used to denote properties (or features) of the objects in our domain and finally a
collection F of function symbols, used to denote logic operations on the properties. In order to
obtain a sentence in the language of the logic, the expressions are assigned a truth value by a
semantic function. In praxis, the truth value true is assigned implicitly to an expression, whereas
the truthvalue false is assigned by adding the function symbol w.... (or equivalents).

(O,P,F) with 0: collection of object symbols
P: collection of predicate functions
F: collection of function symbols

(7.3)

In order to clarify the definitions given above, a small example may well serve. Without exactly
specifying the logic and the derivability relation, the following initial sentences KBo may lead us
to derive a number of sentences which should belong to the imaginary knowledge base KB.

KBo .. {Student(Marcel), PamousScienlist(Jean), Supervisor(Jean,Marcel)}

l
-'oStudent(MarCel)
Student(Marcel) V PamousScientist(Marcel)
-'PamousScientist(Marcel)
-'}Supervisor\Jean,Marcel) A Supervisor(Marcel,Jean)}

(7.4)

The first of those sentences is derivable using the well known mathematical derivation
mechanisms rs=s). The second seems to be too, but strictly speaking Famous Scientist(Marcel)
is not verifyable. The latter holds as well for the last two sentences, which can only be derived
by using mechanisms that can handle incomplete knowledge. These reflections open the door to
the discussion of knowledge interpretation theory.

7.2 knowledge interpretation

The issue of knowledge interpretation covers three different points of interest:
• the epimistic status of a sentence;
• the assertional status of a sentence;
• the relation between the logic L in which a sentence is written and the world of discourse

(semantic theory).
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7.2.1 epimistic status: truth and belief

Knowledge has been defined via the notion of a knowledge entity, being a true, believed sentence.
Truth in this context is the classical, semantic notion we all know and so is belief: there are
indications, but no convincing evidence, that the sentence under consideration is true. Such a
believed sentence we will call an hypothesis. A statement a can be converted to an hypothesis by
the sentential operator B; Ba can be read as Wa is believed to be truew

• Using this convention,
it is possible to discriminate between hypotheses and knowledge: if the axiom

B{«} - « (7.5)

(which must be interpreted as wif a is believed to be true, then a is trueW
) is present in the logic

L, then the sentences in a knowledge base correspond to knowledge, otherwise to hypotheses.
Usually indeed, either knowledge entities or hypotheses are present within a knowledge based
system. In those cases where these two are coexisting however, a verification mechanism V may
be present to convert an hypothesis into a knowledge entity. If only knowledge is present in the
knowledge base a statement may be converted into a knowledge entity by a derivation mechanism
D. In retrospective, we have:

B V
statement =* hypothesis=* knowledgeentity

(7.6)
D

statement =* knowledgeentity

To illustrate the discrimination between hypotheses and knowledge, the classical 'whale' example
is best suited. Whales were during a long time regarded as fish, so the sentence

VIt [Wha1e(x) - Fish(x)]

or equivalents in different logic (7.8),

Fish(Whales)

(7.7)

(7.8)

was considered to be a knowledge entity. Someday someone found out however that whales were
no fish at all, but mammals instead. So the sentence quoted above appeared to be an hypothesis,
an hypothesis that was changed in the light of new evidence. This example establishes the link
to the next section, where the assertional status of sentences is discussed.

7.2.2 the assertional status

The assertional status of a sentence is concerned with the strength of the claim being made by
a sentence in the domain of discourse. Again, three different status values are discriminated,
which can best be illustrated by an example like in the previous section:

VIt [EIephant(x) - Orey(x)] (7.9)
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The claim being made by this sentence depends on its assertional status:
• analytiC WAll elephants are greyW;
• natural kind wTypkal1y elephants are greyW;
• fuzzy WElephanthood is associated with greynessw.

If the assertional status of a sentence is analytic, the claim is that it holds for all of the objects
concerned in the domain of discourse. Whereas in the case of our example this claim stretches
too far, as will be argued in the next paragraphs, for some Objects in some worlds this analyticism
is absolutely justified. For instance the assertions that a square has four sides or that an uncle
is a brother-in-law of a parent are likely to hold in most domains of discourse. Analytic sentences
are true purely by virtue of meaning and independent of collatoral information. An appropriate
object, like most objects in abstract worlds as mathematics or relational databases, can be entirely
characterized by specifying enough of these analytic properties.

As the elephant-example shows, an analytic assertional status cannot be claimed for all sentences.
There may in fact exist alibino elephants, who's existance obstructs the sentence if it were to be
analytic. A weaker assertional status which is more appropriate for our example is the natural
kind. It is closely related to prototype theory [Rosch78] which considers the description of a typical
member of an Object class as the description of the class itself. Most of the real (non-abstract)
Objects of the world we live in can only be described in such a manner, due to the possible
existence of exceptions. If one of the properties of the prototype is missing for a certain Object,
it does have to mean that the object under consideration does not belong to the class, but it
makes us less certain that it does.

The third kind of assertional status is not describable in a strictly formal manner. A fuzzy
sentence assumes a certain amount of underlying, inexplicit assumptions, as argumented by
[Putnam75] and [Quine78]. If the sentence is not met by a certain object, this does not necessarily
falsify the sentence in general, but rather falsifies its conjunction or the underlying assumptions.
In the case of our example the underlying assumption may be something like wpresuming the
elephant is not an albinowaccompanied by an appropriate definition of albinonism. In general
a sentence is more fuzzy when the world under consideration is more complex. An example of
such a world is the domain of physics. Maintaining that water boils at 373.15K without explicitly
posing that atmospheric pressure should be 76Omm, the water absolutely pure, the thermometer
accurate in case of a mesurement, etc., is an example of a fuzzy sentence in that domain.

With this discussion of the assertional status of a sentence, we now have described the full range
of sentences:

• either it is a statement, hypothesis or knowledge entity and
• either it is an analytic-, natural kind- or fuzzy sentence.

In praxis, statements are not very interesting (they are not believed!), which leaves us with six
overall status possibilities for a sentence:

1. analytic hypothesis. Having some evidence that the Objects under consideration have
abstract properties, one can formulate an hypothesis on one (or more) of these
properties, probably with the aim of verification. Example: the theorem of
Pythagoras.

2. analytic knowledge entity. A true believed sentence on an object with abstract
properties, describing one (or more) of these properties. Example: wa square has four
sidesW

•

3. natural kind hypothesis. Having a natural kind Object class one can formulate an
hypothesis on one or more of its (prototype-) properties. Verification of this
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hypothesis, probably by examination of enough objects belonging to the class, may
lead to the extension of the prototype description of the class. Example: Wan elephant
has a trunkw

•

4. natural kind knowledge entity. A true believed sentence on a natural kind object,
usually pan of its prototype description. Example: Wan elephant is greyw.

S. fuzzy hypothesis. A believed sentence with inexplicit underlying assumptions,
reckoning with the possibility that not only the underlying assumptions are not met,
but the stament itself may be false as well. Verification will be hard. Example: wtime
passes more slowly on a fast moving objectW- the undelying assumption may be that
the reference clock is not moving, whereas the hypothesis is that the theory of
relativity holds, which no one has ever proved.

6. fuzzy knowledge entity. A true believed sentence with inexplicit underlying
assumptions. Example: Wwater boils at 373.15K".

7.2.3 semantic theories

The relation between a logic L and the world it aims to describe can be formally embedded using
a semantic theory. The key question in this field is in what implications a knowledge entity or
belief expressed in a logic has in the domain of discourse. Two key problems for specifying a
semantic theory can be identified:

• the truth value of sentences may not be known in the knowledge system, independently of
their actual value in the domain of discourse: e.g. it may be unknown if it snows at the
Mont Blanc at the moment, though it defenitly does or does not in the domain of
discourse;

• the explicit reference to knowledge arises matters as knowledge about knowledge or
knowledge about ignorance: introducing a new sentential operator K for Wit is known thatW

one could question

K{K{a}}? or K{-'K{a}}? (7.10)

The following three proposed semantic theories may account for the different approaches
encountered in the field:

• the possible worlds theory;
• the syntactic theory;
• the situational theory.

Consider the intial sentences kbo contained in a knowledge base KB, (7.11).

KBo ,: (AlpineChain(Chanreuse) V
AlpineChain(Belledone) V
AlpineChain(Vercors),
Vll [AlpineChain(x) - MountainChain(x)]}

(7.11)

This knowledge base aims to describe a world. In the view of the possible worlds theory
[Hintlkka62], it both constrains and underconstrains the collection ofactual worlds that correspond
to this discription. One constraint is that either the Belledone or the Vercors has to be an
AlpineChain, or both of them. Worlds in which none of them is an AlpineChain are excluded.
If however, 'Urals' is a known Object in the domain if discourse aimed to describe, both worlds
in which Urals is an AlpineChain and worlds in which it is not are allowed according to the
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knowledge base. So the knowledge base KB also underconstrains the collection of possible
worlds. To cope with this underconstraining, a sentence Q is said to be known (belong to the
knowledge base KB) if and only if Q is true in all worlds possible according to KB.

K{ex} UI \fweWClddI(D) [ex "'] with

Worlds(KB): worlds possible according to KB
ex ",: ex is true in worldw

(7.12)

Thus K{K{cr}} can be verified by checking all worlds w for K{cr}. A serious drawback of this
semantic theory is the implication of logical omniscience: all logical consequences of known
sentences must also be known. This is of course never realizable in any practical system. In praxis
formulations of possible worlds are encountered which do not necessary lead to logical
omniscience.

The counterpart of the possible worlds semantic theory is the syntactic theory [Moore79] &
[Konolige84], which takes only those sentences for knowledge that are explictly present in the
initial knowledge base KBo- Thus for instance MountainChain(Chartreuse) does nor belong to
the example knowledge base KB. This theory comes closer to human semantic interpretation: one
does not generally know all consequences of ones knowledge (omniscience). However the theory
seems to be taking too sharp distinction as to the form of a known sentence: strictly speaking

AlpineChain(Vercors) V AlpineChain(Belledone) (7.13)

does not belong to KB. So the syntactic theory has to be extended with a specification of a
mechanism that derives all representational instances of the knowledge contained in an initial
knowledge base KBo-

Viewed the shortcomings of the preceding two theories, a desirable feature of a semantic theory
would be to allow a knowledge base to be indifferent to the truth value of sentences whose truth
can not be derived directly from the initial knowledge base KBo• That is the key notion of the
third semantic theory, the situational theory [Levesque84]. Compared with the possible worlds
theory, the notion of a possible world, where the truth value of all sentences is specified, is
substituted by the notion of a situation, in which the truth value of a sentence mayor may not
be specified. In our example the truth value of A1pineChain(Urals) would not not be specified
in the situation described by KB. Compared to the syntactic theory (in its basic form), the truth
value of sentences not explicitly stated in KBo may now specified, for instance

AlpineChain(Vercors) V AlpineChain(Belledone)

is a known sentence according to the situational theory.

(7.14)

Having completed the discussion of knowledge interpretation, we are now ready to discuss the
features of knowledge.

7.3 incomplete knowledge

In a series of 'unideal' features of knowledge we chose incompleteness as the first. Consider again
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our example knowledge base KB. Faced with the question if AlpineChain(Ural) is true, we could
decide that it is not and thus conclude K""AlpineChain(Ural). If we accept -AlpineChain(Ural)
as a knowledge entity, it would have a fuzzy assertional status, caused by the inexpressed
assumption

(7.15)

This kind of hidden assumption is usually reffered to as the closed world assumption [Reher78].
For anything but an idealized microworld however, a knowledge base will have to be an
incomplete account of the domain of discourse, leaving the closed world assumption injustified.
A second source of incompleteness may be the derivability relation h.. If this relation is weak,
which may be the case for reasons of efficiencyl3, certain sentences may be true related to the
domain of discourse, but not derivable within the knowledge base and thus non-existent. This
implies a need to express 'incomplete' sentences and the existence of incompleteness. To be more
exact one should be able to express:

• properties of an Object without identifying that Object by solemnly posing its existence;
• additional properties of objects with a certain property without complete specification of

the objects concerned;
• full equivalence of two differently named objects.

3 z[Mountain(x) A BelongsTo(x,Belledone)]
'"z[AlpineChain(x) - MountainCbain(x)]
MorningStar , EwningStar

(7.16)

Respective examples of these expressions in so-called first order logic (which we have been using
so far) are listed in (7.16). Expressing the existence of incomplete knowledge in first order logic
delivers more problems: if we want to express the existence of an AlpineChain which is not in
the knowledge base this would come down to:

(7.17)

More conveniant would be to use the monadic operater K as introduced before:

(7.18)

A final reqUirement to deal with incompleteness would be to introduce hypotheses as a kind of
default assignments. An example is:

"'z [(...,K{...,AlpineChain(x)} A MountainChain(x») - B{AlpineChain(x)}] (7.19)

which means as much as "if not known otherwise assume that a mountain chain is also an Alpine
chain". The operator B (belief) which converts the statement AlpineChain(x) into an hypothesis
is most appropriate in this case. If the knowledge base does not allow a distinction between
knowledge entities and hypothesis however, the operator K will have to be used, converting the

13 Ac:conIiD& 10 GMeIs iacoapletellell theorem also iahereDt limill of the compieteDeII of a bowledge hue ..y exist WK. the
b-Wge tepraeDlaDoD IdIeme ued iI coaplex
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statement into a knowledge entity.

7.4 nonmonotonity

Another feature of knowledge with even furtherstretching consequences is its (non)monotonity.
It is concerned with the augmentation of a knowledge base with a new, probably derived
knowledge entity. When the knowledge under consideration is monotonous, then, if KB and KB'
are knowledge bases and Q is the added sentence:

(7.20)

Of course this would be a convieniant feature for a knowledge base, but the last example given
in the preceding section already points out that monotonity is not always assured. Indeed,
mechanisms to handle incompleteness inevitibly introduce nonmonotonity. Human reasoning on
common-sense knowledge has been shown to be non-monotonous too [Minsky75]. Note that if the
operator K is used instead of B, the addition of a new knowledge entity may even contradict the
knowledge stored so far in the knowledge base.

7.5 inconsistency

Again the last reflection cited in the preceding section leads us to another 'unideal' feature of
knowledge: inconsistency. As soon as two knowledge entities in the knowledge base are present
which cannot be true both at the same time, the knowledge base has lost its consistency. However
unpleasant, it is very often encountered in large knowledge bases. Consequences are farstretching
because within conventiallogic, the inconsistency of a knowledge base implicates that everything
is derivable from the knowledge base (Wa contradiction implies anythingW):

(7.21)

To deal with inconsistency, two issues arise: the first is to allow the coexistence of inconsistent
information within a knowledge base without rendering it useless and the second is to allow the
assimilation of inconsistent knowledge entities in order to restore consistency.

Allowing the coexistence of inconsistent knowledge inflicts the derivation mechanism. There are
several ways of altering the first order logic reasoning in order to cope with contradicting
knowledge entities. The first of those is to revise the notion of a proof such that each hypothesis
used is actually 'relevant" to the proof. The corresponding framework is called relevance logics.

The rour-valued logics [Belnap75] scheme is also able to solve the coexistence problem. Besides
true and false, sentences can have an unknown- or an inconsistent value. In that way inconsistency
is explicitly represented and thus addressable. When a new knowledge entity is entered or
derived, contradicting an already existing knowledge entity, this sentence is simply assigned the
value 'inconsistent'.

An alternative to these 'classical' schemes is offered by the viewpoints [Borgida84] scheme. In that
scheme a knowledge base is seen as a committee of which each member has a consistent
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collection of knowledge at its disposal. Members thus have there own viewpoint on any issue
posed. There are several ways of defining the mechanism of derivation, like

(7.22)

or

(7.23)

Both of these derivation mechanisms allow inconsistent knowledge to exist between different
viewpoints. The scheme has been shown to be capable of handling default assignments and
knowledge base updates.

Returning to the discussion at the beginning of this section, mechanisms to allow acoomodation
of inconsistent knowledge (restoring consistency in a knowledge base) were also required. This
may lead one to the consideration of suspect knowledge as hypotheses and 'safe' knowledge as
genuine knowledge. This bypotheses\knowledge discrimination allows for seperate treatment of
suspect knowledge by isolating it and associating a separate derivability relation with it (thus
forming a separate knowledge base), as well as a kind of 'interface' mechanism with the 'safe'
knowledge base. It is evident that in this way the acoomodation problem is merely avoided in
stead of solved and that the coexistence problem is formulated in a different way than discussed
before.

Another approach inspired by the issue of acoomodation is the use of general laws plus
exceptions as a framework for the derivability relation of the knowledge base. The use of such
reasoning mechanisms depends heavily on the kind of the knowledge concerned. For instance for
relational databases such an approaCh may be very well suited. A clear advantage of the method
is that it allows for first order logic reasoning.

Finally, the reasoning maintenance systems [Doyle79] are worth while· mentioning. Their
conception lies in the recording of derivation chains along with derived (non-initial) knowledge.
If for some reason it appears that counterfactual information to such a derived knowledge entity
has been obtained, the derivation chain can be examined in order to restore consistence. Again,
this mechanism can also be viewed as a ways of avoiding the acoomodation problem and even
avoiding the coexistence problem, depending on the exact implementation of the derivability
relation.

7.6 inaccuracy

Next we discuss a feature of knowledge that has again to be viewed in relation with the domain
of discourse a knowledge base aims to describe. In case that the sources of information from
which the knowledge has been drawn were not hundred percently reliable, it may very well occur
that a certain knowledge entity does not correctly describe a feature in the real world, without
being entirely useless or even false. We will refer to this phenomenon as the inaccuracy of a
knOWledge entity. It is evident that inaccuracy will only exist for knowledge that has to do with
the quantization of a continuous feature in the real world. For discrete features as "is an Alpine
Chain or not" inaccuracy does not make sence.

At this point of the discussion it does not seem to be very relevant to treat mechanisms which
can handle inaccuracy, because its nature and impact depend heavily on the nature of the domain
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of discourse as well as on the puposes of the knowledge based system under consideration.
Therefor we will restrict ourselves to presenting the mere notion if inaccuracy for the time being.
In doing so, it must be said that inaccuracy is different from inconsistency, though the two may
be correlated.

If, for instance, z continuous property of an object class in the real world is associated with a
certain range of values in the knowledge base and an actual instance of the object class is such
that its property value exceeds that range, the knowledge entity concerned is surely inconsistent
and most probably inaccurate as well. The reader should, given this example, be able to think of
situations in which a knowledge entity is consistent but nonetheless inaccurate.

7.7 imprecision

A feature of knowledge closely related to inaccuracy is imprecision. We define knowledge that
is imprecise as inaccurate by nature or inherently inaccurate. Given this definition it is not
surprising that imprecision should again be seen in the context of the relation of the knowledge
base and the real world it aims to describe. It may again be concerned with quantification of a
property of an Object in that world. In that case the quantification is inherently inaccurate, for
instance in the shape of a probability function over the range of the property values.

Furthermore, the notion of inaccuracy is extended into the domain of discrete, but synthetic
properties. Consider again the greyness of elephants. If we define our knowledge base such that
the object class 'elephants' owns an overal property 'grey', we do not cover the existence of
albinos. Having statistical evidence though that one in a hundred elephants is an albino we can
nuance this propertery by associating a probability value 0.99 to greyness and a probability of
0.01 to whiteness. Now given an instance of the object class we have imprecise knowledge as to
its property 'colour'.

These latter considerations lead us to the definition of the forelast unideal feature of knowledge
we discriminate.

7.8 uncertainty

From incompleteness as stated above we can easily argument on the existence of uncertainty as
to the truth value of an hypothesis. Following the example of the colour of elephants, we can
distinguish the feature of uncertainty as follows. Given an elephant and the hypothesis that this
particular elephant is grey, we have an explicit degree of confidence in this hypothesis, induced
by the imprecision of the 'colour' property of the object class 'elephants'. So the uncertainty of
an hypothesis (rather than a knowledge entity) has to do with the confidence we have in its truth.
The central issue in distinguishing the feature of uncertainty is to arrive at a sensible measure
of the degree of confidence in hypotheses.

At this place, we will only present the notions ofthe classic probabilistic theory, while immediately
confirming it is far from being ideally suited as a base for inference mechanisms in its most basic
conception. More elaborated conceptions have been developed as extension of (or contraposition
to) the classic approach.

The classic probabilistic approaCh is based on the well known mathematical probabilistic
framework. As will be shown, inconsistency poses special demands to this approach. Let P be a
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finite set of propositions which is closed under negation and conjunction (..... resp. A) and let T
denote the set of true propositions in P and I the inconsistent propositions in P, such that

(7.24)

Furthermore, suppose a probability measure Prob from P to [0,1] is chosen such that

V.a [Prob(u)-O]

V.eT[Prob(u)-I]

V••~d'xr[Prob(uV~)-Prob(u)+Prob(~) iff {uA~}€1]

(7.25)

(7.26)

(7.27)

From this (informal) definition, we derive an important property of this type of probability
measure (7.28),

Prob(u)+Prob(-'u)-I (7.28)

which signifies that whatever certainty is m1SSlDg with respect to a proposition, must
automatically be attached to its negation. Though this might not seem dramatical at first sight,
this property constitutes a sharp limitation of the classic probabilistic approach. It implies we
cannot properly balance the probability measures of two different propositions with respect to
each other, in case an inference is applied to these propositions and their negations. In other
words, we cannot properly address the notion of ignorance with this probability measure.

Suppose we have two propositions, ex and 13, involved in an inference. Furthermore, we
have found some evidence supporting ex and some evidence, about equally strong,
supporting ~ex. Thus we are likely to attach a probability measure of 0.5 to both ex and ~ex.

For 13, which is also relevant in the inference to be applied, we have found little evidence
so far, just as for its complement. Still, we need a probability measure for 13 and ~fJ. If the
inference only comprises 13, we could attach a low probability measure to 13, say 0.2, thus
expressing the relative lack of evidence (i.e. with respect to the evidence for ex). But then
we have implicitly posed a large probability measure for ~fJ! So if ~fJ plays a part in the
inference too, we have no alternative than to attach about the same probability measures
to 13 and ~fJ as to ex and ~ex, thus bypassing the relative ignorance concerning 13 and ~fJ.

The probabilistic relations between different propositiOns need to be expressible in terms of the
probability measure as well. For this issue, the classical rule ofBayes delivers a framework (7.29).

As formulated above, it expresses the relationship between the logical probabilities of an
hypothesis H and a series of evidence (either supporting or contradicting) El,~...EII' If the other
terms can be calculated, the term P(H) could be used as probability measure Prob(H). The
probabilities of the evidence P(H I El,E~...E,J and the evidence given the hypothesis
P(El,E~...E" IH) are hard to determine. Furthermore the calculation is however obstructed by
practical problems ofcombinatorial nature. The assumption of statistical independence is usually
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made to circumvent these obstacles.:

(7.30)

and furthermore

(7.31)

This provides the convenience of linearity in combining pieces of evidence:

(7.32)

Unfortunately, the assumptions of statistical independence are often not entirely justified. More
subtle drawbacks of the model are omnipresent, even if some alternative interpretations of the
model avoid the earlier mentioned automatic assignment of probability measure to the negation
of propositions (7.28), such that

Prob(IX)+Prob(""1X)~1 (7.33)

alternative models
Many alternative models have been formulated to the classical probabilistic approach, with the
Dempser-Sha[er theory (Dempster68) being perhaps the most commonly known. There is however
DO agreement as to which of these methods is the most preferable in general, or even if recent
advances are moving in the right direction. Some researchers even defend the opinion that all
formulated alternatives can be deduced to the classical model, by adding standard deviations and
probability density functions.

It seems that the only model with general value remains the classic probabilistic model and that
for specific applications, for instance within expert systems, alternatives can be formulated, for
which however the classic probabilistic approaCh is at least still a valuable reference. In the
Chapter dealing with Reasoning, some of the models for expressing uncertainty for use within
expert systems will be reviewed.

7.9 relativity

The last feature of knowledge we discuss in this chapter is closely related to the viewpoint scheme
mentioned in section 4.5 winconsistencyw. There, a knowledge base was seen as a committee of
agents, each with its proper knowledge base. A well known application of this scheme is
encountered in expert systems using a Blackboard architecture, as mentioned in the chapters one
and two, where an agent is usually expert in one of the (mutually exclusive) sub-domains of the
world of discourse.

The notion of knowledge being relative to a specific agent is fully included in the relativity feature
as we will perceive it. We extend the notion in the sense that we allow an agent to have not only
knowledge about its proper sub-domain, but about other agents as well. Thus an agent would be
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able to reason about the reasoning of other agents. This latter notion is deservingly illustrated
by K. Konolidge (KonoIige82), who presented the Wise Man Puzzle in this context:

A King wishes to know which of his three wise men is the wisest and invents and performs
the following test. The three wise men are put in a circle, facing each other. They are
blindfolded and on the forehead of each a white spot is painted. After that the bandages
are removed and the king informs them that either a white or a black spot is painted on
their forehead and that at least one of the total of three spots is white. Finally, he asks
them to determine the colour of their proper spot.

After a while, the wisest man speaks up and says his spot is white, while explaining his
reasoning as foUows. "Suppose my spot were black. Observing the other two spots are white,
each of the other wise men would see a black and a white spot then and could thus reason
as follows. "Suppose my spot were black, the wise man with the white spot would see two black
spots and could thus conclude that his spot was white, based on the /dng's information. But this
man does not speak up, so my spot can not be black, it must be white." Because neither of the
two wise man speaks up to reveal this conclusion, my original assumption must be wrong.
I have a white spot"

Konolige formalizes the problem by using the following conventions:

[S,]« with i€{1,2.3} denotes "Wise Manj knows a" (extensible to several Wise Men);

denotes "Wise Manj has a white spot on his forehead",

denotes "Wise Manj knows a or knows .....a";

and formulates some of the initial conditions by the following axioms:

pl\p/'\P'J

[Sl,s2,s3}PlVP2Vp3)

[SI,s2,s3]([SI](Pt'P3) 1\ [S2](PII\P3) 1\ [S3](PII\P2))

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

By adding a circumscriptive axiom stating that SI owns sufficient knowledge to solve the problem,
Konolige arrives at proving that SI actually knows the colour of his spot.

Knowledge about the knowledge of other agents is a special form of meta-knowledge (see section
4.10). As the example shows, this knowledge may indeed concern the domain of discourse. The
sense of discriminating the feature of relativity of knowledge is not necessarily tightly related with
the domain. As discussed in section 4.5 "inconsistency", the viewpoints scheme can be used to
deal with inconsistent knowledge. For such applications, the relativity of knowledge exists only
in relation with the system.

7.10 hierarchy

The last feature of knowledge we discuss in this chapter is the hierarchy of knowledge. As seen
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several times before in the course of this chapter, knowledge about knowledge may exist. This
kind of knowledge is usually referred to as Meta-knowledge. Various forms of this knowledge have
been encountered, such as

K(K(u)) and

In more complex situations, knowledge about knowledge about knowledge may be present. Fagin
[Fagin84] describes a mechanism to handle these cases. In his conception, any knowledge
proposition can uniquely be associated with a knowledge level; the first of those levels being the
domain specific knowledge, the second being either self-knowledge or knowledge about other
agents, etc.

Often, meta-knowledge is present within knowledge based systems, but need not to be addressed
in an explicit manner. A good example of explicit reasoning about meta-knowledge is constituted
by those multi-agent systems built around a Blackboard, which comprise one specific agent as
strategic expert. Such an agent uniquely reasons on the behaviour of the system as a whole and
knows about the performance, specialisms, etc. of the other agents.
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A.P.D. Improvements I
knowledge analysis, statistics, speaker adaptation and ATN inference

The improvements for the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder will be presented in two parts, basically
reflecting the order in which they have been developed. The first of those parts constitutes the
present chapter, the other part will presented in the next chapter. In this chapter we will start
with applying the insights gathered in the previous Chapter "Features of Knowledge" to the
present AP.D. This will be succeeded by a first attempt to develop the desired statistical models
to yield scores for tests within the rules, as explained in section 6.7 "further developments". A
large piece of experimentation will be included.

Next the speaker adaptation problem will be attacked, using the results from the statistical model
developmeuts and -tests. Simulations of the proposed mechanisms will be provided. The first part
of AP.D. improvements is concluded by a study of future run-time hypothesis development
within the ATN's, based upon the conceptions formulated in the first section of this chapter.
Finally, a brief recapitulation of the improvements developed throughout the Chapter will be
presented to set the stage for the next chapter.

8.1 knowledge analysis

Before developing any improvements to the present AP.D., an analysis of the knowledge used
within it is absolutely necessary, as has been asserted before. In this section we can finally show

.the complexity of the knowledge scheme, justifying the care taken before. First we will divide the
knowledge in several domains according to their hierarchical position within the levels of
Information. Next we will provide a complement to this division by ordering the knowledge
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according to the features of knowledge presented in the previous chapter, which shall have to
yield the basis for the improvements proposed in the rest of the chapter.

8.1.1 knowledge domains

Within the ATN's and the Controller several knowledge domains are distinguishable, obeying to
a hierarchical arrangement. Within the ATN's we shall discriminate between

• Acoustic knowledge (Spectral Facts);
• Acoustic-Articulatory knowledge;
• Articulatory knowledge;
• Strategic knowledge (or Meta-knowledge).

Acoustic
The ATN's have access to the lower regions of the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder, where the
acoustic cues are being calculated, the segmentation is performed, etc. We can view the actual
values of these cues and other parameters for the speech part under consideration as acoustic
(spectral) knowledge or rather -facts. A few examples of those actual values are:

cue(AG) = '++'
energy =250
Number(formants) =2

Acoustic-Articulatory
Within the rules describing transitions (see further, section 8.1.3) acoustic phenomena with
articulatory interpretation are described. We shall call them spectro-articulatoryphenomena. These
descriptions involve calculations upon acoustic cues and comparison of the obtained results with
each other and upper and/or lower boundsl4• Examples of these relations on acoustic
articulatory phenomenons are:

cue(AG) = '++'
energy ~ Noise + 314*(SignaVNolse)
Number(formants) ~ 2

Note the difference with the acoustic knowledge, which results from the pure observation of the
value of acoustic cues. Now we require these values to be within a certain range and relate these
values with each other.

Articulatory
Within the same rules the relations on acoustic-articulatory phenomenons are disjuncted and
conjuncted to obtain the description of an articulatory state, related to a preceding articulatory
state (rules are associated with transitions, see again section 8.1.3). Examples of these con- and
disjunction relations are:

C1: OR(slope(energy) ~ -Pc
AND(slope(energy) ~ 0

cue(CD) ~ '.'»
If C1 AND C2 AND C3 Then <articulatory-state>, ....

At a higher level, the succession of articulatory states imposed by the speech signal is restricted

14 1leR pmnt comparilou win be ...tituted by c:alculatioDs of 1OOre&, see IeCtiOD 8.2
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by articulatory constraints. So after a succeeded transition only a restricted number of possible
next transitions can be undertaken. An example representation:

<transitlon1 >:
!! C1 AND C2 AND C3 Then AND «articulatory state>

AND/OR( <transitlon2>
<transitlon3>»

Strategic
Of course the ATN's are more than just a collection of knowledge entities and relations between
knowledge entities. Each ATN also describes a process, performing successive calculations on a
speech signal, reaching successive internal states and sending successive results to the outside
world, formed by the controller. Thus it is meaningful to also discriminate strategic- or Meta
knowledge within the ATN's, defined as the collection of all (implicitly formulated) knowledge
entities not originating from any of the acoustic-, articulatory or phonetic domains. The
AND/OR choice concerning the transitions to be tried next is an example of this strategic
knowledge. If we chose 'AND' we will develop all possible paths through the network, if we
chose 'OR' we obtain only one. So if we know we have to develop all paths because obtaining
just an arbitrary one is not sufficient for our purposes, we can actually talk about strategic
knowledge.

In fact strategic knowledge in this sense is woven through the whole of the ATN's. It is
accompanying the spectral facts in the shape of knowledge about our calculation methods for the
acoustic cues. We know for instance about their reliability related to the speech rate, noise level,
etc. Concerning the spectro-articulatory knowledge, we know for instance about the robustness
of the conditions we have chosen. At articulatory level we know about the behaviour of
conditions with respect to one another under various circumstances. So we could split up the
strategic knowledge within the ATN's in strategic-acoustic, strategic-acoustic-articulatory, etc.

Within the heuristics, presently only Meta-knowledge is present (corrective rules, section 6.5).
This will be extended with phonetic knowledge as meant in section 5.5.3 "acoustic-phonetic
domain knowledge". Phonologic knowledge (the optional realizations of phonemic chains) will
be kept outside of the heuristics. For the time being all possible phonemic realizations are stored
within the DIRA lexicon. A phonological analyzer will be one of the future extensions of DIRA

An example of Meta-knowledge actually present in the heuristics of the Acoustic-Phonetic
Decoder is:

If AND( ATN-Propositlon(PAUSE)
ATN-Proposition(PLOSIVE)

THEN Propose-Blackboard(PAUSE)

8.1.2 knowledge features

As a matter of fact, the partition of knowledge based on domains can be extended, or if one
prefers, complemented by associating features ls to the different types of knowledge. It should
be stressed however that this classification is more arbitrary than the preceding one. Only in the
context of strategic considerations, the classification can be made plausible. So in the following

IS lee c1Iapler 7 "Features or KBowledge"
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we will discuss the features we rather wish to distinguish, with a certain strategy in mind.
Wherever possible, we will of course try to make the distinction between strategy and nature, but
often this distinction will not be as clear as one would like it to see.

Incompleteness
We will reserve the feature incompleteness uniquely for the knowledge concerning the preceding
and successive phonetic context, both within the ATN's and the controller. Thus if we state
within a transition rule for instance, that:

'vocalic' f preceding-context,

this is certainly true or false, but we do not know the truth value of this sentence and so we
consider this knowledge to be incomtlete. The strategic consideration behind this is that we can
thus attribute the epimistic status· 'hypothesis' to the sentence and develop mechanisms to
reason upon this hypothesis with the ultimate aim to prove it or deduce that it is false.

Recalling the discussion in chapter 7 concerning incompleteness, we know that in fact our entire
knowledge base is an incomplete account of the acoustic-phonetic domain of discourse we aim
to describe. We will access all other consequences of this incompleteness by associating features
like inaccuracy, imprecision and uncertainty to the sentences involved, see funher.

Nonmonotonityllnconsistency
The feature of monotonity is a little harder to relate to the knowledge present in ATN's and
heuristics then the foregoing one. At ATN level, we can argument that all knowledge is
nonmonotonous by nature, because of being the result of repetitive operations on an ever
changing speech signal, each time yielding different truth values for the same knowledge entities.
This does not seem to make sense however, because the knowledge bases concerned are re
initiated each time a cycle is completed. The only knowledge base which can be regarded to be
nonmonotonous is the propositions-base at the level of the heuristics. At a certain moment in
time one specific proposition may appear to be the best for the speech segment under
consideration, whereas in the context of a new proposition that proposition may be abandoned
in favour of the new one.

As argued in chapter four, inconsistency is often the consequence of nonmonotonity. Also,
propositions obtained from different networks for the same speeCh segment are conflicting,
because the segment can belong to only one macro-class. Funhermore, as we will see later,
conflicting labels can be derived for one and the same proposition. Within the networks we have
inconsistency too in case of several transitions from one aniculatory state (and thus several
paths) are found to be possible.

We will use again the discrimination between hypothesis and knowledge entity (so the epimistic
status of a sentence) as framework to handle this unideal feature of knowledge.

Inaccuracy
It will be no great surprise to the reader, having read chapter 3, that the acoustic cues are
subjected to a host of inaccuracies. We just mention here the for many calculations required

16 lee eec:tioa 7.2.1 "epimialic ltatu: lnIt11 .ad belief"
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stationarity of the signal and the existence of transitory segments. So we do recognize inaccuracy
as an important feature of the acoustic knowledge. We can deal with this inaccuracy by attaching
adaptive confidence values to the tests in which this inaccurate knowledge appears.

Impreciseness
Closely related to inaccuracy we discussed the feature 'imprecise' in chapter four and there we
defined it as inaccurate by nature. Again, the acoustic cues are the primary source of the unideal
feature. Even when our calculation methods are quite accurate, for instance in one of the more
stationary segments of the speech, we are still left with variance of the acoustic cues with respect
to comparable situations. This variance is indeed variance by nature and can be divided in inter
and infra-speaker variance. We shall derive a probabilistic score for each of the individual tests
on this knowledge, based on the Gaussian nature of the variance.

Uncertainty
The penultimate feature we discussed in Chapter four, uncertainty, we will associate with the
propositions (=hypotheses) of the different networks, entering at heuristics level. By reasoning
on several aspects of the hypotheses, like scores, and the phonetic knowledge present at
heuristics level, we will try to express the certainty of the different hypotheses, in order to be able
to compare them and ultimately filter one proposition out which can be proposed at blackboard
level.

Relativity
At the ATN level, incompleteness of knowledge concerning the context introduces hypotheses
according to our strategy. At the level of the networks we shall treat these hypotheses as working
hypotheses, which we develop along the paths through the network. Thus we take the hypotheses
for being true (knowledge in the sense of epimistic status, see formula 7.31) at this level, try to
collect evidence to contribute to the hypotheses and leave the verification to the heuristics level.
If we find evidence contradicting the hypotheses constructed so far, we simply construct a new
set of hypotheses and develop it alongside the already existing sets of hypotheses. This
corresponds to the viewpoint scheme discussed in chapter four and so we associate the last
feature of knowledge discussed in chapter 7, relativity, to disjoint sets of hypotheses. Note we
avoid inconsistency here, and at the same time disregard uncertainty, by taking the hypotheses
of the different viewpoints as knowledge.

8.1.3 structure of the acoustic-phonetic model

In this section we will complete the analysis of the present AP.D. by adding some remarks on
the system from the viewpoint of software engineering. Though model·theoretically less
ponderous than the considerations presented in the previous section, considerations of this kind
are certainly important for future development. This because model development cannot hundred
percently precede implementation development in practical software engineering.

8.1.3.1 rule modularity

The present rules constituting the ATN's are each associated with the state they lead to. An
alternative would be to associate each rule with a transition, or, phrased differently, with two
states. An issue related to this modularity is semantic transparency.

Semantic Transparency. Depending on the state of departure, several computations have to be
carried out within a rule. From the viewpoint of the computation, this seems an advantageous
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construction. For each different computation the conditions under which it is performed is clearly
visible. From the viewpoint of the acoustic-phonetic model however, computations are nothing
but a means. The main point of interest is which state can be reached from a given state and
given the signal on the blackboard. So from the viewpoint of the acoustic-phonetic model, the
conditions under which a specific transition is undertaken should be clearly visible. This view is
troubled in the present situation by the rule modularity. The present situation and the alternative
cited above can be depicted as follows:

Rule A Rule X , A Rule X 2 A Rule XaA

Dep.rture 8t.tee

Poe••blllll••

Dep.rture
Superetete:
IX ,• lC:z. XJ

8t.te AAe.ched
A (1_ c....1

/1\
Stete

Ae.ch.d

Aul.. to be Aule. to be
c.lI.d next • • • c.lI.d n.xt • • • • •

8 C 0 8 , C, C2 0 8 2

Fig. 8.1: rule modularity

Po••lbilitle.

The semantic transparency from the viewpoint of acoustic-phonetic modelling has severe
consequences for two important issues:

• Refinement 01 the acoustic-phonetic model. The present AIN's cannot claim to reflect the
final word on the acoustic-phonetic model of human (french) speech. Refinements will no
doubt be possible in the near future. Transparency of the model will be of great value to this
issue, especially when several researchers are to contribute to the model.

• Automatic Learning. Even more dependant on the transparency of the acoustic-phonetic
model is the desired automatic learning of the networks, both in the sense acoustic-phonetic
model refinement and in the sense of speaker adaption. Learning rules operating on small
sized transition-oriented rules will be much easier to formulate than learning rules operating
on large-sized target state oriented rules.

An other issue related to modularity is the separation of conditions/actions, computations/tests
and blocks of computations+text. The first of those separations is already made in the present
rules, though a cosmetic improvement could still be made by adding user-defined clauses like
CONOmONS(...) and ACTIONS(...), which could incorporate the corresponding clauses without
imposing semantic meanings. The second separation is less explicitly present in the rules. It can
be made in the same way as the first one. The third separation is a matter of programming
discipline, see next section.
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Consider the following PROLOG clause calls by means of an illustration of the items discussed
(example taken from the ·post-vocalic-implosion" rule of the ·plosives· network, see Appendix
I).

Condltlons( Compute( mean-negative(Z-c, 'OWT', slope-energy))
T93t( superior( slope-energy, slopeO ))
Compute( union( l-t, l-c, l-t")

Iength-ln-ms(Z-t". length))
Test (inferior(length, Iength·post-vocalic-implosion))
Compute( mean·posltive(....)

dlvide(....)
plus(...))

Test(superior(...))

.....)
Actions( ...... )

In this way local variables could be used such that they never stretch further than from a
'Compute' call to the following 'Test' call.

8.1 .3.2 readability

Discipline in software design is always hard to maintain, but absolutely required in research
environments. If a programmer neglects to pay careful attention to the readability of his or her
software, it will not only prevent other researchers from grasping the details of the programs
concerned, but will ultimately break up the designer him- or herself as well. Three issues are of
eminent importance to assure readability:

• nomenclature of the rules (in general: functions);
• nomenclature of the variables;
• comments.

As for the present PROLOG programs, rule-nomenclature is good, variable-nomenclature is
often very poor and comments are non-existing. The latter two will have to be augmented as soon
as possible, which can of course be perfectly combined with rule rewriting after performance
evaluation (see further) and rule rewriting to change modularity as described under point 8.1.3.1.

8.1.4 confidence values

One of the central issues concerning the refinement of the acoustic-phonetic model is the use
of 'scores' and 'confidence values' within the ATN's. They concern the way in which tests are
performed and the way the results of these tests are combined. At present, mean-, maximum- or
minimum values of acoustic parameters or derived parameters are computed over the speech
segment in question and compared with an upper- or lower bound or other computed values.
This comparison is absolute: whether the computed value is only slightly smaller or much smaller
than a lower bound does not make any difference, to quote an example.

Furthermore, if the result of only one test in an AND conjunction of five tests fails or all five
tests fails, does not make any difference either, whereas this one test failing may actually be a
much lesser robust test than the other four. Another example is an OR conjunction of several
tests: if all tests succeed a much stronger indication of the presence of an acoustic phase is
obtained than when only one test succeeds (note that with the present rule modularity, see
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section 8.1.3.1, generally only one test in an OR clause will succeed).

These two 'imperfections', the absoluteness or comparison and the absoluteness or test·
conjunction can be improved by using the concepts of scores, respectively confidence values. The
previously used PROLOG example is extended below to show what is meant.

CondItIons(Compute( mean-negative( Z-c, 'OWT', slope-energy ))
Test(0.7 superior( sIope-energy, slopeO) SCORE1)
Compute( union( Z-t, Z-c, Z-t")

Iength-in-ms(Z-t", length))
Test (0.9 inferior(length, post-vocalic-implosion-duration)SCORE2)
Compute( mean-posItive(....)

divlde(....)
plus(...))

Test(0.4 superior(...)SCORE3)

TOTALSCORE. SCORE1 + SCORE2 + SCORE3 + ...
TOTALSCORE> mlnlmal-post-vocallc-Imploslon-acore)

Actions( ...... )

The confidence values 0.7, 0.9 etc. can be used to model the robustness difference between the
tests (learning: adaptive confidence values!). By allowing negative scores to appear for single
tests, negative evidence can be handled as well. Note that the tests will now always have to be
SUcceeding; the decision whether the rule as a whole succeeds or not is no longer distributed but
concentrated in the final test @TOTALSCORE > ...".

A separate issue is how scores of individual tests are to be computed. Usually, the values
obtained will differ for different phonemes of the same macro-class, different utterances of the
same speaker and for different speakers. Statistically, this variance may perhaps be represented
by distribution functions (whose nature will be investigated in the following section) with
eventually different mean values of the distribution function for different speakers. Research over
large speech databases will be required to determine the nature of the variance of the test values
obtained. The way of computing a score for a test, eventually adaptively, will depend entirely on
this nature.

8.2 statistical models and scores

8.2.1 the development of a statistic model

As argued in the discussion paper "Knowledge types and Knowledge features", we distinguish
imprecision as one of the features of acoustic knowledge, originating from inter- and infra
speaker variability of the acoustic cue values in the various articulatory phases we discriminate.
Thus, for instance we typically obtain a value ranging between -5 and -1 for the cue 'CD' at the
beginning of a consonant, preceded by a vowel, in the case of the articulatory state 'implosion'
being reached. So far, this has been modelled by a fixed interval, notated as '-'. The distribution
of the values actually obtained is however more or less Gaussian, depending on the discriminative
quality of the particular cue in the particular context. The mean value of this Gaussian
distribution is lying somewhere within the interval boundaries. The latter are chosen such that
a 'sufficiently' large portion of the distribution function lies within the interval. The eventual
presence of the peaks of distribution functions for the same cue but different circumstances, is
presently not taken into account explicitly in the conditions. This is achieved implicitly by the
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condition conjunctions in the rules.

The infra-speaker variability causes acoustic cues to vary in a certain context according to a
Gaussian distribution function, which can be parametrized by its mean value and its variance. The
inter-speaker variability can be modelled by considering mean values and variances of the
distribution functions to be subjected to variance as well. Note the mean values and variances
of the distribution functions do not need to vary to the same extend to one another. Thus the
discriminative quality of a certain cue for certain articulatory phenomenons may be subjected to
inter-speaker variability as well.

Let us take an abstract example. Suppose we want to discriminate three cases (an articulatory
phenomenon in three contexts) by a certain acoustic cue. Then we are interested in the
distribution functions of the acoustic cue corresponding to the different cases. Figure 1 illustrates
the situation.

probability density, .

543

""*'" case 1
-e- casa 2

~ case 3

+ gaMral

~ ~ ~ 0 2

cues
Fig. 8.2: example distributions

-4

0.75 ..

The distribution functions corresponding to the different cases are scaled, so that the areas under
each of the curves are equal. The distribution of the cue when no distinction is made between
the cases is represented by the curve marked as 'general'. It has been obtained by supposing an
arbitrary probability for the cases, i.e.

p(casel) == 0.2
p(case2) == 0.3
p(casd) == 0.5

Note that this does generally need not to be the distribution of the cue under all circumstances.
The three cases may not cover all possible circumstances.

The intervals in the present Acoustic Phonetic Decoder for the three cases could be [-5,-1], [-1,1]
and [-1,5] respectively. Note the poor discriminative quality of the cue with respect to cases 2 and
3. We would like to take such phenomenons into account when designing a score function for
a test. Let us try to put into formula the phenomenons we see and the (ideal) score function we
would like to obtain.
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Presume a process stochastic A, delivering a sequence of values at. The probability density
function distribution pea) in case of a Gaussian process is given as:

p(a) =

a ....

(.-;)'

1 2..~----.e
J2.1t.CJ d

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

Cue values obtained during speech recognition can be viewed as the outputs of an acoustic
process A (see also Hidden Markov modelling, section 5.2). Different phonetic or articulatory
contexts can be viewed as the 'cases' as presented above. Thus, the curve 'easel' in fig. 8.2
expresses the probability P(alcasel), the curve '~' the probability P(al~), etc. We are
however interested in the probabilities P(easel Ia), P(cas~ Ia) and P(CllSeJ Ia), the probability we
have easel' given the value a of the cue, etc. These probabilities will enable us to reason on the
overall likelihood of a certain case, by applying Bayes' rule.

Bayes' rule (8.4)

Ideally, we could statistically develop P(Alcasej) in the course of the recognition process,
adapting it to the current speaker and other conditions, multiply it by the overall probability
P(easej) and divide it by the overall probability of A, peA), to obtain the desired probability
P(case j IA). The overall probabilities are however to some extend unknown. If these three are
known (in analytical or statistical sense), we could simply take P(casejIA) as a score function.
Fig. 8.3 shows these idealized score functions for the abstract example we have taken.

test score
1 :JJI.~QQQQlIlillll!illl!lll!lll!lllll!llIlilQQIl~

-*" score 1

-b- score 3

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0

cues
2 3 4 5

Fig. 8.3: probabilistic scores for the example distributions
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Let us first take a closer look at the probability P(casej). Casej expresses the circumstances
influencing the cue under consideration. For other cues, embedded in tests for the same rule
(transition), different sets of circumstances easel..• are valid. An important observation is
however, referring to the treatment of the context as proposed in section 8.1, that none of these
sets contains a circumstance description conJlkting with a circumstance description in another
set. We agreed to group conflicting hypotheses in disjoint sets, so we are discussing a set of
conditions in a certain conjunction describing one and the same spectro-articulatory phenomenon
in one unique context. This permits us to collect all circumstance descriptions in one set valid
for the whole transition, say transitio~ and use this collection to formulate all conditional
probabilities within the rule.

Now consider the probability P(A). It describes the distribution of the values of cue (or acoustic
process) A under all circumstances. The question is however how we should interpret this.

• Does it mean we take just any segment of the entered speech signal and behold the
corresponding cue values?

• Is it the distribution of the all cue values possible for any transition in a macro-class, so for
a specific network?

• Or is it even the distribution of cue values possible for any transition undertaken from a
specific state in a network?

This depends on the way we wish to reason on the yielded P(transitio~ IA). Ifwe want to reason
on the likelihood that a particular transition from a given state is undertaken, we should take
the last of those interpretations. If we want to reason on the likelihood of a specific path being
undertaken through a given network, the second interpretation must be favoured. And finally,
if we want to argue on the likelihood of a proposition as a whole, the first interpretation seems
to be the most suited.

We could best formulate our wishes from the viewpoint of the heuristics. Suppose we have
obtained several propositions from various ATN's, each accompanied by the score under
discussion. We have to chose one of these propositions, among others using the criterium of the
'best' score. The question is what properties we expect from this score, given the task of making
a choice.

The decisive property is that we want these scores to be balanced with respect to each other. We
cannot expect to have 'equally good' models of the different macro-classes under all
circumstances and neither it seems preferable to perform the so required balancing at heuristics
level, because the information concerning the circumstances is available at the ATN level and
we want to keep it there for the purpose of keeping our model clear. So, the score calculation
mechanisms within a network need to be capable of balancing the score they yield with respect
to the scores calculated in the other networks.

It is clear that the overall cue probability P(A) and the transition probability P(transitionj)
together will have to take account of the balancing. The third interpretation ofP(A) given above
seems to deliver the best means to obtain a balancing between the scores derived for different
transitions in different networks. We could however question ifwe are not taking too large grains
here: can't we for instance distinguish between first, intermediate and last transitions for all
networks? We do in fact want to compare any transition in any network with another one,
because of the earlier mentioned lack of synchronicity between the networks: for a certain speech
segment one network may decide it corresponds to a beginning of a phoneme, whereas another
network may already be in the midst of a path corresponding to another phoneme. Thus we
define P(A) to be the general cue probability, so without making any suppositions on the context.
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Having decided this, we can formulate the notion of P(transition;): it represents the general
probability that transitioni applies for the speech segment under consideration, again without
making any suppositions concerning the context. We could refer to this probability as the relative
frequency ofoccurrence of the transition. We can of course derive these values by considering the
relative portion of a transition; in the total amount of transitions passed. The question is however
if we want a better score for a more frequent transition than for a less frequent transition.
Anticipating on the discussion concerning the reasoning at the heuristics level, we decide this to
be an undesirable feature, and thus consider each transition to be equalIy probable in our model.

Resuming, the mean value and the variance of the distribution functions of alI cues need to be
known in general sense. In the context of speaker (in)dependence, we need general accounts of
these values to start with a session. While operating, the phoneme identifications which were
found to be correct at blackboard level deliver the information to adapt the distribution functions
for the current session. By accumulating these values, the distribution functions can be slowly
updated for the current session. The model can be presented as:

•• I ~ p(transitionj)xP(Altransition))
P(transttton)Vl) .. P(A)

A: cue(A) (8.S)
P(A): overallprobabilityofcue(A)
transition): collectionofarticulatoryfphoneticcontextconditions
P(transition): overall probability ofthe transition. CHOICE: uniform(-1)

Furthermore, the general cue probabilities can be adapted for the current speaker. As a last
remark, we mention the possibility of representing overalI curves (either the distribution of a cue
within a specific transition for several phonemes or the distribution of a cue for alI relevant
transitions) as a multi-gaussian distribution function. This would be relevant if mean values for
the different cases differ considerably and at the same time the corresponding standard deviations
are comparatively smalI. .

8.2.2 experiment 1: relative frequency of occurrence

To obtain an idea of the distribution of the transition probabilities (which have been defined to
be uniform to obtain non-preferencing scores) the transitions in the ZOBROl speech file, which
has been labelIed by a phonetic expert, have been counted. The results are listed in Appendix I.
Not surprisingly, there is a great variance in the frequency of occurrence of transitions. This
means that some transition cue distributions P(A I transition;) can potentialIy be adapted rapidly
to a new speaker, whereas others are hardly adaptable. Hence the accuracy of the acoustic models
for the transitions displays an important variance as welI. The confidence values introduced in
section 8.1 have an important task to fulfilI here.

8.2.3 experiment 2: general cue distributions

In order to relate the statistical model with practical cue values obtained for tests in transitions,
a colIection of speech utterances has been analyzed using the ARCANE speech analysis system.
ARCANE is able to perform the same calculations as the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder, but it can
not of course simulate the behaviour of the networks. To obtain the data as relevant as possible,
we have analyzed labelIed speech utterances, corresponding with entire phonemes, and
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furthermore we have only performed calculations on the first quarter of the corresponding speech
parts, thus simulating the calculations in the networks performed for the first transition(s) in a
path. We have done this in two sessions: the first concerned all speech files in the 'Zoologie'
speech corpus, which contains a phrase (about 15 seconds of speech) pronounced three times by
10 different speakers. The second session concentrated on a single speaker, 'BR' - see [Caelen89]
for more information on this corpus.

Combined with test results obtained form the current APO, which tell us which paths a specific
phoneme mostly takes, we should be able to analyze the approximated distributions of specific
cues within a specific context (transition) as well as the approximated general distributions of the
cues.

This latter approximation is less reliable because not all possible phonemes have been included
in the tests, but still we may expect to obtain a reasonable indication of the nature of the overall
distributions. Furthermore we can obtain an approximation of relative frequency of occurrence
by adding the frequencies of occurrence of all phonemes known to take the same (first) transition
within a network and dividing by the total number of transitions observed.

calculation method lor the distributions
The minimum and maximum values of a cue obtained from the first session (several speakers)
were used to scale the cue values for both sessions. Indeed, the minimum and maximum values
of the second session were comprised in the ranges of the first session. Furthermore, the
distributions were calculated by counting the cue value occurrences related to a number of
intervals (about 20 to 30), dividing the cue range. Thus the following adapted versions of
formula's (8.2) resp (8.3) were used:

m: numberofintervals

h~: numberofoccurencesinintervalk
at: c:enterofintervalk
It: totalnum.berofinstances

(8.6)

(8.7)

Figures 4 through 7 display some distributions drawn from the experiments. The idealized
Gaussian curves have been generated by numeric simulation of formula 8.1 with the mean and
variance obtained through 8.6 resp. 8.7.

First of all, we can remark that for the general cue distributions, a Gaussian model can deliver
a good account. The same distributions (general multi- and single speaker) have been taken for
the other four spectral distribution cues (FO, EC, BO, OS), which delivered the same kind of
curves. Remarkable is that the multi-speaker fA! distribution (scaled on the same range as the
general distributions) is also nicely Gaussian. Such distributions potentially enable discrimination
from other cases (e.g. other vowels). We shall see in the following that the general situation is
worse than this example. The single-speaker fA! distribution seems very dispersed, but the data
are not numerous.
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Fig. 8.6: AG cue distribution for the IAI vowel,
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Fig. 8.7: AG distribution for the IAI vowel,
single speaker

Preliminary conclusion is that the P(A) distribution in formula 8.5 can be satisfactory modelled
with a Gaussian distribution function.

8.2.4 experiment 3: cue distributions for specific vowels

In this section we present some typical cue distributions for more specific cases. Cues which are
regarded significant in the present A1N rules for certain phoneme classes are considered. The
AG cue is examined for three different vowels, the OS cue for fricatives and the CO cue for
plosives are presented.

the AG cue for vowels
Vowels have been chosen as test objects, because they are numerously contained in speech. Thus
the maximum profit of the available speech corpora could be taken. In the tests three vowels
have been incorporated: IN, III and rul. They represent only a small part of the phonemes that
cause a successful path through the vowels network, so we cannot derive the complete
distributions of the cues for a particular transition in the network. Still, it is interesting to
compare the different distributions to obtain an idea of context- and speaker variability of the
cue distributions. The AG (SharplLow) cue is significant to the first transition in the paths of
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both NI and U. Fig. 8.8 depicts the distributions concerned. We will present some phenomenons
observable.

probabi Ii ty densi ty

AG gen. (Jlstr.

AG sp. (Jlstr.

AG gen. 'A' (Jlstr.

AG sp. 'A' (Jlstr.

AG gen. '1' (Jlstr.

AG sp. '1' (Jlstr.

AG gen. ·u· (Jlstr.

AG sp. ·u· (Jistr.

-150 -100 -50 0 50

cue values
100 150

Fig. 8.8: the distributions of the AG cue for various cases,
multi-speaker distributions in bold

• We note a certain uniformity for the multi-speaker distributions, only slightly varying in the
mean value. The only exception is formed by the IA/, which is obviously pronounced sharper
by most speakers and also pronounced more uniformly, resulting in a smaller standard
deviation.

• We observe two cases among the speaker distributions, the General IA/ distribution and the
II, lUI distribution.

• We observe correspondence between the multi-speaker and the speaker distributions. For
both, the mean values of the IA/, III and lUI distributions are higher than the mean value
of the general distribution.

• We do observe however significant differences between the multi-speaker and the speaker
distributions as well. Most striking is the unexpectedly large standard deviation of the
speaker IA/ distribution. Lesser profound, but still significant, is the difference for the III,
lUI distributions. Furthermore, all mean values for the speaker distribution are lower than
the corresponding mean values of the multi-speaker distributions.

Before drawing general conclusions from these observations, a second case may well serve to
enlarge the view.

the DS cue for fricatives
The OS (SoftlShrill) cue is significant to the first transitions in the fricatives network. We shall
examine two of the three fricatives incorporated in the tests, IFI and lSI. The third one, ICH/ is
subjected to considerable lack of data, which is actually also hindering the view for the speaker
distribution of the IFI. Behold fig. 8.9.
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Fig. 8.9: the OS distributions for various unvoiced fricatives,
multi-speaker distributions in bold

Again we present some observations.
• For the multi-speaker case, the three distributions differ significantly, either in mean value

or in standard deviation. In the single-speaker case, the IF/ the IS/ distributions resemble
and differ together from the general distribution.

• The ordering of the mean values for the three distributions in the multi-speaker case is the
same as that in the single speaker case. In the single-speaker case it is less profound though.

• The most surprising difference between the multi-speaker and the single-speaker
distributions certainly concerns the IS/. Generally, the IS/ is pronounced quite shrill, but the
speaker whose utterances form our single-speaker case, pronounces it clearly less shrill, but
in a more uniform manner.

general observations
Now let us try to formulate some more general observations.

• Because of the capricious nature of the distribution characteristics (average and standard
deviation) of the cues for individual phonemes, it is not very likely that cue distributions
for specific transitions, which we take to result from a combination17 of the cue
distributions observed, will have uniform characteristics for individual speakers.

• The only property establishing a link between mUlti-speaker and single speaker
distributions, seems to be the order of the mean values of the individual distributions. We
can not be sure however, that this property is maintained when phoneme cue distributions
are superposed to form transition cue distributions. A more precise approximation of the
transition context is needed to obtain certainty in this issue.

• Because of the significant variability encountered, calculation of scores, which would come
down to determining the relative frequency of occurrence of some transitions and then
applying formula 4, does not seem very sensible for the limited tests performed. Larger
amounts of data, i.e. more utterances comprising all phonemes, are needed.

17 This combinatioa will be IOmethiag like a weiplled suppositioa or restricted versioas or the cases ellamiaed: a superpositioas
because sevenl phoaemes pus tlIrough the same ttusitJoBS aad 'restricted' because the scope ror the cases elIamined iI in ract too large.
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conclusions
Form our restricted analysis we may conclude the following. First of all, the statistical model
proposed for the cue distributions, can be expected to meet our score purposes, even though we
can not predict if the transition cue distributions will be 'better' distributions (with smaller
standard deviation) than the phoneme distributions observed or 'worse'. Additional investigations
are required for that, but the fact that the present APD system (with absolute tests instead of
scores) delivers good results, makes a very important point in this context.

The major conclusion to be drawn from our observations seems to be that speaker adaptation
could very well be a crucial feature of the future APD system for the performance of the desired
score mechanism. This because it seems virtually impossible to acquire speaker independent cues,
which is confirmed by the results of a vast amount of other research efforts made in this field.
We have (implicitly) described such a speaker adaptation mechanism, by posing the standard
deviation and the mean value of a cue distribution for a transition to be subjected to inter
speaker variance. Thus the mechanism would consist of adapting these distribution characteristics
by interpreting the data acquired from the correct propositions made by each of the networks.

8.2.5 experiment 4: cue distributions for specific transitions

To acquire a better account of the transition distributions, we have performed a third test session
in which we examined all three transitions involving the CD (continuous/discontinuous) cue. In
the plosives network, two of these are present, i.e.

beginning -+ post-fricative implosion
beginning -+ post-vocalic implosion.

The third transition is enclosed in the vowels network, i.e.

beginning -+ vowel establishment.

In simulating the context for these transitions, we of course have take account of the exact
conditions formulated in the rules for these transitions:

post-fricative Implosion
AND( energy-slope < -p1

CD = '+'
Sum(duration) < 80 ms
preceding-context = 'fricative' )

owel establishment
OR( ...

AND( preceding-state = 'vowel-establ.'
energy > Noise + 3/4 (SignaVNoise)
#(formants) ~ 2
CD ~ '-')

r
ost_vocanc Implosion
And( energy-slope < -pO

CD = '++'
Sum(duration) < 50ms
preceding-context = 'vocalic' )

The most crucial in simulating the context for these transitions is the preceding context. This
condition is heavily correlated with all non-context conditions, whereas the non-context
conditions need not be correlated with each other.
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post.fricative implosion
The two relevant cues for this transition are the CD (compaet-distributed) cue and the &W
(slope of the energy curve) cue. We obtained 124 instances of plosives with a fricative preceding
context in the multi-speaker corpus we examined. The plosives concerned were the !PI and the
rrl phonemes. Because the corpus consists of only one repeated sentence, we did not obtain
instances of the !KI, which is the third plosive.

The same test performed for a single speaker delivered 15 instances, which is of course a poor
base for rigid conclusions. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 present the test results, approximated by
gaussian curves.

",_lIty <len.lty

126 12660 '6 100
o.Jll values
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:~;::: ,-:_~_:""_~-=--"-"...
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Fig. 8.10: multi-speaker CD distributions
for the post-fricative implosion transition

Fig. 8.11: single speaker CD distributions
for the post-fricative implosion transition

interpretation
By performing these tests we have descended one level deeper with respect to the tests described
before. At that time, we considered the distribution of values for cues relevant to specific
phonemes. Here we do the same, but more specifically for a particular preceding context, which
is hypothesized for the transition under consideration. Thus we have attained the level of
description of the network transitions, which state tests upon cues and hypothesis upon the
preceding- or successive context.

The results represented in fig. 8.10 and 8.11 indicate that difference in distribution for different
phonemes passing through the same transition in a network may exist. In both cases, multi- and
single-speaker, the rrl is pronounced less 'concentrated' than the !PI. Difference in standard
deviation is notable, but the lack of data does not allow a firm conclusion here. Because in
neither of the two cases the difference in mean value is very important compared with the
standard deviations, the representation of the overall curve as a sum of the individual curves does
not deliver a significantly better account than an extrapolation on the overall distribution (view
'!PI+rrl approx.' versus 'total gauss. approx.'). Thus the representation ofoverall transition curves
as multi-gaussian, as proposed in section 8.2.3, is at least for the example taken not very sensible.

8.3 speaker adaptation

In preceding discussions, we have concluded speaker adaptation of the tests to be of crucial
importance to the performance of the new-style APD. In terms of the statistic models developed,
we have observed speaker variance of both mean values and standard deviations of the gaussian
transition cue distributions. Of the two parameters, the mean value is the least 'demanding' as
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for the amount of data needed for sensible calculation. Both are however equally important to
the score. For instance, if for a certain speaker the mean values of the distributions of cuej for
transitionj and transitionj+1 are much closer than their multi-speaker equivalents, cue. relatively
does not serve very well to discriminate between transitionj and transitionj+l for that speaker.
H however the mean values are the same as for the multi-speaker case, but the standard
deviations are Diuch larger, the situation may be nearly just as bad. In both cases the two
distributions have a large overlap, a sign of poor discriminative quality.

We repeat formulas 8.1 to 8.3:

(.':')2

p(a) .. __l__ .e 2A~

";2.ft.o (I

(8.9)

(8.10)

(8.11)

Because the standard deviation depends on the value of the mean derived, see formula (8.10),
we shall start the discussion with the adaptation of the mean.

8.3.1 adaptation of mean value of Gaussian distributions

The problem of adapting the mean value of a gaussian transition cue distribution can be
formulated as follows. Initial information at the beginning of a recognition session consists of
the mean value (and standard deviation) of the multi-speaker distribution. From the beginning
of the session onwards, values of the cue corresponding to the new distribution will arrive one
by one. The new mean value is however needed instantly, so even before the first data have been
acquired. Furthermore, the values arriving are generated by a stochastic process, which implicates
that we need a 'reasonable' amount of data before we can calculate an accurate new mean.

The key problem is clearly situated at the beginning of a new recognition session. It seems
reasonable to stick to the multi-speaker mean for a while and then slowly shift the new mean in
the direction of the mean of the new cue values acquired. But then we want the influence of the
multi-speaker mean to have disappeared completely when large amounts of new cue values have
been obtained. Moreover we want the dynamic curve of the new mean to be continuous, so that
scores of successive tests on the same cue yield comparative scores.

1st order approximations
As a first step towards a solution of the problems posed above, we could study the characteristics
of first order approximations. For the mean values this would be the cumulative mean of a series
of new cue values. We can take account of the multi-speaker mean by taking this to be the first
value of this series. In formula this approach can be represented as
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(8.12)

A recursive version of this formula, suggesting a practical implementation of the mechanism, is
represented as

", ......!...", + _I_v
• .+1 .-1 .+1.

(8.13)

The corresponding first order digital filter is shown in fig. 8.12. The coefficients, which are
normally either fixed or data-dependant (adaptive), are here time-dependant (dynamic). To
acquire an impression of the dynamic curves thus obtained, a practical example has been studied.
The AG distributions for the -I- vowel in sessions one (multi-speaker) and session two (single
speaker), have been used to simulate a case of mean adaptation. The first order curve in fig. 8.13
depicts the simulation.

Fig. 8.12: mean
calculation with

dynamic first order
filter

CUrT'LIletlve mean values
30

- '.t order ....n +- 2nd order mean .... Srd order mean

-30 '-----'------'---'------'----'------'--

--. lime

Fig. 8.13: simulated mean adaptations

It is clear that some of the goals mentioned above are already met. The multi-speaker mean is
taken into account in the beginning and its influence disappears gradually. But the behaviour of
the curve is not as continuous as we would like it to see, certainly not at the beginning. This is
due to the stochastic nature of the source of the cue values, which is not eliminated by the first
order filter.

higher order approximations
Higher order filters can very simply be constructed by putting several first order sections in
cascade, as suggested in fig. 8.14. The second or third order curves thus obtained are depicted
in fig. 8.13. Both second and third order seem to deliver good result in respect with what we have
formulated as goals. Before however choosing an order for the mean adaptation, we alter the
data used by posing a different multi-speaker mean value, further away from the ultimate new
mean value, to see if the convergence of higher order approximations remains acceptable. With
a multi-speaker mean value of 100 instead of 28.54, the dynamic series establish themselves as
depicted in fig. 8.15.
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Fig. 8.14: mean calculation with
dynamic second order filter

Fig. 8.15: simulated mean adaptations,
altered multi-speaker mean

We notice that for the higher order approximations, especially the third order one, the influence
of the multi-speaker mean remains quite long. This could be problematic for phonemes which
are generally low-frequent in speech. Not only would cue distributions for transitions concerning
these phonemes remain much longer imprecise than for more frequent phonemes, but the
presence of structural errors in the score for other phonemes would last quite long as well.
Remember that overall cue distributions are used for the calculation of scores, in order to
balance them. If an individual score distribution in this overall distributions is incorrect, a large
region of the overall score may be inflicted.

Taking everything into consideration, the continuous nature of the second order approximation
combined with its reasonable convergence seems to be a good alternative for the mean value
adaptation.

8.3.3 adaptation of variance of Gaussian distributions

As formula (8.10) expresses, the situation seems a bit more complicated for the standard
deviation adaptation: the approximation for the mean value is incorporated in the approximation
of the standard deviation. Maintaining the multi-speaker mean in the expression makes no sense
of course. Therefor, we take the first, second resp. third order mean approximations and calculate
the cumulative standard deviation for the example considered above, just to study the
phenomenon. The first three curves in fig. 8.16 depict the results.

It is clear that we gain little by taking higher order mean value approximations into a first order
standard deviation approximation, as could be expected. The first term in the summation of
formula (8.10) still demonstrates the unwanted stochastic behaviour, no matter if we take higher
order approximations for the second term or not. A second order standard deviation
approximation based on a first order mean approximation is depicted as the fourth curve in fig.
8.16. This behaviour is again best suited for our purposes, viewed its continuous nature and its
still acceptable convergence. Fig. 8.17 depicts the calculation method.
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Fig. 8.16: simulated standard deviation adaptations

Fig. 8.17: standard deviation
with dynamic second order filter

8.3.4 analysis of second order dynamic filters

In order to obtain more detailed insights in the behaviour of the second order dynamic filters,
we could return to the first representation scheme introduced for the first order approximation
and try to formulate the explicit summation for the second order case. We are particularly
interested in the dynamic conduct of the coefficient of the first term in the summation, the multi
speaker mean/standard deviation. First we consider the mean adaptation.

mO .. Mo (multi-speakermean)

+ .!.~
9 2

(8.14)

Observing the differences in the coefficients, we formulate (8.14) and working out the first
coefficient a little further, we obtain the series listed below.

Cloo = 1
.. 1 + .!.

CliO 2 "

Cl20 .. !J.!. + .!.) + .!.
3\2 " 9

Cl30 .. :;HH + 1) + ~) + ~
Formulating the general behaviour of Qak' we finally obtain

(8.IS)
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We see that the coefficient series are quite complex, due of course to the dynamics of the filter
weights. A numerical analysis of formula six is given below for the first five coefficients of the
summation. With logarithmic axes, the decrease of the coefficients, reversed proportional with
time, is clearly visible. Thus the influence of the multi-speaker mean indeed disappears gradually.

The behaviour of the coefficients for the adaptive standard deviation is much more complex, due
to the squaring and roots involved and the double appearance of the cue values: both in the
mean and in the subtraction in the summation. It does not seem however relevant to trace the
influences of the cue values in the standard deviation approximation series. We observe that we
have in fact a dynamic first order approximation of a non-dynamic (mark the absence of a weight
in the feedback loop!) first order standard deviation approximation, in which latter a dynamic
first order mean approximation is involved.
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Fig. 8.18: dynamic behaviour of the coefficients

8.3.5 conclusions

In revision, we have found an acceptable means of adapting mean and standard deviation of a
transition cue distribution, by applying dynamic second order filters. This enables us to take the
multi-speaker mean and standard deviation into account at the beginning of a session, when
speaker cue values do not exist in sufficiently large amounts, as a substitute for the speaker mean
and standard deviation. This influence is disappearing gradually in the dynamic approximations,
until ultimately only the obtained speaker cue values determine the distribution derived. The
dynamic curves obtained are of continuous nature, so that scores of successive tests on the same
cue in the same transition are always comparable.
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8.4 ATN inference

8.4.1 global model

The five ATN's of the APD are each expert for one of the five macro classes into which the
phonemes of each language can be divided: fricatives, plosives, vowels, consonants, pauses. They
each possess their own knowledge base and reasoning scheme and reason simultaneously and
independently on the speech signal in the form of a sequence of phones, with a set of cue values
for each phone. Each ATN produces a stream of non-synchronized phoneme propositions,
consisting of: a score, a collection of labels, a preceding and a succeeding context and the
temporal limits of the proposition. The score expresses the extend to which the phoneme
proposed corresponds to the articulatory model as reflected by the knowledge base. The labels
enable to trace the macro class to one unique phoneme. The preceding- and succeeding context,
eventually empty, represent the contextual conditions under which the proposition is valid. The
controller reasons on the temporal limits, the preceding- and succeeding context, certain
properties of the labels and finally the score of simultaneously proposed phonemes to chose the
'best' proposition.

An ATN consists in abstraction of a collection of states, among which a start state and a final
state and a collection of transitions between these states.

ATN .. {S.6,SO'SF} with

S: collectionofstatessj

6: collectionoftransitions~..,.

so: startstate ES
SF: final state ES

(8.17)

Each state reflects an articulatory phenomenon, associated with the phonemes of the macro class
concerned. Not each of these states can be reached from an arbitrary departure state, due to
restrictions of the human articulatory mechanisms. Furthermore, not each of these articulatory
states/phenomenons need to occur for a particular phoneme. Mainly depending on the preceding
context, a specific phoneme corresponds to a certain path through the ATN. Because this context
is however unknown to the ATN/expert, several paths (propositions) are developed for different
contexts, leaving the choice to the controller.

The knowledge base of the ATN/expert contains a description of each of the transitions possible
within the network. Thus the states are described implicitly: a statem occurs by being reached
from a departure state. if the transition 6m• succeeds. The states can be said to correspond to
global articulatory phenomenons, while the transitions correspond to individual articulatory
phenomenons. A transition is represented within the knowledge base as an object formed by
departure- and arrival state, preceding- and succeeding context, a collection of acoustic cues, a
collection of cue score functions, an overall score function, a set of label functions and an
achievement criterium.
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6_ .. {s••s.,P-context.S-context.Cues.CueScores. Score.Labels.AchieJ}

with s.: departurestate eS
s.: arrival state eS

The acoustic cues consist of a sub-collection of the cues derived by the acoustic analysis of the
APD: only those cues 'relevant' to the articulatory phenomenon concerned are taken into
account. The cue score functions each operate on one of these cues. They represent a statistic
model for a specific cue for a specific transition and yield a score which expresses the extend to
which the actual cue value found corresponds to this model. Thus an individual articulatory
phenomenon (transition) is divided into several acoustic phenomenons, each concerning a
different cue.

The individual articulatory phenomenon is implicitly expressed as a relation between these
acoustic phenomenons is expressed by the overall score function, which yields an account of the
extend to which the conditional articulatory phenomenon as a whole is established. Because not
each of the acoustic phenomenons needs to occur under all circumstances, the overall score
function is more than just a multiplication or addition of all cue scores. The achievement
criterium represents a lower bound for the overall score in order to restrict the number of
propositions developed by the ATN/expert.

The label functions yield one or more acoustic labels for the transition. A label represents an
articulatory phenomenon accompanying the conditional articulatory phenomenon of the
transition. It is related with the principal region of articulation in the mouth. Examples are
denta~ palatal and labial. They serve to trace the proposition as a whole, the macro-class, to one
unique phoneme. The collection of labels calculated for a path, which consists of several
transitions, need not be consistent. For that reason a score is calculated for each individual label
of a transition, expressing its degree of establishment, enabling the ATN/expert to propose a
consistent collection of labels for the phoneme proposition.

8.4.2 the development of propositions

The development of propositions within an ATN during a recognition pass can be viewed as
consecutive processing of the incoming phones with accompanying cue values. For each phone
(step in the recognition pass) two mechanisms are activated:

• matching of the cue values against the articulatory model, by taking the propositions
developed so far into account, yielding the identification of several mutually exclusive
individual articulatory phenomenons (achieved transitions, with associated score, context,
etc.);

• update of the propositions, viewed the newly developed transitions.

matching
The transitions to be examined at step. in the recognition pass are determined by the set of
terminal states of the propositions developed up till step._t. For each state contained in this set,
the outgoing transitions are to be examined, i.e. the model of the individual articulatory
phenomenon of each of these transitions is to be matched against the cue values derived for
phoner The same is to be done in each step for the outgoing transitions of the begin state of the
ATN, because at each arbitrary moment a proposition (phoneme) can be started. So the set of
transitions to be examined can be noted as
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(8.19)

propositions update
The propositionst_1 must be updated viewed the achieved transitions for step!" Several case can
be distinguished for each proposition -A,i developed so far:

• none of the outgoing transitions\ of its final state has succeeded: the proposition has to
be abandoned;

• one of the outgoing transitions of its final state has succeeded: the proposition has to be
updated;

• a number N of the outgoing transitions of its final state have succeeded: N-l new
propositions have to be constructed, by copying the contents of propositiont_I,i and updating
these and the original propositiont_I,i each for a different achieved transition,

If the terminal state of propositiont,i has an outgoing transition towards the End-state of the
ATN, the proposition is finished and presented at controller level, but only abandoned if this is
the only outgoing transition. If there are more outgoing transitions, propositiont,i will be included
in stept+I'

Figures 8,19 and 8.20 illustrate the mechanism of matching and updating. Presumably, no
propositions have been developed up till stept_I' i.e. all preceding propositions were abandoned
at stept_I' We observe

.~-o and '~Begin] .. 1 (8.20)

so there is only one transition, transitionBx, to be matched with phone!" This transition succeeds
and propositiont,1 is constructed. In the next step, the transitions BX, XX, XY and XZ are to
be examined. XX and again BX succeed; consequently propositiont,l is updated to propositiont+1,1
and propositiont+I,2 is constructed. In stept+2J the same transitions are to be examined, but this
time XY and XZ succeed. Therefor, both propositiOns developed so far are copied once,
resulting in four different propositions developed up till stept+2"

8.5 conclusions

In this chapter, we have classified the knowledge for acoustic-phonetic decoding as acoustic,
spectro-articulatory, articulatory, phonetic and strategic knowledge. Several knowledge features
have been associated with this knowledge. In the model proposed, phonetic context is viewed
within the ATN's as incomplete knowledge. Consequently, phonetic propositions can be
developed as hypotheses. Within the same ATN's, inaccuracy of the acoustic knowledge will be
addressed by confidence values. Impreciseness of acoustic knowledge (speech signal variance) is
to be mastered with probabilistic scores. The required statistical model has been developed and
tested for reliability. Cue distributions for specific transitions have been investigated, which has
shown that discrimination between different distributions is on the whole unsatisfactory. Further
investigation is required. Confidence values can again be used to address differences in

18AD evellhLal OIltgoill& ttauitiOli towards the EDd....te of the ATN is disreprcled laere, lee fllrther.
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discrimination.
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Fig. 8.20: achieved transitions and corresponding propositions

Speaker adaptation mechanisms for the statistical models have been developed and tested. Their
operation seems satisfactory, but due to large differences in the relative frequency of occurrence
of transitions, important differences in accuracy of the (adapted) statistical knowledge are to be
expected. Here also, confidence values shall have to be used to address differences in accuracy.

Finally, the run time development of propositions within the ATN's has been studied. A model
in which the propositions are developed speech segment by speech segment seems feasible, which
would be very well suited for real-time implementation.

Certainly, quite some progress has already been made in refining the acoustic-phonetic models.
Further refinement of the domain knowledge is however absolutely required. The present models
do not allow for much more than coarse fixed limits to compare the acoustic cues with. The next
chapter will suggest some approaches to refine this domain knowledge. Furthermore, knowledge
acquisition for the construction of heuristics will be addressed.
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APD improvements II
revalidation of the frame level, heuristics & parallel logic programming

In this chapter, the second part of the improvements to the present Acoustic-Phonetic decoder
is presented. Topics are a database to assist refinement of the ATN models, some preliminary
but important experiments to investigate such refinements, the acquisition of expert reasoning
by interrogation for the construction of heuristics.

9.1 a database to assist refinement of the ATN models

For the refinement of the ATN models, both with respect to the acoustic phonetic knowledge
contained in it (better circumscription of articulatory events) and with respect to the introduction
of the newly developed statistical models, automatic verification tools are absolutely needed:
notably the statistical proofs can only be delivered with large amounts of test data.

The speech research tool ARCANE is perfectly suited to label speech files, perform all sorts of
frame- or phone oriented calculation on the speech signal and to display the results of these, but
this display remains restricted to time slices of the speech file. Furthermore, experimentation
with the newly developed statistical models would require the writing of additional FORTRAN
modules, if this was to take place entirely within ARCANE....

What is actually needed for further investigation is the following:
• automatic extraction of specific parts of the speech file with associated cue values, e.g. "the
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value of cue AG for all phones labelled with articulatory state 'vowel establishment'";
• calculation of scores as proposed by the newly developed statistical models for large parts

of the speech signal, with opportunities for experimentation;
• comparison of the results of these with the actual labels of the speech file as entered by

the phonetic expert and again extraction of those speech parts for which the model does
not apply correctly;

• representation of the results of the expert interrogation sessions (see further!) as additional
labels of the speech parts concerned, with possibility of automated access to these, e.g. "list
the phones originally labelled with the articulatory state 'vowel coda' for which at least one
expert did not agree with the others".

The combination Spreadsheet/Database as offered by Lotus 123/Dbase is quite suited for such
manipulations. THe statistics presented in the previous chapter were already obtained with Lotus.
A first attempt has been made to enter the qualitative-quantitative data used by the phonetic
expert to label the speech file as delivered by ARCANE within Lotus and Dbase. Preliminary
results indicate that modest queries are already possible with some added indices for the speech
signal frames. In the following, the database structure will be discussed and some examples of
queries will be given.

9.1.1 database requirements

The data used by the phonetic expert to label the speech file with phoneme- and articulatory
state labels as used within the ATN's, consists of symbolic representations of spectrogram, energy
curve and spectral distribution cues for each consecutive frame of the speech file. An example
is lffited below.

Frm W Energy curve Spectrogram AG FO BO EC OS CO Phoneme AS
100 42.«- 0 - - - ------ I •tI • •••••++00lo0ooo+++ 1- -AI - - - - I- _ '0- - - E1- - - -0 1 - -till - - - - o TV
101 45. 0 I •• tI. • • •+0010000++ •• FI 10 EEl DOl till
102 43. 0 I I FF

'

10 E1 DOl till
103 49. 0

I•+#++ •• • ••+001000+++ •• I I FF 1 Io E1 DOl tI
104 60.«< • - -0-

I••#+ • • •++000#000+++ •
'- - I - Fl- ID- - E'- - DOl • -till - - ) EVI .tI. • • •+++0#000++ ••

105 n. 0 I tI .+0#000+•• I AI 100 EEl 000 1 till
106n. 0 I tI .0#000+•• I AI 10 1000 EEE I DOD' till
107 74.««- - - -0- - 1 tI .00#00+ •• I- -AI -10 - 1000- EEEI- - -0001 - -tl- - - ) TO

Each frame as delivered by ARCANE is only indexed with its place in the speech file, relative
to the beginning. Furthermore, only the beginning of each phone is labelled. In order to allow
the access desired the following requirements with have to be fulfilled:

• labelling of each frame (=line) with the code of the phoneme and the articulatory state to
which it belongs;

• indexing of each frame with its relative place in phoneme, articulatory state (potentially
consisting of more than one phone) and phone to which it belongs;

• preparation of the frame table for later association with phone- and phoneme tables within
one database (see further).

To allow for addition of the results of the expert interrogation sessions and those of the
statistical models, separate phone- and phoneme tables are better suited than the frame table.
Useful fields for the phone table are:

• a primary index indicating the identity of the phone, for which n as the nth phone in the
speech file relative to the beginning, similar to the primary frame index, seems most
natural;
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• the start and end of the phone in the speech file in terms of the primary frame indeX;
• the corresponding phoneme- and articulatory state labels, similar to the frame table;
• separate label- and score fields for the diverse statistical test models;
• separate label-, eventually score- and memo fields for the various phonetic expert

observations.

For a later phase a separate phoneme table is certainly envisioned, but for the time being the
scope will be restricted to the combination of frame- and phone tables for the speech files.
Equally, as the speech files of only one speaker have been labelled with the ATN labels, we will
restrict ourselves to one speaker.

9.1.2 database construction

Following the rules of database design, the formal specifications of the database are of course
the next step to be taken. In sequence, we will develop:

• definitions of the attribute ranges;
• tupple (or object-) characterisations;
• tupple constraints;
• table characterizations;
• database characterizations;
• database constraints (or universe definitions);
• some preliminary query definitions.

attrIbute ranges

collections
p,.

f~.•:P"pa

collection of phoneme labels
collection of articulatory state labels
mapping of phoneme labels to corresponding articulatory state labels

NMNOF
ASMNOF
MaxE

constants related to speech file characteristics
NOF Number Of Frames present in speech file
NOAS Number Of Articulatory States labels present in speech file
NON Number Of phoNes present in speech file
NOM Number Of phoneMes present in speech file

constants related to global characteristics
MMNOF phoneMe Maximum Number Of Frames: empiric upper limit for the

number of frames per phoneme;
phoNe Maximum Number Of Frames: idem for phones;
Articulatory State Maximum Number Of Frames; idem fro articulatory
states;
Maximum Energy: empiric upper limit for the energy of a speech frame
(in dB).

tupple characterizatIons
The lines in a table, the tupples, are viewed as a collection of functions. Each of these tupple
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functions operates on a collection of table attributes, also called the table skeleton g(Frame) 19.

~ we plan to have several tables within one database, this table skeleton is a part of the
database skeleton g, which is a function over the collection of table indices 1 to the collection of
all table attributes G. Thus we have:

g:l .. G with I. {Frames, Phones} the preliminary database
skeleton

g(Frames) • {IDM,IDN,FRAME,PHONEME,ARTJTATE,INDEX.
INDEX_N,INDEXjJU,SPECTRUM,ENERGY, W.
AG,FO,BD,EC,DS.CD}

the skeleton of the table
'Frames'

The tupple characterizations for the Frames and Phones tables are:
FrameTup • {(IDM~ [1..NOM). PhonesTupo. {(IDN~ [1 ..NON).

(IDN~ [1 ..NON). (IDM~ [1..NOM),
(FRAME~ [1..NOFj). (START, [1 ..NOF),
(PHONEME~P), (END~ [1..NOFj).
(ART_STATE, It), (PHONEME; P»,
(INDEX-.M~ [1..MMNOFj). (ART_STATE~ It».
(INDEX_N; [1..NMNOFj). (REMARKS~ CHAR(H»}
(INDEX,.,AR'r, [1.,ASMNOl').
(SPECTRUM; C1uu(27»,
(ENERGY; Char(24),
(~ [1..EMax»,
(AG; Char(9).

(DS; Char(9).
(CD; Char(ll)}

tupple constraints
To complete the tupple definition, constraints are posed on the tupple characterization. This
serves not only to refine the definition, but to allow automatic consistency checks as well. For
this, an intermediate Object called Entry is introduced, being a constrained tupple. To denote

these, the generalized product D of a tupple function F is used, defined as follows:

D(l') .If II tupple junaion over dom(l').
"'%E4DItq,: j(x) EF(x)}

generalized product of a tupple function

FrameEnti.{tED(FrameTup) I t(ART_STATE)E Ip,.(PHONEME) A
t(IDN) ~ t(IDM) A
t(INDEX_M) ~ t(INDEXjJm A
t(INDEXJJm ~ t(1NDEX.fi))

191a tile _OIt paeral coaceptioe of t1Ipples ill database theory, these are allowed to be restricted 10 a proper .ubset of tile table
.keletoD ,. TIriI degIft of freedo_ illIowever aot ueful for our purposes.
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PlwneEnt. (tEn(PhoneTup) I t(ART_STATE)E I",.(PHONEME) A
(IDN);t (IDM) "
(STAR7) > (END))

table characterizations

From these latter definitions, the step towards the table characterizations is not a large one to
take; still an important property needs to be added: unique identi.fication (uj.) of the table
records. Again the generalized product is used, this time to generalize the concept of an entry
into a collection of entries: a table.

FrameTab. (T~n(FrameEnt)I {FRAME} u.i. within n
PlwneTab. (T~nc.PIwneEnt) I {IDN} u.i. within n

database characterization and -constraints
The database characterizations and -constraints establish the link between the tables contained
in the database. The term universe related to the database constraints is used to indicate the
space of possible configurations of the database.

DbaM • {(FRAMES; FrameTab),
(PHONES; PhoneTab) }

Universum. (u En(DbaM) I ({IDN},{IDN}) connects u(PHONES) with u(FRAMES)}

queries
As pointed out before, only simple queries have been performed as yet. Their value is however
non-negligible, in the light of limitations of ARCANE. The formalizations of queries is a very
important topic if the database in question is to be used as a research tool for refinement of the
ATN's. Formal models of articulatory phenomenons relevant for acoustic-phonetic decoding can
thus be applied as queries to the database. Database records labelled as articulatory phenomenon
X and not detected by the formal model of phenomenon X (or vice versa), can deliver valuable
information for such a refinement. This information could either be represented at phonetic
experts in case of acoustic-phonetic model imperfections, or used to revise the statistical models.

Queries consist, according to database theory, of a specification of the fields of the records to
be retrieved, accompanied with selection criteria for these records.

As example, the following query has been carried out. A phonetic expert stated to be interested
in the symbolic representation of allllJ an IU/vowels with low energy, say inferior to SOdB. After
an on line consultation, he differentiated this to all phones of these vowels not labelled with the
articulatory state 'vowel establishment' (EV), because these carry too much coarticulation
phenomena with respect to the previous phoneme. The final query performed could thus be
formulated as:

AU' UlIlwraa: ((t(FRAME), (SPECTRUM), (ENERGY), t(W») I tE u(FRAMES) "
t(PHONEME) E {U,I} "

(W) <SOdS "
t(ARTJTATE)" EY}
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The results of this query performed on the 'ZOBR01' (speaker code 'ZOBR' - utterance n° 01)
are given below, accompanied by an impression of the query formulation in DBASE III+.

frm MAS SPECTRUM ENERGY Y AG FO BO EC OS CD
221 1 TO 1# ·+0#0000+1«< - - - - 0 - - 49- AAI - - - ~,- IDODO -EE I - - - - IS- -#- -
222 1 TO 1# ·+0#000+'1 0 48 AA

1
10000 EEl Is ##

223 1 TO I 0 FF
'

10000 EEl I ##1'#' •• •+00#0000+ I 48 AI
226 1 CV 1+#+#++' .+00#0++. I 0 49 I FF I 1000 EEE I 0 1 ##
227 1 CV 1+++#00++· .+0#00++. I 0 46 I FI 1000 EEEI 01 ##

566 U CV 1 ••+0#0+ • •tI. 0 49 IGGG III DOD I #I

597 1 TO ,.+0#00+++.. .+0#0++.. 1«- - 0 - - - 43- - IG- - - FI- - 100 - -EEl- • - DO I - -#- -
598 1 TO 1+00#00+++·····00#000++· I 0 44 IG FI 100 EEl 001 #
599 1 TO 0 44 I FI !OO EEl ##1·+0#0+++····· .00#000o++. I I 0 1

7281 TO I ++#+#+ •• ••+00#00000·1«< - - 0 - - 39- -AI FI- 1000- -EEl- I - -#- -
729 1 TO ,+#+++ •••• •+000#00000+ I 0 38 I FI

100 EEl I #
730 1 TO I' ..# •••• ••+0000#0000+ I 0 39 AI FI DO EE I ##
738 1 TO 1# ·++0#000+'1«< - - -0- - - 42-AAAI -'- 1000 - - E'- Is- -## -
7391 TO 1# •++0#0000+ I 0 43 AA 1 FI

1000 EEl Is ###
740 1 TO 1+#+" • ••+00#000o+ I 0 42 AI FFI 1000 EEl I ###I I

902 TO I .+#++#+. ·+000#00+·1«< - - - -0- - 45- -AI - - 1- 1000- -EE I - I - -tl-
903 TO I .+#++#+. •+000#00+. I 0 46 AI FI

1000 EEl I #
904 TO I 0 44 I FI EEl I tI
905 TO

, •• +#++#+. ++00#000+. I
0 46 I FI 1000

EEl 01 #1'++#++#+' •+000#00++. 1 I 1000

1289 U TO I+#00#000+ ••• tI • ••• # 0 49 IGG FI II EEl DOl ###

1317 1 TO I.++0#00++. .+0#00+•• 0 49 IG FI IDO EE I 01 #

1603 1 TO , ••+#+0#00+••• • .#•• 1««< - - - 0 - - 47- - IG- -10 -
I __

- E1- - - DOl - -M-
1604 1 TO I' .+00#00+ •••• • .#+ •• I 0 47 IG I !O E! Dol ##

set Fitter
PHONEME ..........
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9.2 descending to the frame level

As pointed out in the previous chapter, spectro-articulatory knowledge is concerned with the
relation between the values of the acoustic cues (energy distribution cues, total energy,
fundamental frequency and formants) and the articulatory phenomena which make up an
articulatory state (ex.: sharply ascending energy from a low~nergy situation + shift of the energy
to high frequencies = 'Fricative Burst'). Refinement of the knowledge presently used in the rules
for the Acoustic-Phonetic decoder has so far inclined towards a direct application of statistic
models to the cue values as calculated for each phone, including dynamic cues as '&AG'. This
has not yet delivered the hoped substantial improvement. In the following, a reconsideration of
the status of these average- and dynamic cue values will be made, by descending to a deeper level:
that of the frames.

9.2.1 global knowledge & the necessity of refinements

The articulatory phenomena are as yet described in terms of the acoustic cues by general rules,
with modest contextual conditions. The knowledge these rules present, has been acquired through
study of speech corpora containing, on the average, phonemes of a duration sufficient to separate
stable and transitory parts and to calculate average cue values upon these. Thus for instance,
vowels have been formulated as compositions of:

EV
TO
TN
CV
SW

Vowel Establishment;
Oral Sustain;
Nasal Sustain;
Vowel Coda;
Neutral.

Each of these articulatory states has been modelled by posing conditions on its context and the
values of the cues which were judged to be significant, eventually decomposed in condition
subsets to take contextual information more accurately into account:

without decomposition
TN

IF AND( PrecedingStatee{TO,SWl,
EnergySIopeS6,
Slope(AG)~10,
Energy~(Noise+(Signal/Noise)I2),

OR( Target(FJn)S400,
Target(F2n)S 1400
Target(F3n)~2700,

Target(FJ) =0»
THEN AND(inder='nasal', State='TN').



with decomposition
CV

IF AND( OR( AND( SubsequentContert='non-vocalic',
Slope(Ene7XY)~Pv)

AND( SubsequentContert='vocalic',
Slope(Ene7XY)~O»

PrecedingState f {TO,SW,TN},
NumberOfFormants~2)

TIffiN State='CV'.
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When this decomposition becomes more frequent, as will be the case for a refinement of the
articulatory models, an association of a rule with each possible transition within an ATN would
be more appropriate. For the time being, the rules are still of more global nature. The
performance, in terms of recognition of principal- ('macro-') and secondary class (ex.: Rliquid
consonantR), of a system composed of such global rules has been convincingly shown by
[Tanegraln90] to be very encouraging. Equally convincingly shown by this work however, are the
incapability of such global rules to make the fine distinction between the individual members of
these classes. Furthermore, some highly resembling subclasses of different classes (ex.: highly
energetic nasal consonants versus closed vowels) cannot be separated with satisfying recognition
rates either.

Instead of grasping for even more general form-recognition techniques such as the construction
of vector dictionaries for each of the individual members of the classes (and each individual
spe&ker!) as proposed by Tattegrain, a refinement of the rules can be endeavoured. As previous
progress reports have reported, an attempt to realize such a refinement by solemnly adopting
statistical methods to operate on the same level of abstraction (though with a more profound
decomposition), can be realized, but is not likely to deliver dramatic improvements.

As has been shown, distributions of cues for different transitions (eventually in different
networks) do differ indeed, but not to such an extend that simple inferences can be developed
using the scores calculated by such models. Of course, advanced inference techniques could try
to compensate for only medium detection performances, but this is likely to lead to considerable
numbers of hypothesis which have to be developed at the same time. Given the fact that
ultimately a real time recognition system is envisioned and that the present Acoustic Phonetic
Decoder is already the heaviest component of the DIRA system, this is not an entirely satisfying
perspective.

9.2.2 limitations of the presently applied rules

When applying general rules, which have been constructed with more or less idealized speech
samples, to recognize real speech utterances, the most basic problem seems the absence of stable
parts in this real utterance. Only a brief survey of the totality of the present rules already reveals
that fine grains are only taken in the central parts of phonemes and that in general
'establishment' and 'codas' are not formulated using very severe conditions. In other words, then
full complexity of the contextual variability of speech is not yet addressed by the acoustic
phonetic decoder.

Viewed the experiences, the question if further decomposition of the rules at phone level and
application of statistic models could possibly account for this variability to a sufficient degree,
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has to be answered with 'not entirely'. At the same time, viewed the experiences with general and
powerful form recognition tools, such as Hidden Markov Models, suggest that finer grains can
indeed be taken and that statistics are at least an aid to do so.

Finally facing the question why the statistics on the phone cue values developed so far are not
working satisfactory, the hypothesis is that:

• the present decomposition of contextual situations, even extended with transition
decomposition, is insufficient to allow for the calculation of significant distributions; i.e.
the distributions are as yet calculated over a situation which in fact unites several basic
situations;

• the set of cues regarded to be significant for a certain situation are not yet completely
to the point;

• and related with the previous point, a phone cue as calculated over the frames of a
phone do not always represent the right information that is in the frame cues.

Formulated as missions for future research, these three points would come down to:
• acoustic-articulatory rules (knowledge) of the present acoustic phonetic decoder

need to be structurally ('domain related') refined to a large extend, notably
concentrating on transitory phenomena;

• calculations of phone cue values need to deliver a more accurate and diverse
account of the facts actually needed within such refined rules (e.g. Raverage-on
centreR, Rgradient-begin(Aigu/Grave, Ferm~/Ouvertn;

• fine scores through statistics should be developed only for to those acoustic
phenomena which can be isolated from related phenomena.

Some investigations in this direction have been undertaken and will be discussed in the following
section. The theoretical background of these tests is the conception of speech proposed by
[C8elen86], which represents a mechanical view of speech. Although the author previewed a more
general application, the theory has as yet only been adopted for the speech segmentation module
[Marteau84] of the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder. We will return to this theory at the end of this
discussion.

9.2.3 descending to the level of frames: trajectories and targets

Presently, three files from the RZoologieRspeech corpus [C8elen89], concerning one and the same
speaker, are available for investigation. These files have been entirely labelled with the
articulatory states as used within the rules of the APD. This permits access on either the phone
level, thus cues calculated with the presently used average and derivation calculation methods,
or the frame-level, addressing the cue values for each sample as calculated by the ear model. Two
series of experiments have been undertaken:

• the detection of /11 vowels in general, and more specific those within fricative
context, within the FO/EC plane, using static and dynamic criteria;

• investigation of the delectability of the neutral consonants IIEI and /WI by
observing dynamic phenomena in the FO/EC and FOIAG planes.

To demonstrate the difference in delectability between stable speech parts and more transitory
parts, figures 9.2 resp. 9.3 are shown. The first of those has been constructed by calculating the
cue values upon the central parts of long extended vowels. The second represents the phones
labelled with the articulatory state 'TO' (Oral Sustain) which are contained in two of the three
now available speech files. Though the state TO ideally represents a stable part of a vowel, the
phones concerned do not need to be stable, as most of the vowels in the corpora are only
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composed of about ten frames (one or two phones). Thus contextual influences will surely be
present for a large amount of the phones shown. The cue 'Fermre/Ouvert' is designed to account
for the degree to which the speech part on which it is calculated represents a Oosed/Open sound.
The other cue, 'Ecart/Compact' accounts for the degree of Scattering/Concentration of the speech
energy in the frequency band. It is evident that the nice distinction between IA! and the other
three vowels present in fig. 9.2 has vanished in fig. 9.3, though the principal regions of the vowels
have remained in place.
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Fig. 9.2: the classic Iyua example;

the central parts of long extended vowels In the FO/EC plane.

Possible contextual influences can be made visible by associating labels to the phones displayed.
Without going into exhaustive detail, an impression can be obtained by examining the labels of
the phones displayed in fig. 9.4. These are the phoneme labels of the phone succeeding the
displayed phones. Thus IA! phones will be labelled 'A' only if the IA! phoneme to which the
phone belongs continues for at least one more phone20

• If not, the succeeding context of the
phone is thus displayed. The most striking 'explications' of non-ideal behaviour so obtained
concern the two extreme INs which are more closed than normally, and the extreme /1/ which
is far more compact than normally. The first are succeeded by an /RI, which is indeed a closed

2OPIIoIemes Ire laardly ever followed by Ilother plloleme with the lime gbel II sucb cases, IS il the fmlcla word creer (create).
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01 +' oU /1A
Fig. 9.3: the iyua example for the ZOBR02/03 speech corpus

phoneme, and the second is succeeded by a 10NI (nasal 0), which is indeed more compact than
a normal /II. We remark here that labelling errors can partially account for extreme cases as well.
When large corpora are examined by a phonetic expert, small mistakes are nearly unavoidable,
so diagrams as displayed in fig. 9.3 and 9.4 are very useful as a means of error detection as well.
In fact, the phonetic expert admitted to have made a mistake in labelling the extreme /II as such,
and not labelling it 10NI instead.

The two figures also illustrate the possible differences between two different speakers. In fact,
the speaker 'BR' has already been recognized as a rather typical speaker [Caelen89].

To investigate the influence of the context further, we will concentrate ourselves in the first
instance to the /lis contained in the 'realistic' corpus, because they are the most frequent vowels
of the four. To observe their behaviour, we will descend to the frame level, as announced, hence
leaving the phone abstraction level for later.

Knowing the phonetic contents of the speech corpus, we will try to isolate special cases, to see
if we can decompose the presumably mixed images. The utterances in table 1 were isolated. The
symbolic representations of cues and spectrogram, which the phonetic expert has been using
while labelling the speech files, are listed in the appendix.

Thus the principal focus of attention was the /II (as in the english word WseeW) in fricative context,
which is presently still hard to detect. As reference material some medium-fricative and non
fricative instances have been included in the tests.
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Table 9.1: /II utterances include in the experiments
.. . .... . .... . ..
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A first impression of the distribution of the /1/ frames concerned was obtained through figure 9.5.
Immediately striking is the small portion of the FO/Ee plane which is covered by the frames.
Though the two axes are somewhat correlated for the /1/ (see figures 9.2 & 9.3), the strong
correlation of fig. 9.5 is as surprising as encouraging. Obviously the /1/ chosen from the corpora
represent already (a part of) a structural sub-class of all /I/'s, though the reference /I/were chosen
at random. The strong concentration in the lower left comer is not visible in figs. 9.3. and 9.4,
because there phone averages are displayed, whereby non-stable short phones determine the
picture. Here, the frames are displayed, which provokes a domination of the more stable and
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much longer phones, as will be shown in the following.
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Fig. 9.5: frames of selected /II utterances

As labels in the figure the articulatory state, imposed by the phonetic expert, is shown. As
primary observations we note that the two most frequent states, 'EV' and 'TO' (establishment
resp. sustain) are not separable, at least in this plane (nor in other planes as investigation has
proved). The third state, 'CV' (coda) occurs scarcely, a fact which we will later comment on.

After some experimenting, the image could be decomposed by separating the cloud of frames into
three subregions: 1) the /II frames contained in the IJISI utterance, 2) the /II frames contained
in ISIFIKI and 3) others. The next figure shows this decomposition, with the articulatory states
of the IJISI /II frames as labels of the frames concerned.

Although the subclasses are still mixed, important phenomena are visible. The IJISI frames
display the distribution type for which the developed statistical models could deliver a workable
score. The one extreme frame is the first frame of a an establishment 'EV'. The ISIFIKI frames
are concentrated in a small region too, but still scattered. A possible explication for this
phenomenon is that the concerned phones do not reflect a stable situation, even if the phonetic
expert has labelled some of them with 'TO' (oral sustain), which is ideally supposed to be stable.
This hypothesis will be tested in the following, but first we will examine the IJISI frames a little
closer. We do already remark that a slight distinction between the 'EV' (establishment) and the
'TO' (sustain) seems present. Figures 1 through 3 in Appendix II display the trajectories of the
four IJISI utterances, aU starting with the last phone(s) of IJI and ending with the first phone(s)
f lSI.
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Fig. 9.6: frames of the selected III utterances, partitioned

The phoneme- and articulatory state label of each frame, in that order, are displayed as index.
Immediately arresting are the presence of actually stable parts in the trajectory, as suspected. In
the following these parts will be referred to as 'targets'. The average poSition per phone is
displayed by a Lozenge (0).

A closer look reveals that only JIS3 displays distinct targets for 'EV' and 'TO', whereas JIS2 has
no 'EV'. Furthermore, for both JIS1 and JIS3 the establishment 'EV' is more stable than the
sustain 'TO'. The phone averages give of course good place indications in case of targets. In case
of transitory phones, the averages are more or less on the trajectories, because these are quite
straight, at least in the images displayed. We will see examples later on where this is not the case.
The IJI seems to have its target around the FO=O axis and is slightly more compact than the III,
whereas the /SI is slightly dispersed (thus with negative EC value) and somewhat open (thus with
positive FO value). These characteristics have been checked on more occurrences in the speech
corpus than displayed. Because of those differences with respect to the III, a transitory movement
is visible.

Before trying to interpret the full meaning of these phenomena, we will enlarge the scope to the
/SIFIKI utterances first and then the reference utterances.

The two /SIFIKI utterances appeared to be quite different with respect to each other (fig. 4 and
5, Appendix II). Closer examination reveals however common properties.

As already observed in the IJISI images, the /SI has a principal region (not necessarily a target)
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in the positive FO half and around the border of the two EC halves. Judging from fig. 11.4 and
11.5, the F presents the same characteristics. As a matter of fact, this corresponds with other /Frs
contained in the speech corpus. Thus the surrounding context of the III is more disresembling
the III than in the IJISI case.

We observe that the III frames do not reach targets in either of the two /SIFIKI utterances.
However, turning points in the sequences /lF1, IFII and IIKI can be distinguished (/SIFIKII is
somewhat hard to read, but the sequence SF-EV-TO-FS-TO-OT is followable). We note that the
disresemblance between the two trajectories in terms of length and place of turning points,
cannot be explained by difference in length (!IFIll 14 frames, 1IF112 17 frames), nor by difference
in formant structure of the III neither by difference in speech energy (both about 6OdB), see
appendix. A third possible cause has not been explored: a difference in degree of articulation.
Perhaps this could be investigated by listening to the speech parts concerned.

An interesting difference between the two is formed by the 'OT' (total closure) of the 00. For
/SIFIKII a target seems to be met, but viewed the nature of a closure an 'impasse' would perhaps
be a better qualification, whereas for /SIFIKl2 'disorder' would be a good candidate to qualify the
trajectory. In the first case the closure is smooth and already starting in the III, viewed the energy
curve, see appendix. The second closure is much more abrupt, indicated by both the energy curve
and the cue Continuous/Discontinuous 'CD', see again appendix.

The rest of the test material is presented on the next six pages (corresponding symbolic data in
appendix) and will briefly be commented.

Picking out the most extreme case as a start, the /SITI utterance (fig. 11.6) represents the basic
nightmare for acoustic-phonetic decoder. The III, only two frames long, is complete captured by
the total closure of the ITI, see energy curve appendix. Through the presence of a basic frequency,
a vowel can be detected, but it is doubtful if such cases can ever be deduced to an individual
member of a macro class (at least at acoustic-phonetic level). It is clear that in this case the
FO/EC plane does not deliver any cue.

Certainly less desperate are the other examples listed in Appendix II. For all of them, the
intentional movement towards its target is clearly visible, especially if the point has to come from
far away, as for IRIN/. Pseudo-stable situations are present in the form of the NIVLI utterance.
Finally the NIVI utterance can be remarked for the odd behaviour of its III which seems to be
moving away from its target at the start and then having a change of mind, but the signal
between the two Nrs changes only very smooth, as can be deduced from the 'CD' cue (see
appendix) and because of that, either the segmentation mechanisms or the expert labelling the
speech file could easily make mistakes.

The results of the second test session are listed in Appendix III in the form of diagrams. The !lEI
(as in the english word 'les"), which is known to be hard to detect in any context, principally
shows the same basic behaviour as the III in non-voiced fricative context. However, it seems to
have a dual nature of itself: partially composed of an III and a 'pure' IIEI, in that order. This
supposition accounts very nicely for all of the curves in the FO/EC plane and is confirmed by the
/BIEOI utterance, which the phonetic expert has labelled with a true III, preceding the !lE/.
Interesting, but not sensational, are the differences between the FO/EC and FO/AG planes. On
the average, both are equally discriminative for the test utterances, but sometimes a phenomenon
is more extreme in one plane than in the other.
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As for the deeper interpretation of the observations, the theory of [Caelen86] delivers the
framework. This theory is already based on the cues as used within the tests, but applies in the
first place to segmentation. We will first try to model the phenomenons observed from the
recognition point of view and then return to the segmentation theory to compare the results.

targets and trajectories
Recapitulating the test observations, two basic phenomena can be remarked:

• targets: limited regions in the plane in which the signal lingers for several frames, while
exhibiting a 'brownian' movement (traversing small distances with sharp angled turns);

• trajectories: pathways between targets where the signal exhibits a divers nature: sometimes
angled or curved, irregular and SUddenly straight.

Both of these notions are in fact abstractions from a very divers class of phenomena. We can try
to differentiate them by adding the following abstractions:

• pseudo-targets: targets during which the signal still exhibits a net movement in a certain
direction (eventually with one directional change), but the density of the points is large
enough to consider the signal to be more or less stable; whereas the brownian movement
is absent or at least less dominating than for true targets;

• turningpoints: points in a trajectory where the net direction exhibits a change, eventually
sharp, but also obtuse (though not rounded);

• curved trajectories: trajectories during which the net direction exhibits a smooth change.

These abstractions and differentiations are of course made with a certain articulatory
interpretation in mind, which is now to be made explicit. As test data have not been collected
in exhaustive amounts, care is to be taken. Only qualitative interpretations will therefore be
given, leaving fine quantitative models as a topic for future research.

As a first approximative qualification, targets are supposed to coincide with stable articulatory
states, which will typically be composed of one single phone, as the segmentation mechanisms
are supposed to segment only when discontinuities are present. In the same sense, trajectories
are taken to coincide with transitional parts of the speech signal, typically composed of several
phones, covering several articulatory states and sometimes even several phones, when no stable
state is reached within the phoneme(s).

We will now introduce a conception of the motion of the signal point through a plane, partially
following [C9alen86]. The most useful reference when discussing the motion of a point through
a space is Newtonian mechanics, with its well known conceptions of mass, force, movement,
inertia and friction. We will oppose our model to these conceptions.

Forces and movement. As a first approximation, we consider (time dependent) attraction
forces to be present within the plane, urging the point to move. In general, one force is
dominating the movement, but forces may compete when a dominating force is decreasing
whereas another force is establishing itself as the new dominator. Forces must be
interpreted as efforts of the human articulatory mechanisms to produce a certain speech
sound, starting from a certain context wherein already another speech sound (eventually
silence) is being produced and the mechanisms are thus already in a specific position. When
a truly stable position of the articulatory mechanisms is reached, no dominating forces are
present any more. The point then has reached a target. The target position corresponds
with the location of the force that has established it. Thus forces are viewed as gravitational
or Coulomb forces, with the centre of gravity resp. charge located relatively close to the
object which is attracted, rather than relatively far away (resulting in homogeneous fields).
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As an extension to this, forces are stronger (or merely attract stronger) according as the
position of the object is further away from the location of the source. The effort of the
human articulatory mechanisms is stronger as the current position of the mechanisms is
'further away' from the position of the mechanisms to be established to produce the next
sound. Though the notion of distance for articulatory mechanism positions is not yet very
clear, we consider the distance in a plane relevant for the articultltory gestures concerned to
deliver a measure for this distance.

Speed, mass, inertia and friction. [C8elen86] notes that points typically pick up speed while
leaving a target and slow down when approaching a new one. A mechanical model could
account for the first part by presuming the point to be an Object with mass, thus possessing
inertia. But then the braking effect could only be explained by presuming the attraction to
decay with increasing proximity and presume friction to be present as well. An altemative
is to consider the point to have zero mass and to presume a more dynamic behaviour of the
force: rising as the point is still far away and decaying to zero as the point approaches.
Actually, the phenomena of picking up speed and slowing down again are observable but
not strong in the tests we have presented. This can of course be due to the (unavoidable)
time discretization. For the time being we will contend ourselves with developing a model
explaining some essentials of the phenomena observed. Therefor we take the conception
of zero mass and dynamic forces as model.

Dynamic forces. Forces are ideally fixed in a (relevant) plane. Due to coarticulation
however, they are correlated with preceding forces, in the sense that initial location of a
force may differ from its ideal position. Interpreted in terms of the human articulatory
mechanisms: from a given position (which is not necessarily stable) not always a 'straight'
movement towards the next position can be made, as certain mechanisms are slower than
other. This could account for the presence of curved trajectories in a plane.

To demonstrate the sense of modelling as explained above, a small exercise has been undertaken
to illustrate the essentials of the model. With the help of a spreadsheet program, three forces
were positioned in a plane and scheduled in time. The movement of the point from one position
to the next, urged by force with position Forcej(t) at moment (t), was obtained by adding a vector
V(t+ 1) to it, :

_ p(t) - Force!..t)
argV(t+1)----------'--

10(1" !P(t) - Force!..l) I-d)

Thus, zero mass is modelled (no inertia) and the force applied is proportional to the natural
logarithm of the distance, just to limit the force. Furthermore, the force is defined to be zero
within a range d from the centre of the force. In the simulation, a 'brownian force' was added in
any situation with the help of a pseudo random generator, thus causing slight abberations in
trajectories and a brownian movement at targets. Below some diagrams are listed, obtained with
different departure positions of the point and different duration scheduling of the forces.
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...

Forces were dimensioned using three values: 0 0.5 and 1, each with a transition in that order as
attack and a transition in the reversed order as decay. They were scheduled such that at each
time one and only one force had a value unequal to zero. The last image (turning point) has
been obtained by modelling the second force with a single 0.5 value.

These diagrams show that the simplified model already accounts for the main phenomena
observed, except for curved trajectories, as the centres of the forces have been kept pseudo-stable.
To simulate these a net movement of a force towards is final centre has to be included in the
model.

comparison to segmentation theory
As for the original theory of [C8elen86], we remark the following. The principal ideas of this
theory have certainly maintained. Caelen's theory is broader in the sense that certain phenomena,
as for instance the effects of a higher speech rate resulting in a large amounts of non-reached
targets (turning points), could not yet be addressed viewed the limited amount of test data. As
however for the phenomena that have actually been observed, his theory is more idealized and
does not account for instance for pseudo-targets. Furthermore, he (implicitly) considers forces
to be in stable position. His association with articulatory mechanisms is certainly less profound,
but we must state that the associations we presented are not more tan a hypothesis.

As final statement, Caelen suggests that grammars of distortions should be formulatable to
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account for differences between individual speakers in the characteristics of trajectories. In
relation with this topic, we return to the use of statistical models to yield scores for use within
a rule base acoustic-phonetic decoding system.

statistical modelling or trajectories

The material presented in this report, however limited, shows a much better perspective for
applying statistical distributions to model articulatory phenomena. The central issue remains the
decomposition of classes of such phenomena into their individual members, which are
articulatory states ofspecific phonemes in a specific context. The IJISI and ISIFIKI examples have
shown that such a context is indeed to be chosen very specific to isolate an articulatory
phenomenon. They do not however exclude that more general rules can be formulated, such that
a rule isolates from several classes one phenomenon, which is present in each of them, though
perhaps in a different shape.

As cues for the statistical models, several important issues have come into view. We will try to
summarize some of them:

• For truly stable speech parts, as the voiced sustain of 11/ in voiced fricative context, the
earlier developed conception of distributions still holds: given a significative acoustic cue,
this cue demonstrates a behaviour that could be modeled with a gaussian distribution.
As an potential extension we note that is possible to take the values for the individual
frames to apply the statistical model upon, instead of just the phone average of the cue.
Surely further research is needed to investigate the value of this suggestion.

• About the same holds for pseudo-stable speech parts, except for the fact that the
individual frame cue values will be more scattered, so that a phone average seems more
adequate.

• Non-reached targets, resulting in turning points in the trajectory, will require a different
treatment, which is not yet clearly outlined. Perhaps the mere direction just before and
after such points could be a cue to apply a statistical analysis upon. Or maybe an
interpolation mechanism could be formulated to calculate the intended target.

• Curved trajectories will impose even more problems for statistical analysis. Interpolations
could give only vague indications of the locations of a complete non-reached target.
Fortunately, any statistical analysis will be embedded in a rule based environment that
allows to take into account even weak (c.q. negative support) to formulated hypothesis.

Resuming, we conclude that though lots of research efforts will still have to be spend to deliver
workable models of the articulatory phenomenons at frame-level, this level certainly offers a
brighter perspective for the refinement of acoustic-phonetic knowledge than the more abstract
phone-level. Some examples, which were certainly not chosen among the trivial problems, have
demonstrated the delectability of subtle phenomenons at frame level.

9.3 expert interrogations & heuristics

In this section, some first efforts to derive meta-knowledge and reasoning techniques potentially
adaptable for the heuristics are presented. As indicated in section 5.5.4 "reasoning for acoustic
phonetic decoding", there is still much work left to be done in this field. We shall present an
more or less ad-hoc expert interrogation session and develop a plan for more elaborated
interrogations.
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9.3.1 expert interrogation session, 11/04/1990

An expert interrogation session of approximately two and a half hours has been performed to
acquire some first insights in the nature of the cues used by spectrogram reading experts and his
reasoning applied. The expert was given a recognition task without much specific instructions,
in order to obtain an objective image. One of the speech files of the 'zoologie' corpus (see
section In the following, task, observations and interpretations are presented.

Task: re-Iabelling of a labelled segmented speech signal, by reconsidering the phonetic label of
each phone and precizing it to a macro-class and an artiCUlatory state, as used within the Am's.
Energy, spectrogram, five energy distribution cues and one global characterization cue were
displayed.

Observations

• Two kinds of acoustic phenomenons were in fact considered: micro- (within a phone) and
macro (traversing 2-4 phones) phenomenons. The macro-phenomenons taken into
consideration are mainly the tendencies in the energy curve and the behaviour of the
formants (converging/diverging, place in the frequency band).

• The reasoning applied was dominated by the 'pseudo-top-dowo' mode: the phonetic
contents of the signal were visible as label for each phone and furthermore the expert was
aware of the sentences pronounced and could thus reason on the actual pronunciation. The
task can be qualified as a decision problem: the expert formulated hypotheses for the
labelling and reasoned on the consequences ofeach of the hypotheses. Remark: the task did
not very well correspond to the top-dowo mode of the APD, the phoneme proposed for
each phone was most of the time correct (when judged 'incorrect' a true abnormality was
mostly present).

• Formants and energy curve appeared to be the main cues for the task. Other cues were
often regarded in a global manner as affirmation of an already observed behaviour (.....and
indeed all cues remain stable.."). When used specifically, the energy distribution cues
appeared to be more decisive than the spectrogram in the reasoning of the expert. Ex.: the
DS cue in case of presumed friction. Remark: the distribution cues are in fact designed to
reflect all information present in the spectrogram.

• Overlap of one or two phones of successive phonemes occurs quite often. The decision to
associate the phone(s) considered to one of the two phonemes often cannot be made by
reasoning on the cues. Then, factors as the duration of the surrounding phonemes (1st
phoneme short, 2nd quite long, thus associate phone as coda of the lst phoneme) and
coherence of decision ("I decided before to take the coda in case of doubt") dominate the
decision.

• The secondary labels, used to trace a macro class to one unique phoneme, were already
labelled on the signal. The expert tried however to simulate decision making concerning
these, thus enlarging the task. The position of formants in the frequency band was the prior
cue for these decisions. Furthermore the reasoning was applied on the whole of the
phoneme.

• The "coda" articulatory state represents certainly one of the most vague phenomenons. Most
of the time it functions more as 'garbage collection' than as significative observation.
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Interpretatlona

• The observation of macro-phenomenons takes a significant place in the reasoning of the
expert in the task. Consequently, in the development of propositions in bottom-up APD,
a partial top-down mechanism representing this reasoning could playa significant role. In
the light of the newly developed statistic models for the A1N's which lead to an augmented
tolerance in the formulation of propositions, such a mechanism seems to be even more
valuable. Because the proposition of secondary labels takes place at the same macro-scale,
a combination of these two is quite possible.

• Further insights in the reasoning of experts need to be acquired of course. Several points
of interest can already be named:
- the classification of single phones, unlabelled, with hidden context to observe the

development of hypotheses and the acquisition of facts to support or contradict these
hypotheses, within the scope of the phone;
controlling the legitimacy of the energy distribution cues (plus one global cue) to replace
the spectrogram. Experts used to reading spectrograms will of course have more
difficulty in performing tasks by examining the cues; the important point is however to
ascertain that all key information of the spectrogram is included in the distribution cues.
Furthermore, this permits to translate the reasoning of the expert more directly into
rules for the A1N's;
checking the rules of the present A1N's for coherence with the reasoning of the expert.
At least reasoning on the negations of the hypotheses shall have to be added for the
greatest part;
the classification of a sequence of (unlabelled) phones within their full context, that is,
a quite certain preceding context and some already developed hypotheses on the
succeeding context; in order to observe the reasoning potentially adoptable for the
controller in the bottom-up APD process.
the assimilation of hypotheses concerning single phones into one (or more) global
hypothesis by reasoning on the combination of micro-phenomenons and the observation
of macro-phenomenons.
the model-theoretic status of the coda for several macro-classes needs further
investigation. Collecting and comparing the coda's of a corpus could gain some more
insights than available at present;
related to the previous point: in case of true overlap between two phonemes, the
corresponding cue values could be kept outside of the speaker adaptation data.
Investigation of the distribution functions can of course only be performed when
'doubtful' coda's and other states can be automatically distinguished from cases of clear
establishment of the associated acoustic phenomenons. Thus they must be labelled
different.

9.3.2 interrogation session design

From the experiences of the first interrogation session, we shall try to design more elaborate
sessions, which focus on the need for knowledge for the heuristics. This focusing can be
accomplished by given the expert more specific instructions, however without forcing him into
unnatural reasoning schemes. As showed in the previous section, two mayor domains must be
distinguished: reasoning on phenomena within phones, and reasoning on more macro-scopic
phenomena, potentially adoptable for heuristics. For each of them we shall develop a session
plan.
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1 Single Phones

Goals:
-acquiring insights in the expert recognition process at phone level:

• the observation of micro articulatory phenomenons from the distributions cues;
• the interpretation of micro articulatory phenomenons by construction of hypotheses;
• the recognition of a phone by contemplating the constructed hypotheses.

-controlling the legitimacy of the distribution cues as substitute for the spectrogram in observing
micro articulatory phenomenons.
-examining the observability of preceding and succeeding phones from the cues.

Session Organisation:
The session consists of a series of phones, randomly chosen from the 4 macro-classes (pauses
excluded). For each of these phones, the expert is asked to take the following steps.

• preliminary recognition: with spectrogram covered the expert examines the cues in order
to obtain a first impression. As in 'ordinary' spectrogram reading, this will deliver the
expert already some hypotheses concerning the articulatory state, only partially being
aware of hislher reasoning. The expert is asked to note these hypotheses down.

• observation/motivation ofthe micro articuloJory phenomenons: the expert is asked to take
a closer look at the cues in order to classify and motivate the different micro
articulatory phenomenons observed (e.g. RfrictionR) and note them down in terms of
the cues (e.g. cue OS high).

• reconsideraJion/motivalion of the phone hypotheses: the expert is required to reconsider
the preliminary hypotheses and motivate each of them in terms of the articulatory
phenomenons observed. Both positive and negative evidence may be used in the
argument, but not yet in contraposition to the other hypotheses. Eventually the list of
observed articulatory phenomenons can be altered or extended.

• ji/lering of the phone hypotheses: the expert is asked to compare the hypotheses with
each other and formulate the final hypotheses, with added suppositions concerning the
phones preceding and following the phone observed. Confidence values are asked to
express the absolute and relative degree of establishment of each of the possible
articulatory states proposed.

• l'alidi/y check ofthe cues: the spectrogram is revealed in order to check the validity of
the cues as substitute for the spectrogram. Note: the expert may have overlooked
phenomenons because of not being used to read cues instead of spectrograms. For
these kind of mistakes the notations can be corrected. The expert may actually pass
through a learning phase doing this.

As pointed out above, a series of phones is treated in this way.

2 Phonemes· macro class and secondary labels

Goals:
-acquiring insights in the expert recognition process at phoneme level:

• the observation of macro articulatory phenomenons, both primary (macro-class) and
secondary labels) from the distribution cues;

• the assimilation of micro- and macro articulatory phenomenons into phoneme
hypothesis (Is a true separation of the interpretation of these phenomenons possible
in an automatic recognition process?);

• the recognition of the phoneme by contemplating the hypotheses.
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-controlling the legitimacy of the distribution cues as substitute for the spectrogram in observing
macro articulatory phenomenons.
-examining the observability of preceding and succeeding phonemes from the cues.

Session Organisation:
The session consists of a (limited) series of phonemes, composed of the phones scrutinized in
the wSingie Phoneswsession. For each of the phonemes the expert is asked to go through the
following phases:

• preliminary recognition: again with spectrogram covered the expert examines the full
scope of the cues in order to obtain a first impression. The preliminary hypotheses
concerning the macro-class and secondary labels are noted down.

• obsenoJion/moti."aJion ofthe mocro fII1icuIaJory phenomentlllS: the expert is asked to take
a closer look at the cues in order to classify and motivate the different macro
articulatory phenomenons observed and note them down in terms of the cues.

• reconsideration/moti."aJion ofthe phoneme hypotheses: the expert is required to reconsider
the preliminary hypotheses and motivate each of them in terms of the macro
articulatory phenomenons observed and the earlier classified phones (which are shown
alongside). Both positive and negative evidence may be used in the argument, but not
yet in contraposition to the other hypotheses. Eventually the list of observed macro
articulatory phenomenons can be altered or extended. During this phase the earlier
phone classifications will probably be filtered.

• ji/Iering of the phoneme hypotheses: the expert is asked to compare the hypotheses with
each other and formulate the final hypotheses, with added suppositions concerning the
phones preceding and following the phoneme observed. Again confidence values are
asked to express the absolute and relative degree of establishment of each of the
possible macro classes and corresponding secondary labels proposed.

• ."alidity check of the cues: again the spectrogram is revealed in order to check the
validity of the cues as substitute for the spectrogram. Note: even more likely than in
the first session, the expert may have overlooked phenomenons because of not being
used to read cues instead of spectrograms. For these kind of mistakes the notations
can be corrected. The expert may actually pass through a learning phase doing this.

For both sessions, interrogation forms have been developed. An impression of these can be
obtained from Appendix IV. Results of such sessions cannot yet be presented.

9.4 conclusions

In this chapter, a promising aperture for refinement of acoustic-phonetic domain knowledge has
been presented. It has been shown that structural improvement of discrimination between
different phonetic items in the acoustic space with respect to the present situation is possible.
A complete overview of these possibilities is not yet possible, but as the experiments have been
performed on some items which are as yet hard to detect, an important overall improvement can
be expected to be possible.

Tools to support systematic exploration of these probabilities have been proposed. State of the
art database and spreadsheet software has been shown to provide a useful complement to the
speech signal acquisition system ARCANE.

Modest progress has been made in the field of expert knowledge acquisition. The need for expert
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knowledge and -reasoning has been brought into correspondence with the actual operation of
those experts, by designing session plans for two different items: 1) the reasoning on the
spectrogram of a single phone, 2) macroscopic reasoning on the spectrogram. The first of those
can deliver more specific information to design score functions with confidence values within the
ATN's. The second must yield the framework for the design of bottom-up heuristics on the
phonetic propositions of the ATN's. In a later phase top-down heuristics design can benefit from
the experiences of spectrogram reading experts.
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Conclusions & Future Perspective

The points of interest for future development of the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder, as formulated
at the beginning of the project on which this thesis reports, were mentioned in section 6.5. In
this chapter we shall comment on the progress made since then.

It will be clear to the reader that progress has been principally been made in the
theoreticaVconceptual field - which was the goal of the project. Even so, important experimental
results have been acquired, which have supported and directed the theoretical development. We
review the items discussed in section 6.5.

10.1 Amelioration of Macro-class Recognition

Integration of statistical models
Refinement of the acoustic-phonetic models by integration of statistic models has been the main
focus of attention for the amelioration of macro-class recognition. It has been shown that such
models, notably stochastic/Gaussian models, can be used within the framework of the present of
A T.N. models. However, domain-related refinement of these A T.N.'s is indispensable to assure
structural ameliorations. The present models include contextual rules with simple, discrete
conditions formulated upon certain acoustic cues. The step towards refined conditions, including
statistical models and score function, cannot be made successfully without refining the contextual
conditions as well. Further decomposition of this context is thus a primary issue for future
research. Experiments have shown that such decomposition is attainable by analysis of the
acoustic trajectory of phones. They have equally shown that statistic models can fruitfully be
applied to truly stable parts of the speech signal. An important suggestion to adapt the
parameters of such statistical models during speech recognition is to use the acoustic frame cues.
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For transitory parts, delta-cues will be the main components of the statistical models. Positive
indications of their suitability have been seized from experiments. An important suggestion drawn
from these experiments, is to apply interpolation functions to them before statistical
interpretation.

speaker adaptatIon
The issue of speaker adaptation of the statistical models has been covered by the construction
and tests of adaptation mechanisms. Second order dynamic filters have been developed for run·
time adjustment of the mean and the variance of a Gaussian distribution. Essentially, they
accumulate the mean of the mean of received acoustic cue values. They assure a non-transient
behaviour of both model parameters, important to the calculation of scores on successive phones.
Although simple in their conception, their theoretic analysis is considerably complex.

theoretIcal model development
The more theoretical side of the matter has been addressed by a thorough analysis of the
knowledge being used for acoustic-phonetic decoding. From this analysis, a model for inference
has been gained. In coarse lines, imprecision of the acoustic cues is covered by statistic modelling.
Differences in reliability (accuracy) of these models can be addressed by confidence values, as
used in well known expen systems as MYCIN. Classic probabilistic reasoning can however pose
problems when reasoning on both affirmation and negation of knowledge is required, as is the
case when spectrogram reading expen reasoning is simulated.

At the level of the A T.N.'s, contextual conditions are transformed into hypotheses upon this
phonetic context, rather than being verified immediately. Regarding thus the phonetic context
as incomplete knowledge allows for an elegant disconnection of the phonetic interpretation and
the phonetic identification problem. The first is the domain of the A T.N.'s, the second of the
(bottom-up) heuristics.

Concerning these heuristics, the propositions coming from the various A T.N.'s are regarded as
relative knowledge. They can be brought into correspondence by comparing their contextual
hypotheses and probabilistic scores. Time alignment will be an important issue for this
mechanism, as propositions can have overlap or gaps of one or two phones. This a-synchronicity
causes the knowledge at heuristics level to be non-monotonous, which constitutes one of the
fundamental problems in expen system design.

The reasoning of spectrogram reading experts can deliver the framework for the development of
heuristics for acoustic-phonetic decoding. Here also, much investigation is still left to be done.
One of the important issues here is the detection of and reasoning upon acoustic macro
phenomena, which these experts seem to use. Some first interrogations have already affirmed a
prominent influence of these macro phenomena. Their integration in heuristics and/or A T.N.'s
cannot yet be overlooked.

10.2 Label Recognition

The experiments performed to investigate context-decomposition, have also yielded new hope for
the specification of a macro-class to one single member of this class, as is the goal of label
recognition. It seems probable that the refinement of the acoustic-phonetic models allows for the
detection, at A T.N. level, of a consistent set of labels for a phoneme proposition, notable in
cases where stability is completely absent. In such cases, interpolation of trajectories can deliver
the desired label. There is however a large experimental effon required to accomplish this label
recognition.
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10.3 top-down operation

In the field of future top-down operation of the Acoustic-Phonetic Decoder, some new insights
have been gathered. The use of probabilistic scores and contextual hypothesis allows for a much
more detailed representation of phonetic propositions to the Blackboard of the DIRA speech
recognition system. Multiple candidates can be ordered and accompanied by score and context
match, which gives the Supervisor of the Blackboard much more information to develop its
recognition strategy. Together with more elaborate treatment of impasse at blackboard level, this
may conven the top-down recognition problem from a complete reconsideration of the acoustic
phonetic decoding of certain parts of the speech signal, to an adaptation and learning problem,
in order to ameliorate its performance.

10.4 implementation issues

In the development towards future real-time implementations of the speech recognition system,
some progress has been made too. The operation of the A T.N.'s has been reformulated from a
'batch-mode' repeated (once for each AT.N.) PROLOG inference, towards a phon-by-phone
development mechanism of propositions. This potentially allows for parallel-logic modelling of
the A T.N.'s, as communicating sequential processes (C.S.P.'s). The main problem is however
situated on the level of the future) heuristics, which shall have to interpret these propositions.
The already mentioned need for non-monotonous reasoning is here the central issue.

10.5 future perspective

The future perspective for the Acoustic Phonetic Decoder of the DIRA system has become much
clearer in the nine months covered by the project. Something that has been very clear from the
beginning onwards, was the fact that an important basis, the recognition of phoneme macro
classes, had already been established. To question how this basis could be extended was however
still completely open. This question can now be answered to a large extend.

It is clear that development has to stan with a thorough experimental investigation to accomplish
a profounder decomposition of phonetic context. Many other issues depend on the progress
which can be made in this field. Label recognition, speaker adaptation, score functions,
confidence values and important parts of the (bottom-up) heuristics are among them. In parallel,
the reasoning of spectrogram reading experts should be investigated, which can deliver important
cues for context decomposition. In the theoretic field, parallel-logic reasoning, notably non
monotonous, has to be studied. Concerning implementation, the present acoustic analysis
modules could already be programmed in a parallel-logic programming language, to collect some
experience.

It will only be after the evaluation of a new bottom-up acoustic-phonetic decoder, complete with
bottom-up heuristics, that the development of top-down operation can seriously be staned.
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SYNTAX: <PHONEME INDEX> <PHONE INDEX> <FRAME INDEX> <SPEECH FILE 10> <PHONEME LABEL> <ARTICULATORY STATE LABEL>
<RELATIVE PHONEME INDEX> <RELATIVE ART. STATE INDEX> <RELATIVE PHONE INDEX>
<SPECTROGRAM> <ENERGY CURVE> <AIGU/GRAVE> <FERMEE/OUVERT> <BEHOLISE/DIESE> <ECART/COHPACTE> <DOUX/STRIDENT> <CONTINU/OISCONTINU>
<PHONEME MACRO CLASS>

*************** /JIS/1 ***************
14 39 152 zobr03 J FV 1 1 1 " ++1++. .oootoo++. .««< - - - 0 - - - - -61 - - I - FI

- - 'ODD- EEE'- - - DO' - -,- - - - - Z
14 39 153 zobr03 J FV 2 2 2 , ++0100++. 0 68 A FI 'DOD EEE I 01 m z
14 40 154 zobr03 J FF 3 1 1 , .+0100+•• .««< - - - - - -0- - -n - AAI -1- 10000 -EEI- -0 1 - -II - - Z
14 40 155 zobr03 J FF 4 2 2 , .+0100++. 0 68 AA ,DODD EEl 01 , z
14 40 156 zobr03 J FF 5 3 3 , .ooto++. 0 71 MAl I 10000 EEl 01 , z
14 40 157 zobr03 J FF 6 4 4 , .ootoo+. 0 67 AA 1 I DODD EE I

" Z
14 41 158 zobr03 J CF 7 1 1 , .+0100+. .«< - • - - - -0- -69 - AAI FI. JDDOO -EE I. -I - -,- - - - - Z
14 41 159 zobr03 J CF 8 2 2 , .+0100+. 0 67 AA FI 10000 EEl , z
15 42 160 zobr03 I EV 1 1 1 , ++ootoo+. .««- • - - -0- -62 - -AI FI. 10000 EEEI- -0 1 - -II - - - - V
15 42 161 zobr03 I EV 2 2 2 , .+ootoo+. 0 63 AI FI 10000 EEE I 0 1 , V
15 42 162 zobr03 I EV 3 3 3 ,. ++ootoo+. 0 63 AI FI 10000 EEE I

01 , V
15 42 163 zobr03 I EV 4 4 4 ,..,.. .+oootoo+. 0 62 AI FI DOD EEE 0 1

" V
15 43 164 zobr03 I TO 5 1 1 .,....,. .+ootooo+. .«- - 0 - -60 - - I FI. 1000- EEEI- -0 I ..,- - - V
15 43 165 zobr03 I TO 6 2 2 .,...., +oootoo+. 0 61 I FI 1000 EEE I 01 , V
15 43 166 zobr03 I TO 7 3 3 .1+ •• •• ++ootoo+. 0 59 F1 1000 EEE I

01 , V
15 43 167 zobr03 I TO 8 4 4 .,... .+ootoo+. 0 62 AI FF

'
DOD EEE 01 , V

16 44 168 zobr03 S FV 1 1 1 , .+ootoo++ .«- - - - - -0- - -63 - -AI -FF I. 1000- EEEI- - I - -,- - - S
16 44 169 zobr03 S FV 2 2 2 , .+ootoo++ 0 65 AI F1 DODD EE 01

" S
16 45 170 zobr03 S FS 3 1 1

"

.+ootoo++ .««- - - - - 0 - -67 - AAI FI- 'DODD - EI. -0 1 - -II - - - - S
16 45 171 zobr03 S FS 4 2 2 I' .+01000++ 0 69 AA I

10000 EI 01
" S

16 45 1n zobr03 S FS 5 3 3
1 '

+00lo0o++ 0 67 AA, I 1000 E1 0 1 , S
16 45 173 zobr03 S FS 6 4 4

"
.+ootoo++. 0 65 AA, 10 1000 EI DO! , S, I I

*************** /JIS/2 ***************
31 82 299 zobr03 J FF 1 1 1 •• 010+ ••••••+10++ •• .««- -0- - -59 - - IG- -10 - '0- - -EE'- - - DOl - -m- - z
31 82 300 zobr03 J FF 2 2 2 •• 0000 ••••• +ootoo++ •• 0 60 100 EEl Dol " z
31 82 301 zobr03 J FF 3 3 3 ., .ootoo+•• 0 64 AI I 100 EEl 000 1 m z
31 82 302 zobr03 J FF 4 4 4 , .0100+•• 0 63 AI I 1000 EEE I 000 1 , z
31 83 303 zobr03 J FF 5 1 5 , .+0100++. .«- -0- - -64 - -AI -I' 1000- EEEI. - Dol - -II • - Z
31 83 304 zobr03 J FF 6 2 6 , .+0100+•• 0 66 AA 1 10000 EEl Dol " z
31 83 305 zobr03 J FF 7 3 7 , .+0100+•• 0 69 MAl 10 '0000 EEl 01

" z
31 83 306 zobr03 J FF 8 4 8 , +0100+ •• 0 68 AAA I 10 10000 EEl 01 , z
31 83 307 zobr03 J FF 9 5 9 , .+ooto++. 0 65 AAAI 10 10000 EEl 01 , z
31 83 308 zobr03 J FF 10 6 10 , .+ootoo+. 0 65 AAA

I
10 10000 EEl 01 , z

31 84 309 zobr03 J CF 11 1 1 , .+ooto++. .«- -0- - -64 - AA _I. • 10000 -EEL -0 1 - .,- - - Z
31 84 310 zobr03 J CF 12 2 2 , .+ootoo+. 0 61 AA I FI 10000 EEl 01

" z
31 84 311 zobr03 J CF 13 3 3 , ++ootooo+. 0 60 AA 1 FI 10000 EEE I 01 , z
31 84 312 zobr03 J CF 14 4 4 , .+ootoo+. 0 63 AI FI 10000 EEE! 01 , z
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t#
t#

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

85 313 zobr03 I
85 314 zobr03 I
85 315 zobr03 I
85 316 zobr03 I
85 317 zobr03 I
85 318 zobr03 I
85 319 zobr03 I
85 320 zobr03 I
86 321 zobr03 S
86 322 zobr03 S
86 323 zobr03 S
86 324 zobr03 S
87 325 zobr03 S
87 326 zobr03 S
87 327 zobr03 S

TO 1 1 1
TO 2 2 2
TO 3 3 3
TO 4 4 4
TO 5 5 5
TO 6 6 6
TO 7 7 7
TO 8 8 8
FS 1 1 1
FS 2 2 2
FS 3 3 3
FS 4 4 4
CF 5 1 1
CF 6 2 2
CF 7 3 3

t#
t#.
t# ••

•#1+.
t#.

•t# ••
t#.
t#.
t#

++0100++.
+ootoo++.
+ootoo++.
+ootoo++•
+ootoo++.
+oסioo++•
.+01000+.
.+01000++.
.+0100++.
.+0100++.
+ootoo+++.

•+ootoo+++.
••• +++ooסס01

+0100+++••
••+0100+++••

.«< - - 0 -
o
o

o
o

o
o
o

.««< - - - - 0 
o
o
o

.«< - • 0 -
o

o

IDDDD EEEI
IDDDD EEE

IIDDDD EEE IIDDDD EEE IIDDDD EEE I,DDDD EEE I,DDDD EEEI
DDDD EEE
IDDDD -EE I.
IDDDD EE I
IDDD EI
IDDD E1
IDD - - EI.
IDD EI
IDO EI
I I

- -t#-
t#
t#
t#
t#t#
t#
t#
t#

• -t#t# - -
t#t#
t#t#
t#

- -t#-
t#
t#

- v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

- - S
S
S
S

- S
S
S

- S
S
S
S

- - S
S

- S
S
S
S

- S
S
S
S

• - v
v

- - v
v

- - - S
S
S

- v
v
v
v
v
v

• Q
Q

- -D I - -t#t# 
DI t#t#t#
DI t#t#
DI t#t#

- -D I - -t#- - 
DI t#t#

- I - -t#t# -
IS t#
IS t#
'SS t#
IS- -t#-
IS t#
I t#

- -DI-A:' - -
DI t#t#

- - -DI • 't#- - -
DI t#

- DOI. -t#- -

~I :
-DI- -t#
D

l
t#

D t#t#
DI t#
D( t#
D t#t#

- DOl - -t#t#t#
DD I t#

ID- - • E1- -
ID EI
'DD EI
IDD EI
IDDD - - EI. -
IDDD E1
IDDD- - EI.
IDDD I
'DDD E1
IDDD EI
IDDD - - EI.
IDDDD I

I
DDDD EI
DDDD E

IDDDD • EI.
'DOD EI
IDDD- -EEl-
IDDD E
IDDD - - EI

I- 
IDOD EE
IDDD EEl

IDDDD -EEl
IDDDD EEl
IDDDD EE I
IDDDD EEl
IDDD EEl
DDD EE
IDD • -EE I. -
!DD EEl

-62 - - I
67 AI
68 AA
70 AAI

-68 -AMI
67 AMI

-68 AAAA I70 AAAA
71 AAAA

'73 AAAA I
-67 AAAA I

I68 AAAA
67 AAAA I
68 AAAA I

-61 -AMI
59 AA

-58 - AAI
56 AA

-56 - AAI
57 AA I61 AA

-66 - AAI
64 AA I63 AA I60 AA I60 AA
57 AI

-57 - -AI
47 AI

.««- - 0 • - - -
o
o
o

.«< - - - -0- - -
o

.««- - - -0- - -
o
o
o

.«- - - - - - -0-
o
o
o

.««< - - - 0 - -
o

.««- -0- -

. 0

.t# - - - - 0 - - -
o
o

.«- - - 0 -
o
o

o
o

o
.«««< - -0- 

o

*************** /SIFIK/1 ***************
82 235 907 zobr03 S FV 1 1 1 1+#I+..otoo+++oot#oooooo++.1
82 235 908 zobr03 S FV 2 2 2 t# • •t# •• •++oot#ooo++++.1
82 235 909 zobr03 S FV 3 3 3 t# t# • .+++ooסס01+• I
82 235 910 zobr03 S FV 4 4 4 t# t# •+ot#ooooo++ •
82 236 911 zobr03 S FS 5 1 1 t# t# .0100+++++.1

:~ ~~~ ;~~ ~:~g~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ t# .:~==I
82 237 914 zobr03 S FS 8 2 4 .++o0oi00+ 1

182 237 915 zobr03 S FS 9 3 5 .+ootoooo+
82 237 916 zobr03 S FS 10 4 6 .++ootoo+ l

l82 238 917 zobr03 S FS 11 1 7 .+o0oi00+
182 238 918 zobr03 S FS 12 2 8 .+0oסioo+

82 238 919 zobr03 S FS 13 3 9 .0olooo+.
82 238 920 zobr03 S FS 14 4 10 .ootoo++
83 239 921 zobr03 I EV 1 1 1 t# .+ootoo++
83 239 922 zobr03 I EV 2 2 2 t# •+01000+.
83 240 923 zobr03 I TO 3 1 1 t# t# •+ootoo++.
83 240 924 zobr03 I TO 4 2 2 t# •+ootoo++.
84 241 925 zobr03 F FS 1 1 1 ••ootooo++.
84 241 926 zobr03 F FS 2 2 2 t# .ootoooo+.
84 241 927 zobr03 F FS 3 3 3 t# .+ootoo++.
85 242 928 zobr03 I TO 1 1 1 t# •+0100++.
85 242 929 zobr03 I TO 2 2 2 t# t# •+ootoo+.
85 242 930 zobr03 I TO 3 3 3 t# •+ootoo+.
85 242 931 zobr03 I TO 4 4 4 t# .+ootoo+.
85 242 932 zobr03 I TO 5 5 5 t# •+01000++
85 242 933 zobr03 I TO 6 6 6 t#. .ootooo++
86 243 934 zobr03 K OT 1 1 1 t# ••++oo#סס+••
86 243 935 zobr03 K OT 2 2 2 .t#. .++ootooo++.
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86
86
86
86
86
86

243
243
243
244
244
244

936 zobr03 K OT 3 3 3
937 zobr03 K OT 4 4 4
938 zobr03 K OT 5 5 5
939 zobr03 K B 6 1 1
940 zobr03 K B 7 2 2
941 zobr03 K B 8 3 3

••• • • • •++0oסioo++ •
•1+• • • • ++oo#סס0++• •
••••••••••++ootIooo++.

• •++01000+ ••
.+0100+••
.+0100+••

o
o
o

.«««< - - - 0 
o

o

43 AI
42 AI
42 AI

-65 - -AI
67 AA 156 AA,

DO'
0 1

DOl
- DOl
000 1
0001

•••- -m-
till•

Q
Q
Q

- Q
Q

Q

*************** /VI~/

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
106
106
106
106

293 1116 zobr03 V EC 1 1 1
293 1117 zobr03 V EC 2 2 2
294 1118 zobr03 V TV 3 1 1
294 1119 zobr03 V TV 4 2 2
295 1120 zobr03 V CC 5 1 1
295 1121 zobr03 V CC 6 2 2
295 1122 zobr03 V CC 7 3 3
295 1123 zobr03 V CC 8 4 4
296 1124 zobr03 I EV 1 1 1
296 1125 zobr03 I EV 2 2 2
297 1126 zobr03 I TO 3 1 1
297 1127 zobr03 I TO 4 2 2
297 1128 zobr03 I TO 5 3 3
297 1129 zobr03 I TO 6 4 4
298 1130 zobr03 I CV 7 1 1
298 1131 zobr03 I CV 8 2 2
298 1132 zobr03 I CV 9 3 3
299 1133 zobr03 Vl TV 1 1 1
299 1134 zobr03 Vl TV 2 2 2
299 1135 zobr03 Vl TV 3 3 3
299 1136 zobr03 Vl TV 4 4 4

• • ..+ootIootIooo+.
• • .+otIoooot100+.

••••••++01000#00++.
••••••••++ootIoooo++.

••+++1+++++++o0#0ooo++.
.++ooסס000#+++000#00++•
.++ooסס01+++++000#00++•
• •++ootIo+ • ••++01000++ ••

• ••••• • • •ootIooo+ ••
• .+ootIoo++.

• +ootIoo++.
• .+0100++.
• .+ootIo++.
• .+ootIoo+.

•• +ootIoo++ •
•• •ootIoo++ ••
••• •01000+ ••
•••••• +0100++ ••

• • • • ••• • • •+01000++ ••
• ••• •••• • ••+ootIoooo++
••+++I+ ••••++ootIoo+++.

:«< - -00 - - -:~ - ::I - - - -I~- - - Igg - - ~ ,- - - -gI - -:' - - - - ~

.««- 0 - - -46 - -AI - -10 - - 10- - EI- - - -0'1 - -m- - - - z
o 45 AI 10 10 E1 DO till Z

.««- 0 - - - -45 - - I -1- - 10- - - E1- - - Dol - -till - - Z
o 44 I I Ig ~I 001:' ~

o0 ~ I I 10 EE I ggI. z
.««««- 0 - - -56 - - I -11- 100 - -EE I- - - Doll - -m- - . - V

o 60 AI 1000 EEl DO till V
.««< - - - -0- - -63 - -AI FF 1- 10000 -EEl- - - -0 1 - -till - - - - V

o 62 AA
I FI 10000 EEl 01' V

00 ~~:I FI Igggg ~~~I gl: ~
.«- -0- - -59 - -AI FI- 1000- EEEI- - - Dol - -till - - V

: 0 0 ~r AI ~I Iggg ~~~I ogg,: ~
.««---0---------------48 ----I--------I--------IOO----EEI-----oool----tIII---------Cl

o 50 I I ,DO EE I DO I #I Cl
o 50 AI I IDO EE I 0 I #I Cl
o 50 I I I DO EE I DO I till Cl

*************** /JIS/3 ***************
• z

z
z
z

- z
z
z
z

- CW
CW
01
01
01

-01

- -m-
m
till
till

- -#1- -
#I
#I
#I

• -#1- -
till
till
till
#I

- -#I- -

'DO - EEE'
10DO EEl
100DO EE I
'DODD EEl
100DO -EE I
'DODD EEl
10000 EEl
10000 EEl
10000 -EEI-
1000 EEl
ODO EE

1000 EEE I
1000 EEE I
!OOO- -EE 1-

- - 61 - - I
65 AI
63 AA I66 AA

- 68 -AMI
66 AMI
64 AA 1
63 AA 1

- 63 - AAI
59 AI60 AI
59 AI
61 I

-60--1

-0- - -
o

o
o

- - 0 - -
o
o

o
- 0 
o
o

o
o

- -0-.«-

.««< -

.«< -

.««

.««-

•• ••++oo#סס
••+oo#סס+.
.+0100+••
.+0100+••
+0100++.
.ootIo++.

.+ootIo++.
.+0oןס+.

.+0oןס+.

.+0oןס+.

++0oןס+••
.++0100++
.+ootIoo++
.+ootIoo++

.+1+ ••

•••••••••• •••••••.•.....
••••••

13 40 172 zobr02 J FV 1 1 1
13 40 173 zobr02 J FV 2 2 2
13 40 174 zobr02 J FV 3 3 3
13 40 175 zobr02 J FV 4 4 4
13 41 176 zobr02 J FF 5 1 1
13 41 177 zobr02 J FF 6 2 2
13 41 178 zobr02 J FF 7 3 3
13 41 179 zobr02 J FF 8 4 4
14 42 180 zobr02 I EV 1 1 1
14 42 181 zobr02 I EV 2 2 2
14 42 182 zobr02 I EV 3 3 3
14 42 183 zobr02 I EV 4 4 4
14 42 184 zobr02 I EV 5 5 5
14 43 185 zobr02 I TO 6 1 1
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14 43 186 zobr02 I TO 7 2 2 1·1+· • .+00I0o+. I 0 58 I FF' IDDD EEE' I fI cw
14 43 187 zobr02 I TO 8 3 3 1+1+++·· • •+oofIoo++. I 0 57 I FFI IDDD EEl I fI cw
14 43 188 zobr02 I TO 9 4 4 1+1++· • •+00#lo0o+. I 0 57 I FFI 'DDD EEE I I fI cw
15 44 189 zobr02 5 FV 1 1 1 ,.fI• •• •+oofIooo+. I .«- - -0- • 60 - -AI -FF 1- IDDD - -EEl. - - - I - -fill - - - - 5
15 44 190 zobr02 5 FV 2 2 2 Ifl •+0#100++. 1 0 66 AA F IDDDD EEl

,
fIfIfI 5

15 45 191 zobr02 5 F5 3 1 1 Ifl .+0#100+. I .««- - - 0 - - - 66 - AAI - FI- IDDDD -EEl- - - - I - -fill - - - - 5
15 45 192 zobr02 5 F5 4 2 2 Ifl .+ofIOOO+· 1

0 67 AMI I IDDDD EI 1
5

:'
5

15 45 193 zobr02 5 F5 5 3 3 Ifl •+00#lo0o+. I 0 65 AMI IDDDD EI
5

15 45 194 zobr02 5 F5 6 4 4 0 I D! fill 5Ifl +oofIoooo+. I 63 AM, I ,DDD E,

............... IMINI ...............
20 55 228 zobr02 M TO 1 1 4, .+1++. .0#100+. .«< - - -0- - - 60 - - 'G- - - FI- - - - ,DDD- EEEI- - DDDDI - -fill - - - - CN
20 55 229 zobr02 M TO 2 2 5 1 •oofIoo+ •• .+flo++. 0 55 IG F' IDD EEE I DDD I

fIfIfI CN
20 55 230 zobr02 M TO 3 3 6 I .ofIoo+ •• .1+•• 0 56 GG FFI D EEE DDD fill CN
20 56 231 zobr02 M CC 4 1 1 I••ofIoo+ •• .fI .«< - - - - 0 - - - - - 58 - - IGG - -FF '- ID- - -EEl- - -DDDI - -fill - - - - CN
20 56 232 zobr02 M CC 5 2 2 I••ofIoo+. .fI 0 56 IGG FF I ,D EEl DDD I fI CN
20 56 233 zobr02 M CC 6 3 3 I .ofIoo+. fI 0 56 IGG FF I D EE DDD fI CN
21 57 234 zobr02 I TO 1 1 1 IfI.ofIoo+. • .fI•• .««- - - - -0- - - - - 61 ' GG - -FF '- IDD - EEEI- - -DDDI - -fIfIfI- - - - cw
21 57 235 zobr02 I TO 2 2 2 I .ofIoo+. .+1++•• 0 61 IG FF I IDD EEE DD fill cw
21 58 236 zobr02 I CV 3 1 1 IfI ofIoo+. .+010++. .««- - - - -0- - - - - 61 - - IG- - -FF'- - - IDDD - EEE I- - - -D 1 - -fill - - - - cw
21 58 237 zobr02 I cv 4 2 2 IfI.ofIoo+. .+0#10++. 0 61 I FFI IDDD EEE 1 D1 fI cw
21 58 238 zobr02 I CV 5 3 3 I••ofIoo+. • •+1+ •• 0 55 IG FF I 'DD EEl DI fill cw
22 59 239 zobr02 N TV 1 1 1 I .ofIoo+. •• fI. .««- - - 0 - - - - 54 - - IG- - -FFI- - ID- - -EEl- - - -D I - -fill - - - - CN
22 59 240 zobr02 N TV 2 2 2 I••ofIoo+. fI 0 56 GG FF 'D EEl DD I fill CN
22 59 241 zobr02 N TV 3 3 3 , ••ofIoo+. fI 0 55 IGGG FF I 1 EEl DDI fill CN
22 59 242 zobr02 N TV 4 4 4 1 .ofIoo+. fI 0 56 IGGG FFI I EEl DDI fI CN
22 59 243 zobr02 N TV 5 5 5 I. .ofIoo+. fI fI 0 57 IGGG FF

'
1 EEl DD I fI CN

22 59 244 zobr02 N TV 6 6 6 1".ofIoo+ • fI fI 0 55 IGGG FF I lEE' DDI fI CN
22 59 245 zobr02 N TV 7 7 fI 0 56 !GGG FF! I I fI CN7 I .ofIoo+. I EEl DD I

'ID- - EEE'I- - - DDI - -fill - - - - Z
DD EEE DDD fIfIfI Z

'DDD EEEI DD I fill Z
IDDD- EEEI- - - DD I - -fl- - - - - Z
IDDD EEl DI fI AI·+( Z
IDDD EEl DI fill Z
'DDDD EEl D' fI Z
IDDDD EEEI- - - - I- -fill - - - - cw
IDDDD EEE I I fill CW

Iggg ~~~J I:' ~
IDDD- EEEI- . - - I - -fl- - - CW
,DDD EEE I I fI CW
IDDD EEE I I fI CW
I DDD EEE I I fill CW

- - - - ~~ - - IG- -
59 AI

- 58 - -AI
58 AI
61 AA I61 AA

- - 57 - AA I
57 AI
55 AI
53 AI

- 53 - - I-
54 AI
54 AI
57 AI

- - 0 - -
o
o

- 0 - -
o
o
o

- -0- -
o
o

o
- - 0 -

o
o
o

............... IJI5/4 .
29 76 305 zobr02 J FV 1 1 1 .++ofIo+••••+++#10++.. I .<<<<-
29 76 306 zobr02 J FV 2 2 2 ••1+.. • .+0#100++.. I.
29 76 307 zobr02 J FV 3 3 3 .fI .+ofIoo++. I.
29 77 308 zobr02 J FF 4 1 1 .fI .+00#10++.. I .««-
29 77 309 zobr02 J FF 5 2 2 fI ••+0#100++.
29 77 310 zobr02 J FF 6 3 3 fI .+ofIoo++. I .
29 77 311 zobr02 J FF 7 4 4 fI .+oofIoo+. I .
30 78 312 zobr02 I EV 1 1 1 fI ••oofIoo+. , .«-
30 78 313 zobr02 I EV 2 2 2 fl. ..00#I0o++
30 78 314 zobr02 I EV 3 3 3 fl. .+oofIoo++. 1

1

•

30 78 315 zobr02 I EV 4 4 4 .1+.. .+oofIooo+.
30 79 316 zobr02 I TO 5 1 1 .+1++. .+oofIooo+. 1

1
.«< -

30 79 317 zobr02 I TO 6 2 2 +1+.. .+00#lo0o+.
130 79 318 zobr02 I TO 7 3 3 .1++. .+00#lo0o+.
130 79 319 zobr02 I TO 8 4 4 .1+. .+000#I0oo. I
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30 19 320 zobr02 I TO 9 5 5 .#1+ •• • •+0010000·1 0 55 AI FF' 1000 EEE I , , cw
30 19 321 zobr02 I TO 10 6 6 .,.. 0 55 AI FF 1 1000 EEE I , , cw
30 19 322 zobr02 I TO 11 7 7 .,.. •+001000+. I

0 56 AI FFI 1000 EEE I I , cw
30 19 323 zobr02 I TO 12 8 8 ,. •+00#000+. I

0 55 AI FF I 1000 EEE I I , cw
31 80 324 zobr02 S FS 1 1 1 , •+ootooo+. I

.< - - -0- - 56 - -A 1 - F1- 1000- -EEI- I - -,- - - S•+00#000+. I 131 80 325 zobr02 S FS 2 2 2 ,
•+001000+. I 0 59 M

I I 1000 EEl 1 " S
31 80 326 zobr02 S FS 3 3 3 , •++otooooo+ I 0 58 AM

_1 0 -
DOD E

-01 " S
31 81 327 zobr02 S CF 4 1 1 .«< - - -0- - 59 -AMI 1000- - EI. - _" - - S
31 81 328 zobr02 S CF 5 2 2

.001000+++. I
0 10 100 I

" S
31 81 329 zobr02 S CF 6 3 3

••• +0010000t0+ I
0

55 AMI
10 10 1 0 1 , S

31 81 330 zobr02 S CF 7 4 4
••• ++ot()()()()()#l+. ,

0
51 AMI 10 10 I D! , S•••+ootoooooo+. I 45 M I I I ,

*************** IFILl ***************
-8 1 - -,- - -000165 160 684 zobr02 F FV 1 1 1 , +,•••+0010000++•• .««< - - - 0 - - ---~:--I .10 - - - -" - - S

65 160 685 zobr02 F FV 2 2 2 , , • •0010000+ •• 0 10 81
IC DDD

J
, S

65 160 686 zobr02 F FV 3 3 3 , ••+00100100++ •• ., 0 58 AI 10 1
" S

65 160 687 zobr02 F FV 4 4 4 , •+ooootoo++ •• 0 58 AI 10 I I 001

" S
10- _I. DO

65 161 688 zobr02 F FS 5 1 1 , •++00100++ •• .«< - -0- - 60 - MI _1 0 - - -000 I - _" - - S
65 161 689 zobr02 F FS 6 2 2 •• +otoo+•• 0 64 M

I
10 100 EI 000 1 , S

65 161 690 zobr02 F FS 7 3 3 .+otoo+•• 0 64 M 100 100 E1 000 1 , S
65 161 691 zobr02 F FS 8 4 4 +otoo+. 0 65 M 1 100 100 EI DOD' , S
65 162 692 zobr02 F CF 9 1 1 .otoo+•• .««- - -0- - 65 - MI .1 00- 1000- - EI. - -DOD 1 - -,- - S
65 162 693 zobr02 F CF 10 2 2 .0010++. 0 63 M 100 1000 EI 000 1

, S
65 162 694 zobr02 F CF 11 3 3 .+otoo+•• 0 56 AMI 10 1000 E' 000 1 " S
66 163 695 zobr02 I TO 1 1 1 , .+00#00+. .««««<0< - - - - 52 - -AI .1. _

1000- -EE 1- - -tm - - - cw
FI

- DO,
66 163 696 zobr02 I TO 2 2 2 .,. .+001000+•• 0 :g 1 ,DOD EEE I 001 " cw
66 163 697 zobr02 I TO 3 3 3 ..,.. .otooo+•• 0 FI 1000 EEE I

DOD " cw
66163 698 zobr02 I TO 4 4 4 ,.,.. .otoo+•• 0 58 IG FI DO EEE 000 1 , cw
67 164 699 zobr02 L EC· 1 1 1 •••,+•• .otoo+. •«< - - - -0- - - - - - 57 • - IG- - - FI. 100 - EEEI- - DODOI - _" - - CL
67 164 700 zobr02 L EC 2 2 2 • .+'++•• +otoo+. . 0 55 IG F' 100 EEE 000

1
, CL

67 165 701 zobr02 L TV 3 1 1 • .+'00++. +otoo+ •• ., - . - - 0 - - - - - - 55 - - \G- - - Fl- IDO - EEE I. -000
1
- -,- - - - - CL

67 165 702 zobr02 L TV 4 2 2 • .otoo+•• +otoo++. 0 55 IG FF I 100 EEE I 000 1
, CL

67 165 703 zobr02 L TV 5 3 3 •.+'00+ •• +00#00+•• 0 59 IG FF I DOD EEEI 000
1

, CL
67 165 704 zobr02 L TV 6 4 4 • .+otoo+•• .+0010++. 0 63 IG FI 100 EEEI 000 1 " CL,

*************** ISIFIK/2 ***************
- -I- I83195 810 zobr02 S FS 1 1 1 I , .,•• ·++00I000C)()f0+·1 .««- -0- - - 60 - -AI -'0 - '0- - - _" - - - - S

83195 811 zobr02 S FS 2 2 2 I , 0 100 10 " S
83 195 812 zobr02 S FS 3 3 3 I

•••++oootooootOO·
1 0

61 M
I 100 10 I I

" S
83195 813 zobr02 S FS 4 4 4 I

•••+++otooooooo+,
0

62 M
I 100 10 I I , S

5 I
••++00100000oo+ I 61 AMI 100 100 I 0 183195 814 zobr02 S FS 5 5 ••++oootoooo+. I 0 64 AM

- EI- " S
83 196 815 zobr02 S FS 6 1 6 I .«- - 0 - - 63 -AMI _1 00- 100 - - I - -,- - - S
83196 816 zobr02 S FS 7 2 7 I

•• +000#00o+. I
0 62 AM 100 1000 EI 0 1 , S••+00#000++. I .

83196 817 zobr02 S FS 8 3 8 I .++00100++.
1

0 63 AMI 10 1000 EI 0 1 , S
84 197 818 zobr02 I EV 1 1 1 I ,

•+oootoo++. I .«««- - 0 - - 62 - MI -1 0 - 1000- -EEl- -0 , - -tm - - -cw
84 197 819 zobr02 I EV 2 2 2 I , .,. .0010000+. I 0 65 AI I 1000 EE, DI " cw
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.+,..
• .++#1++.

.++#1+.,,,

-cw
cw
cw
cw

- S
S

- S
S
S
S

-cw
cw
cw
cw
cw

- Q
Q

Q

Q

- - Q
Q

Q

Q

- -till 
till,
till

- -,- -
till

- -till -,
till
till

- - tI#tIII - -
till
till
till,

- -till -,,,
- -tI#tIII -

till
till
till

1000- EEE I -
'DO EEl
100 EEl
100 EEl
1000- -EEI
1000 EE
1000- - EI.
1000 EI
10000 EI
1000 EI
1000- -EEl
1000 EE
1000 EEE I
1000 EEE I
1000 EEE I
100 - EEE I.
10 EEl
10 EEl
10 EEl
100 - -EE I. -
100 EI
100 EEl
!DD EEl

- ~~ - -A II

51
55 AI

- - 55 - -A I -
56 AI

-59-AAI
58 AMI
66 AM
59 AMI

- 53 - -AI
57 AI
55 I
~~ I

- 44 - - IG
42 I
42 I
41

- 64 - -AI
59 AI
54 AI
64 Io

o
o

.«««< - 0 
o
o

o
. 0
.««- 0 

o
o

o
.««««< - - -0

o
o

.««- - - - 0 -
o

o
o

•«< - - - 0 - -
o

.«««- - - 0 - 
o

•ootIooo++ •
.0#lo0o++ ••

•••+0#lo0o++ ••
.+0#lo0o++ ••
+0#lo0o++ ••
+ootIooo++ •
•+ootIooo+.
.++ootIoo+.

.+ootIoo+.
, •++otIoo++.

, , •+ootIoo++.
.,. .+ootIoo+.

.,.+#1+. +ootIooo+.

.++0#1++. +ootIoo+ ••
•• +#1++... .+otIoo++ ••
•+otIoo++ •••••++otIoo++ ••
•• 0#100++ •••++000#1000++.

I. .+otIo+ ••• •++ootIoooo++.
I .+,o++••••++ootIoooo++.
I ' .+ootIooo+ ••
I ' .+otIoo++ ••
I ' .otIoo+ ••
I ••,.. +otIoo+.

820 zObr02 I TO 3 1 1
821 zObr02 I TO 4 2 2
822 zObr02 I TO 5 3 3
823 zObr02 I TO 6 4 4
824 zObr02 F FV 1 1 1
825 zObr02 F FV 2 2 2
826 zObr02 F FS 3 1 1
827 zObr02 F FS 4 2 2
828 zObr02 F FS 5 3 3
829 zObr02 F FS 6 4 4
830 zObr02 I TO 1 1 1
831 zObr02 I TO 2 2 2
832 zObr02 I TO 3 3 3
833 zObr02 I TO 4 4 4
834 zObr02 I TO 5 5 5
835 zObr02 K OT 1 1 1
836 zObr02 K OT 2 2 2
837 zObr02 K OT 3 3 3
838 zObr02 K OT 4 4 4
839 zObr02 K B 5 1 1
840 zObr02 K B 6 2 2
841 zObr02 K B 7 3 3
842 zObr02 K B 8 4 4

84 198
84 198
84 198
84 198
85 199
85 199
85 200
85 200
85 200
85 200
86 201
86 201
86 201
86 201
86 201
87 202
87 202
87 202
87 202
87 203
87 203
87 203
87 203

•#1++#1+. • •+0#10+ ••
•+#1++#1+. • •+otIo+ ••
.++++#I++••••+otIo++.

.#I++#I++ •••• +otIoo+ ••
• •#I++tI++ • •••+ootIo++ • ••
.,.+#1+ •••••• ootIoo++ ••
.,.+#1+. • •+0#100++ ••
.,••,. • •ootIoo++ ••
.,••,. .+otIoo+ ••
, •• , .00#I0o+ ••
, .otIoo++ ••

, .otIooo+ ••
, •otIooo++.

, .otIooo+ ••
, .otIooo+.

, .0#100++.
, .otIoo+ ••

*************** /VIV/ ***************
106 247 1005 zObr02 V TV 1 1 1
106 247 1006 zObr02 V TV 2 2 2
106 247 1007 zObr02 V TV 3 3 3
106 247 1008 zObr02 V TV 4 4 4
107 248 1009 zObr02 I TO 1 1 1
107 248 1010 zObr02 I TO 2 2 2
107 248 1011 zObr02 I TO 3 3 3
107 248 1012 zObr02 I TO 4 4 4
108 249 1013 zObr02 V EC 1 1 1
108 249 1014 zObr02 V EC 2 2 2
108 249 1015 zObr02 V EC 3 3 3
108 250 1016 zObr02 V FF 4 1 1
108 250 1017 zObr02 V FF 5 2 2
108 250 1018 zObr02 V FF 6 3 3
108 250 1019 zObr02 V FF 7 4 4
108 250 1020 zObr02 V FF 8 5 5
108 250 1021 zObr02 V FF 9 6 6

.«< -

.««-

.«< -

.«< -

- 0 
o

o
o

- 0 - -
o
o
o

- - -0-
o
o

- - 0 -
o
o

o
o
o

- 50 - - IG
49 IG
48 IIG
47

- 49 - - I
52 I
53 I
55 I

- - 57 - - II
~ AI

- 63 - -A I
61 AI
61 AI
58 AI
59 AI
60 AI

10- - -EEl-
Ig ~~I
10 EEl
100 - -EE I.
1
00 EEl
DO EEl

1000 EEl
1000- EEEI-
1000 EEEI
000 EEE

1000- EEEI
1000 EEE I1000 EEE I1000 EEE I1000 EEE I1000 EEE I

- -0001
000 1000 1DOD

- - DO I
00 1
DOl
DOl

- -DOD I
000 1
000 1

-000 1

1DO
000 1
000 1
000 1
0001

- -till -,,,
- -,-,,,
- -,- -,,
. -,-,,,,,

- z
z
z
z

-cw
cwcw
cw

- z
z
z

- z
z
z
z
z
z

.+#100.

.+'00+.

*************** /RIM/ ***************
151 355 1462 zObr02 R TV 1 1 1 II
151 355 1463 zObr02 R TV 2 2 2 I

.«- - 0 
o

- 63 - -
61

- 100- -BBB II
100 BBB I

_ICC- - DOl - -,- -
Icc DO I till

- S
S
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151 355 1464 zObr02 R TV 3 3 3 .+'00+. , 0 61 AI 100 BB I IC DOl , 5
152 356 1465 zObr02 I EV 1 1 1 , •••+oto+ ••• , •• .««< - -0- - - 60 - -AI - ' 00- -BI _Ic - - -0 I - -tt - -1:\1
152 356 1466 zObr02 I EV 2 2 2 •+'()()()()()f()()()()()fo++ • 0 61 AI 100 Ic 0 1 tt 1:\1
152 356 1461 zObr02 I EV 3 3 3 •+ot()()()()()f()()()ofooo+ • 0 63 AI 100 I I 0 1

" 1:\1
152 351 1468 zObr02 I TO 4 1 1 .+1++.++++o0oi00++. .««- - - 0 - • - 68 - -AI -'0 - 10- - EI• - Dol - -" - -1:\1
152 351 1469 zObr02 I TO 5 2 2 ·.,.. •.+otoo++. 0 61 AI 10 100 EEl Dol " CW
152 351 1410 zObr02 I TO 6 3 3 ·.,. +otoo+ •• .«« 0 66 AI I 1000 EEl 000 1 , CW
152 351 1411 zObr02 I TO 1 4 4 .,.. .otoo+ •• 0 65 AI I 1000 EEl 000 1 , CW
152 351 1412 zObr02 I TO 8 5 5 .,.. .otoo++. 0 61 AI I 1000 EEl Dol , 1:\1
152 351 1413 zObr02 I TO 9 6 6 .+1+ •• .ooto++. 0 62 I FI 1000 EEl Dol " CW
152 358 1414 zObr02 I CV 10 1 1 ++1++ •• .ootoo+. .«- - - -0- • 61 - - I FI. 1000- -EE I. - DO' - -,- - - CW
152 358 1415 zObr02 CV 11 2 2 " +1+++••

, .ootoo++. 0 62 I FI
1
000 EEl Dol , CW

152 358 1416 zObr02 CV 12 3 3 I otoo++. .+otoo++. 0 59 I FI DOD EE' 0 1 , 1:\1
153 359 1411 zObr02 EC 1 1 1 I' ootoo+•• .+otoo++. .«< - - - - 0 - - 58 - -

I ___
FI. 1000- -EEl. - - -01 - -,- - - CN

153 359 1418 zObr02 EC 2 2 2 I'.ootoo++. .+oto++. 0 60 IG FI
100 EEl 001 " CN

153 359 1479 zObr02 EC 3 3 3 I' +ootoo+. .1+•• 0 56 IG FI 0 EEl DO " CN
153 360 1480 zObr02 TV 4 1 1 I +otoo+•• , .«< - - - 0 - - - 54 - - IGG - - FI. 10- ·EEI. - Dol - -" - • CN
153 360 1481 zObr02 TV 5 2 2 I'.ootoo+. , 0 51 I GG FI EEl Dol , CN
153 360 1482 zObr02 TV 6 3 3 I ootoo+. , 0 55 IGG FI I EEl Dol , CN
153 360 1483 zObr02 TV 1 4 4 I ootoo+. , 0 55 IGG FI I EEl Dol , CN
153 360 1484 zObr02 TV 8 5 5 I'.ootoo+•• , 0 51 IGG F' I E1 Dol , CN
153 360 1485 zObr02 TV 9 6 6 I' +otoo+. , 0 55 IGGG FI I EI Dol , CN
153 360 1486 zObr02 TV 10 1 , 0 55 IGG FI I EEl Dol , CN
153 360 1481 zObr02 TV 11 8

1 I' +otoo+. , 0 55 IGGG F! B! EE! 0001 , CN8 I' +ooto++. I

*************** /5IT/ ***************
161 411 1114 zObr02 5 F5 1 1 5 •+ootooooloo++ .1 .«- - - - -0- --69-MI - ·I~-

I • • • -1- -01 . -" - - - • 5
161 411 1115 zObr02 5 F5 2 2 6 0 10 AM 10 " 5
161 412 1116 zObr02 5 F5 3 1 1

•+ot()()()()()foo+. I
.««- - - - -0- - - 10 -AMI _1 00- 100 - - -I- I _

-tt - - - - 5•+I+++ootoo+. I
161 412 1111 zObr02 5 F5 4 2 8 •++++ootoo+. , 0 61 AAAA

I
100 100 , 15 , 5

161 412 1118 zObr02 5 F5 5 3 9 ••+++ootoo+. , 0 61 AAAA
I

100 100 , 15 , 5
161 412 1119 zObr02 5 F5 6 4 10 •+++ootoo+. I 0 64 AAAA 100 'DO 15 , 5
161 412 1120 zObr02 5 F5 1 5 11 •+I++ootoo+. I 0 64 AAMI 100 100 E' 15 , 5
161 413 1121 zObr02 5 CF 8 1 1 •+Io+ootoo+. I .«- - - 0 - - 59 AAAA

I
_100- 100 - - EI. I _ -,- - - 5

161 413 1122 zObr02 5 CF 9 2 2 .+I++ootooo·
1

0 58 MM
I

100 100 E1 15 , 5
161 413 1123 zObr02 5 CF 10 3 3 •+'0+o0oi00+ I 0 55 AM 100 100 EI 15 , 5
168 414 1124 zObr02 I IF 1 1 1 ••+ootooolooo+ I .««- - 0 - - - 49 -AMl _1 0 - 100 - - EI. I--" - - - - 1:\1
168 414 1125 zObr02 I IF 2 2 2 , •++ot()()()()()foo+ I 0 41 AM '0 o I

- I
, 1:\1

169 415 1126 zObr02 T OT 1 1 1 , .««- 0 - - 45 - MI -'0 - 10- - - _I. . -" - - Q

169 415 1121 zObr02 T OT 2 2 2
••+oot()()()ofoo+.,

0 100 10 EI 0 1 , Q••++ot()()()ofoo+. I 44 M
I169 415 1128 zObr02 T OT 3 3 3 , , • ••+otooooooo+. I 0 44 AI 10 10 EI 01 " Q

169 415 1129 zObr02 T OT 4 4 4 , • •+oooI()()()ofoo. I 0 46 M 10 10 I

- - I " Q

169 416 1130 zObr02 T B 5 1 1 , .«- - - 0 - - 50 - AAI _1 0 - 100 - - EI. - - -,- - - Q

169 416 1131 zObr02 T B 6 2 2
•++oooIootooo+ I

0 10 100 I 0' " Q

169 416 1132 zObr02 T B 1 3 3
•••+ootoooooo·

1
•

0
58 AMI 10 100 EI O! , Q••+otooooo++. I 55 AMI I I I



'"

---------------------------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
««- -0- - - . - - - . 38. 'G- - - _I. . • E1- - . DO' fIfI#-

0 38. IGG FI EI DOl ##
««. -0- . - - - - - . 38. IGG -FF! - -EE!- . Dol ## .

I

····c:······~,;··~·~·~:··· ····..·..,..·~····~·;;~··-· ~~: ..; _ _ _ - - _-_ -_ _--

····ii:..··············.._·..· ···········..····..····· _ _ _ _ .
t, ',-, I , ) ~

Date:

<lIlBcro-class><state>

preliminary hypotheses

10#00000#0+++00#00++••
1+0#0000+++++++#++· •
1+0#000+++·····#··

1•

Expert:

...3': _ _ __ '3: _._ __.

..··4:··_· ·..·· ····..·· · ·..· ·..···········..·· ··..G:···············-·..···..····..· ······..·..·········· - " .

···3"':················..···· ·:····..·_·..·····..·········· ;;: _ _ _ _ _ .
\

....2: ·_ _-~..·_·..· · ··..···· ·..·E: ·..~·.·_·.._~:·_· ·_.._,-,,-I _ __ -- -.--••---- -- _.- _-

observed articulatory micro phenomenons
I~~----~~--~--------------~-~~J:!!F!~~~------------------------- ~~tL~a}l~ _

General Remarks A. c,. .,':..

..·4:- _.._ ·_ · · · · · · · · · · ·..· · · 4:· _ __.._._ _ __.

_~!!!!l~~_a!~!!_~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~1~ _



---------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------
««< . - - 0 - 49. IG' . - -I' . 10' . -EE I. - '000, tI##-

0 51. IGG 10 EEl #tI
0 53. IGG FI I E1 0001

#000
# . - - . - - -0- 55. !GG - -!- . I - el· - 'ODO! #-I

, ,,1

..··ii:---·..·..·· ·..·..·································· _ _ _ _ _.
f, l • Cj' t, ~l"':

....C:··· ········..·············..·..·····..···..········· _ _ __ _ - __ ..

:.

Date:

preliminary hypotheses
<macro-cl.><secundary labels>

Expert:

1. '/
V

,.++00#00+ ••••+0#00+••
1.+000#00+••••+#++.
1·+00#000++·····#+··
••+00#000++. .#.

observations after spectrogram revelation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_...._-----

-2: ~··_ ·..i"· ··..·--;-..~~..,..···..····· ···e:·..··..········..··.._·..······_·····_····_··········· _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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